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Abstract 
Chemical experiments were performed to  examine the  usefulness of heavy 
ion t ransfer  reactions in producing new, neutron-rich actinide nuclides. A gen- 
eral  quasi-elastic to  deep-inelastic mechanism is proposed, and the  utility of 
this method as  opposed to  other  methods (e-g. complete fusion) is discussed. 
The relative merits of various techniques of actinide target  synthesis a r e  
discussed. A description is given of a target  system designed to remove the  
large amounts  of heat  generated by the passage of a heavy ion beam through 
mat te r ,  thereby maximizing t h e  beam intensity which can be safely used in an 
experiment. Also described is a general  separation scheme for t he  actinide ele- 
ments  f rom protactinium (Z=91) to  mendelevium ( Z = l O l ) ,  and  fast  specific pro- 
cedures  for plutonium, americium and berkelium. 
The cross sections for the  production of several nuclides from the  bom- 
bardment  of 24sCm with lSO, BsKr and lseXe projectiles a t  several energies n e a r  
and below t h e  Coulomb barrier were determined. The results a r e  compared 
with yields f rom 4aCa arid 2381J bombardments of 24*Cm. Simple extrapolation of 
t he  product  yields into unknown regions of charge and mass indicates t h a t  the  
use of heavy ion transfer reactions t o  produce new, neutron-rich above-target 
species is limited. The substantial production of neutron-rich below-target 
species, however, indicates t ha t  with very heavy ions like lseXe and 2ssU the  new 
species 248Am, 24gAm and 247Pu should be produced with large cross sections 
from a 2 4 s ~ m  target.  
A preliminary, unsuccessful altempl. t o  isolate 247Pu is outlined. The 
failure is probably due to  the  half life of the decay, which is calculated t o  be 
less than  3 minutes. The absolute gamma ray intensities from 251Bk decay, 
necessary for  calculating the  251Bk cross section, a r e  also determined. 
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Section 1 - Purpose and Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to  measure the  yields of actinide products 
formed in heavy ion bonrbardments of 24aCm, and  to  examine the  possibility of 
picking optimum projectile, energy and  target. combinations for producing new, 
neutron-r ich actinide nuclei. The characterization of these unknown species is 
important in furthering the  understanding of mass and fission systematics in 
the  heavy element region, where t h e  linuts of nuclear stability are being 
explored. These neu tron-rich nuclides a r e  inaccessible via the  reaction 
mechanisms previously used in new actinide synthesis, so new methods must  be  
studied. 
1.1 Production of Neutron-rich Actinides and some Limitations 
Nuclear reactions produce nuclides with an excess of energy over t ha t  of 
the ground s ta te .  A non-zero impact  parameter  in the  reacting system can  
introduce an  intrinsic angular momentum in the  primary product nuclides con- 
s iderably  different than the spin of their  ground states. Excess energy and  
angular momentum are removed via the  emission of light particles and g a m a  
photons, o r  by fission. In the  heavy element region, where the energy released 
in the  fission process is large and t h e  barr ier  is low. fission becomes the 
predornindnt mode of de-excitation. 
The statistical emission of light particles and  gamma photons from equili- 
brium nuclei has  been well-characterized [Rea65,Gi171, DlaSO] sirice the  poten- 
tial barriers and  t h e  densities of receiving s ta tes  a s  a function of energy and 
angular momenturn [Lan66,Plo82] are well-defined. The high nuclear charge of 
actinide species severely inhibits de-excitation by proton and alpha particle 
emission relative t o  t h a t  by neut ron  emission due to  the high Coulomb poten- 
tials against t he  processes. In the  neutron-deficient actinides, apparent de- 
excitation by charged particle emission has  been observed a s  a competing 
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process [Kuz67,Hah74,Wi178] due  to the  favorable energetics, but some contri- 
bution to  t h e  reaction products due to  non-equilibrium processes is suspected. 
In the  neutron-rich actinides, t he  emission of charged particles in evaporative 
de-excitation can be neglected in comparison to neutron emission and fission 
rates .  Emission of "average" neut rons  results in a loss of roughly 8 MeV of exci- 
tation energy and a few units of angular  momentum. Several neutrons may 
have to be emitted t o  completely de-excite a primary reaction product down to  
t he  Yrast band of the  final daughter  rG1-0671. The one-shot fission process com- 
pe tes  with the  emission of each  particle. Once the  excitation energy of an eva- 
poration residue is in the vicinity of t he  binding energy of the neutron above 
the  Yrast line, photon emission becomes t h e  primary competition to  de- 
excitation by fission. 
The fission probability is no t  nearly so well defined a s  the probability of 
particle emission [Van73]. S t ruc ture  in t h e  fission barrier as  a function of t h e  
shape of t he  separating system can be inferred with the  Strutinsky hybrid 
model [Str67,Str68] and 1s borne o u t  by the existence of the fission isomers 
[Po162,Ma167], bu t  is difficult t o  quantify a s  a function of excitation energy 
[Ni168]. The presence of intrinsic angular momentum changes the  height of the  
fission barrier [Coh74] and enhances t h e  probability of fission relative t o  parti- 
cle emission [Van73]. The mass- and  charge-split in fission is non-discrete, so 
the  density of receiving s ta tes  is very cornplicated. The probability of fission 
relative to a given neutron emission, expressed a s  a ratio of decay widths, has  
been derived based on simple models of the  fission process [Van73,Ign72,Sik67], 
bu t  the  results a r e  highly dependent  upon parameterization [Bec77]. 
Clearly, when looking for neutron-rich reaction products in the actinide 
region, two classes of synthesis met.hods a re  suggested: Either the reaction 
products must b e  directly formed with nearly the  proper number of neutrons a t  
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a low excitation energy tha t  precludes particle emission, or  the  products must 
be made with an excess of neutrons a t  a high excitation energy and de-excite 
by evaporation. The minimal loss of reaction products to fission favors the  first. 
method for actinide synthesis. 
As a result, reactions involving the  complete fusion of heavy ions and heavy 
targets  to form an evaporation residue a r e  almost completely useless for for- 
mation of new, neutron-rich actinides. Due to  the  sharp bend of the  valley of 
beta  stability toward neutron excess, t he  fusion of a light projectile with a 
heavy ta rge t  produces compound nuclei which a re  relatively neutron-deficient. 
Surmounting the  Coulomb barrier requires a projectile kinetic energy which 
guarantees  a fairly high primary product excitation energy. Cornplete fusion of 
more symmetric systems results in a much lower excitation energy due to  the  
lower reaction Q-value. but  the resulting reaction products a re  even more 
neutron- deficient than those resulting from asymmetric systems, t he  intrinsic 
angular momenta a r e  higher [BlaBO], resulting in a higher fission probabiljty, 
and the geometrical problem of pushing the  intermediate system into a more- 
or-less spherical configuration requires the  addition of an excess of relative 
kinetic energy of the  participants [Swi82,Bjo82]. Nevertheless, this technique 
has  recently been used to synthesize neutron-deficient isotopes of elements 
107 and 109 in the  reactions of zoeRi with 54Cr and  58Fe [MunBl,Mun82] with 
almost n o  excitation energy. 
Figure l a  shows a section of t he  c h a r t  of the  nuclides with reasonable 
neutron-rich target  nuclides €or use in heavy ion bombardments indicated; 
"reasonable" in this case means tha t  t h e  material is available in a t  least micro- 
gram quantities and the  half life is on t h e  order  of a year or longer. Also desig- 
nated on figure l a  is the  neutron-rich limit of the  known actinide nuclides 
[See811 and some compound nuclei formed from the  heavy targets with com- 
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nionly available projectiles. Even neglecting the necessary emission of neu- 
t rons in de-excitation, the  lowest Z incursion into unknown territory is in the  
nobelium isotopes (Z= 102) and the  evaporation of particles puts the residues 
from even these  reactions back into the  known regions of charge and mass, 
since these a re  the  very reactions which produced t h e  most neutron-rich 
known isotopes of these elements [Si173,Esk71,Ghi70]. 
The idea of producing neutron-rich short-lived species in primary 
projectile- target  interactions which then interact in  secondary reactions with 
the t a rge t  to produce new species has  been advanced, usually in the  context of 
application to superheavy element synthesis [Kar69,Uni72,Fle73,Mar80]. In the 
more primitive experiments, a beam of high-energy protons o r  low-energy 
heavy ions was used t o  bombard a heavy element target ,  and the  reaction pro- 
ducts ,  produced with a high lab-frame kinetic energy, went on in turn  to 
interact  with the  target  material. Neutron-rich light nuclides are  beginning to  
become available as actual  “secondary beams” [Kav79,Duf80] and in coming 
Year 3 t o i i l i ) a i  tiirieiils v v i ~ i i  species iiice ‘’0 n~ r.cJclsorirtt>ir iir-arrt irtiensities may 
become possible. However, even the  extension of t he  possible compound nuclei 
by several neutrons in excess of those designated in figure l a  will help little in 
neutron-rich actinide production, partly due to lhe  absence OF suitable target  
materials i n  the  lead to  radium region. 
Many of the  known neutron-rich actinide nuclides were produced through 
low-energy neutron irradiations of heavy targets,  e i ther  in a nuclear reactor  or  
in a nuclear explosion [Com66]. Indeed, the available heavy targets themselves 
are  products of neutron irradiations of other  products,  all deriving ultimately 
from 23aU, 232Th, and their  natural  decay daughters.  In these reactions, the  
negligible energy of the  fully o r  partially moderated neutron imparts an excita- 
tion energy to  the  primary capture  product essentially equal to  the binding 
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energy of the neutron, and imparts very little angular momentum. The proba- 
bility of fission of t h e  product directly dkpldys the odd-even effect  on this bind- 
ing energy: The addition nf a rieutron to  an actinide species with an even 
number of protons and an odd number of neutrons is more likely to result  in 
fission than  the  addition of a neutron to  an even-even nuclide, because the  
ground s t a t e  of t h e  even-even nucleus is stabilized by the  pairing energy of the  
two neutrons,  increasing the  binding energy of the  neutron in these species. 
The cross  section fo r  fission in the  7t(h + 235U and nth + 23ePu reactions is con- 
siderably more than  half of t he  reaction cross section, while the addition of still 
another  neutron t o  each in the  nth -t ‘’‘u and nth + 240Pu reactions results in 
fission cross sections of less than a percent  of the total  [T0178]. In experiments 
where heavy actinide yields were determined in nuclear explosions [Com66], the  
regularity of t he  mass yields of the  actinide products, the  odd-even excursions 
from t h a t  regularity, and the  total absence of the  formation of such shielded 
species a s  25aCf and 254Es [Fie56], which can be made a t  lower flux in reactors,  
all was taken as evidence of the  successive rdpid capture  of neutrons by 
uranium, followed by the  beta  decay of such exotic species as 257U. Calcula- 
tions predict  the  significant probability of formation of 270U [hfe176]. This, then,  
is one way of producing neutron-rich actinide species, and the  existence of ein- 
steinium and fermium isotopes in nuclear debris is evidence of the former pres- 
ence of beta-minus unstable actinides of lower atomic numbers. However, it is 
not possible at present  to isolate reaction products from these debris on any 
time scale remotely comparable to  the half lives of the  more exotic species, 
though beta-emitting 1 1-day 248Pu [Eng55] and spontaneously fissioning 60-day 
254Cf [Hui57]. among others,  were first observed via this method. 
Other neutron-rich actinides have been synthesized with direct reactions 
of neutrons,  protons and bremsstrahlung photons with neutrori-rich actinide 
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targets.  These a re  non-equilibrium processes where the  projectile (or photon) 
interacts  with one or more nucleons in the  target  nucleus, transferring Fome or 
all of its momentum. leaving t h e  rest. of t h e  nucleons as  spectators [Seg77]. 
This can result  in residual nuclei with very little excitation energy or  angular 
momentum, depending upon t h e  nucleons removed and the  trajectories they 
take  as they exit t h e  nucleus. Transit of a substantial amount of nuclear 
mat ter  results in a higher residual excitation. Examples of nuclides produced 
by this method a r e  2 3 2 A ~  from the  232Th(n,p) reaction [Cha73]. 23'Ac from t h e  
232Tti(7,p) reaction [Tak6O,Cha73], 23sTh f rom the  23*U(n,a) reaction [Tra69], 
236Th from the  238U(p,3p) reaction [Ort73], and 242U (and the  242Np daughter) 
from the  244Pu(n,2pn) reaction [Hau79]. These methods a r e  limited to  the  pro- 
duction of nuclides with no  more than one neutron or proton more than  t h e  
target  nuclide, and  a r e  also limited by the  number of particles tha t  can be 
"knocked out" before t h e  excitation energy of the  residual nucleus becomes 
high enough t o  s t a r t  the  evaporation neutrons.  
Neutron-rich actinides have also been produced w i t h  another class of 
direct reactions,  called stripping. The most successfully used projectile is t h e  
tritium ion (3H+>, for  which beam intensities a r e  sufficiently large to  permit t he  
use of exotic ta rge ts  containing a limited number of target nuclides. The (t,p) 
reaction, where a pair of neutrons a re  transferred to the  target  nucleus while 
the proton proceeds o n  its way, has been used to produce 259Fm from 257Frn 
[fIof'i'6a) and 256Cf from a '"Cf target  [Hof77]. The (t ,p) reaction is more favor- 
able than the competing (Ln) reaction for actinide production due to  the  lower 
resulting excitation energy, and therefore lower fission probability. The (t,a) 
reaction, where t h e  tr i ton picks up a proton from the  target,  w a s  used in deter-  
mination of t h e  level s t ruc ture  of 243Np from the 2 4 4 P ~ ~ ( t . a )  transfer reaction 
[Fly791 and was observed a s  a significant competition to  the  formation of 259Fm 
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in 257Fm(t,a)23eEs reactions [Hof’lSa]. The (Lp) reactions and  (t,a) reactions 
still show limited promise in t h e  synthesis of new nuclides with the more exotic 
targets,  b u t  t h e  product nuclides are still limited to  within a few mass units of 
beta-stable nuclei. Other methods need to  be employed to produce more 
neutron-rich species. 
1.2 When Heavy Ions Collide 
In t h e  las t  few years  considerable experimental and  theoretical emphasis 
has  been placed on t h e  s tudy of t ransfer  reactions. The first problem encoun- 
tered is always a mat te r  of definition: What is meant  by transfer? In the evolu- 
tion of t he  understanding of t h e  processes involved in the  non-equilibrium par- 
tition of mass, charge,  angular momentum and energy between two colliding 
nuclear species, t he  names applied have been deep-inelastic reactions, quasi- 
elastic t ransfer ,  quasifission, damped collisions, and  incomplete fusion. All of 
these processes reflect different facets  and  extremes of the same process. 
Some exeelleril. review articles &re available [S‘ch77b, ~,cf’l!J,Vol?8]. 
When heavy ions collide, ye t  do not  coalesce into a n  equilibrated compound 
nucleus, they can  fo rm a short-lived intermediate double-centered complex. 
While in contact  with one another ,  on different time scales and  to  different 
degrees depending upon the  depth  of mutual interaction, several things can  
happen involving t h e  collective properties of the  system. One of t he  most 
dramatic results of such reactions is t h e  “thermalization” of t he  relative kine tic 
energies of the  participants into internal excitation energy. In the limit of a 
”fully damped” collision, t h e  fragment. kinetic energies in the center  of mass 
a re  very little different f rom t h e  mutual Coulomb repulsive energies of two 
charged, touching spheroids, much like the  fission process. With the dissipation 
of relative kinetic energy into excitation energy, the  conversion of orbital angu-  
lar  momentum of the  rotary dinuclear complex into intrinsic angular 
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momentum of the  products  is also observed. In the  early stages of energy 
damping, a rapid equilibration of the  neutron-to-proton ratios of the partici- 
pants  occurs  [Gat75,Sve?B,Chi79,Kra80]. On a much slower time scale, t he  
t ransfer  of mass occurs.  The equilibration of N / Z  can  be thought of as the  
motion of t he  individual nucleons,  which are no  longer in well-defined 
quantum-mechanical s ta tes ,  migrating inside t h e  oddly-shaped, transient 
potential well of t h e  colliding species, while the  transfer of mass actually 
involves changing t h e  shape of t he  whole potential. and therefore the  orienta- 
tions of all t h e  nucleons. 
The t ransfer  of mass is generally tied to  the  degree of energy thermaliza- 
tion and  the  interaction time [Sve78,Mor76,Hui76]. In the  reaction of nearly 
symmetric very heavy systems, the ne t  flow of mass from one participant t o  the  
o ther  favors symmetry due to t h e  available level densities. With greatly asyni- 
metric systems involving light heavy ions the ne t  flow of mass is from the light 
particle to the  heavy fragment,  determined by the  competing driving forces of 
both the reaction Q-value [Sierl] ,  which is large compared with the relative 
energy of motion a t  t he  top  of the potential barrier,  and  by the  energetics of 
Coulomb separation, which favors an asymmetric mass split [DiaGB]. the  N/Z 
being equilibrated between t h e  fragments. Since N/Z equilibration can  be 
related to motion of the  nucleons in t h e  two-centered potential, excitation 
energy can be thought  of as being divided between t h e  two fragments from a 
damped collision in proportion t o  t h e  number  of nucleons in each [Mor79]. This 
results in the light fragment f rom a multinucleon t ransfer  reaction of a very 
asymmetric system being produced with very little excitation energy. The 
apparent  addition of a piece of t he  projectile to the  ta rge t  in light heavy ion 
bombardments of actinides h a s  led to  the  use of a no-intermediate model 
[McF82,Lee83], similar to  the  stripping reaction description above, which works 
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well for predicting projectile-like product yields w i t h  the very light heavy ion 
leg, bu t  begins to fail with “ N e  in bombardments of 23ZTh targets [Art73a], and 
fails completely with *‘AI- projectiles [Jac75]. 
Quasi-elastic t ransfer  reactions can be thought of a s  the  very peripheral 
extremes of the  process outlined above, occurring a t  large impact parameters 
where the  interaction of nuclear  mat ter  and the  consequent interaction of pro- 
ject.ile and  target collective degrees of freedom is minimal. Single particle 
effects dominate. The angular distributions of products in these reactions a re  
typical of grazing. A s  the  collision becomes more central ,  t he  interaction time 
increases, the thermalization of energy and angular momentum and the  equili- 
bration of N / Z  becomes more complete, followed by the  partial relaxation of the 
mass difference. This results in product mass distributions peaked around the  
en t rance  channel mass and  charge values [Tho79,Bin77,Kra76,Kra74,0tt76, 
Sch78). A t  the  fully damped extreme lies the  completely equilibrated system, 
which can bc thought, nf a s  a quasi-compound nucleus. A fission-like process 
results in two fragments of similar mass and N/Z,  emitted with a fission-like 
angular distribution [Mat79]. The kinematics of partially damped collisions is 
discussed in Section 3. 
Like the fission process, the  non-discrete charac te r  of the  accessible final 
s ta tes  of the interaction implies a statistical width for each degree of freedom 
[Nor74,Ayi78, MorSZ]. While the  average excitation energy splits proportionally 
with the  masses of the  products,  fluctuations occur. The same is t rue  of N/Z 
and the angular momentum partition. Therefore, while reactions which 
approach the quasi-elastic lirnit. a re  those most. likely to  produce an actinide 
product with a low enough excitation energy and angular momentum to survive 
fission, the  possibility exists for even a fairly “deep” process to  result in a rela- 
tively cold actinide nucleus. And, while N / Z  of the  most probable products 
- 10- 
approaches that  of t he  composite syslem in these reactions, the width in the  
N / Z  degree of freedom implies the possibility of synthesizing fairly neutron- 
rich species. Therefore, t he  use of incomplete fusion reactions offers some 
hope of producing neutron-rich species with low excitation energies. 
The idea of producing new, neutron-rich nuclides in transfer reactions is 
no t  new. Before the reaction mechanism was well-characterized it was used to  
produce several new nuclides in the  N , Z  vicinity of the  projectile in light heavy 
ion bonibardrrlents of 232Th [Art71,Art70,Art7Z,Art7la]. The equilibration of N/Z 
between target  and projectile favors a very neutron-rich projectile-li.ke frag- 
ment. This has  been employed more recently in isotope synthesis in the  "Ar + 
23BU reaction [GueBO]. Transfer reactions have also been used to  synthesize 
new neutron-rich target-like species in the  heavy lanthanides in reactions of 
13'Xe wit.h 
in this system makes extrapolation t o  t h e  actinide region unreliable. Most of 
the  work with transfer reactions t o  produce target-like species in the  actinide 
region has rnnrentrated nn n ~ c i ~ r f e s  wci i  nbnvc t.hc target 7, [A r t71  .Sch82a, 
I-~u177,Sch7~.Tho79,VioBO,LeeBZ,I,ee83] o r  on the fission de-excitation products, 
hoping t o  be able to  resolve t h e  components due to  complete fusion (or sym- 
metric fully damped collisions [Mat79]) from those due to less-damped-to- 
quasi-elastic primary reac tiori products [Kra74,Kra76,0tt76,Kal7'7,Re~77, 
Ka177a,Ott78,Des78]. Quite a bit of work  has  been expended on the  search for 
superheavy elements in these reactions [Sik67,0t.t77,Vo178,Her79,KraBOa.Kra82. 
Hu1811. This is even more difficult than new actinide synthesis, because not  
W [Kir82,Ryk83], bu t  the  absence of significant fission competition 
only is a large N/Z drift frorn the  products required t o  reach the  postulated 
"island of stability," but  the  required mass drift is on the  order  of 40 units, with 
the at tendant  energy thermalization of the process. 
Very little effort has  been expended on the  near- and below-target pro- 
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ducts  in the  heavy elernent region. Most of these  studies have ei ther  
emphasized products  formed at t h e  quasi-elastic limit or products so far  below 
t h e  t a rge t  Z t ha t  particle evaporation is favorable relative to  fission in the  de- 
excitation process, so t h e  product  distributions no  longer directly reflect the  
neutron-r ichness  of the  primary products  [Luc79,0tt78a,Sch79,Oga74]. Work 
with 23zTh targets  where excitation functions from e4Kr [Bim7Z] and  22Ne 
[Kuni63] projectiles were rrieasured concentrated on only neutron-deficient, 
near- target  nuclides. Near- and below-target nuclides have been isolated in the  
react ion of lssXe with 23eU [Oga74a] and near- and below-target alpha-emitters 
have been seen in t h e  reaction of 23aU with 238U [Frei'g]. 
1.3 Actinide Yields from 24aCm 
In this work, t he  production crms sections of the  actinide products f rom 
the  reactions of I8O, 86Kr and  I3'Xe ions with 24eCm a r e  determined. Since the  
most neutron-rich products a r e  desired, t he  bombarding energies a r e  all in the 
nc ighbvrhood of t h e  classiclil C ~ u i o n i h  barr-ipr or li>w(:t-; n substantial cross sec- 
tion for  fission has  been measured for "Kr- and  "'Xe-induced reactions with 
24eCm at substantially lower energies than  the Coulomb barrier, so it is known 
t h a t  nuclear  reactions can  still occur  [But77]. Each of the projectiles is the 
most, neutron-rich isotope of i ts  element, though far from the most abundant.  
The projectiles all have a magic number of neutrons or protons, bu t  t he  effect  
of this upon the  driving force of t he  reaction and  the survival probabilities of 
the  actinides is assumed to  be negligible. though recent  work indicates t h a t  
there  might be some shell effect on the  driving force of the system [Sob79]. 
Above- , near- and  below-target reaction products were chemically isolated. The 
24eCm nuclide is used a s  a target  because i t  is the  long-lived, neutron-rich 
actinide with t h e  highest Z which is available in limited-but-sufficient quantities. 
248Cm can  be handled safely and  easily with minimal precautions. A wide variety 
of product  nuclides, both above and below the target. Z, are  easily observable. 
The height and shape of the  fission barrier is slowly changing in the  
actinide region [HowBO]. The reaction Q-value. if t reated a s  a difference 
between entrance-  and exit-channel mass defects,  is also smoothly varying 
[Mye77]. The average excitation energy induced in the primary reaction pro- 
ducts ,  and  the  distribution of t h a t  energy in their  respective E-J spaces, should 
vary with the "depth" of the  reaction and the  amount of N/Z and mass drift. I t  
can be postulated tha t  the  cross  section fo r  producing a particular actinide 
nuclide in a t ransfer  reaction varies regularly as a function of neutron and  pro- 
tori numbers  of the  final products.  The probability of producing an unobserved 
nuclide can be estimated from t h e  cross  sections of the  neighboring nuclides 
with some accuracy, and tha t  is t h e  goal of this work. 
A commonly asked question is: Why do a chemistry experiment? In this 
case it is easily justifiable. A physical technique is usually limited by solid angle 
and count  ra te ,  and in the  experiments reported here both a re  important. 
l i ' ~ d i r i i i i ~ L ~ ~ i i  o r  I,11t! d d l d  1 1 1  S ~ L . L I C ) I ~  4 ~ ~ I I J & >  iha: > U ! J I C  ur  I11r 033 secI.ions 
determined in this work a r e  less than  ten  nanobarns. A s  a result, it was neces- 
sary to  irradiate targets  which were as thick a s  possible with high beam intensi- 
ties and collect all of the  reaction products  (see section 3) t o  be able to  detect  
even a few atoms of these species. Because of the reaction mechanism, the  
recoil angle of the products is poorly defined. Because of the  target thickness, 
the  recoil energies a r e  poorly defined. Because of t he  beam intensity and high 
fission cross section, the  beta,  gamma and fission fragment count ra te  at all 
orientations t o  the target  is very high. The necessary distance from the  target 
due to  the  size of the  appara tus  used in a physics experiment limits t he  amount 
qf solid angle subtended by a de tec tor  array.  Also, with the  high nuclear 
charge and  mass of t he  actinide t ransfer  products,  purely physical techniques 
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do not. give a unique identification of the Z and A [Gla77,Gou75], though pro- 
gress  is being made with on-line mass separation [NitB3]. The chemical tech- 
nique, a t  least  in t h e  limited sense t h a t  i t  is applied in this work, is clearly the  
method of choice. 
Figure Caption 
Figure l a  - A section of the cha r t  of the  nuclides, showing (cross-hatched) 
the  most neutron-rich target  nuclides available in sufficient quantities to be 
useful in heavy ion irradiations. Also indicated a re  heavy ion reactions result- 
ing in several compound nuclei in the  actinides. The valley of beta stability fol- 
lows the  dashed line. 
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Section 2 - Experimental Methods 
Most of the  experimelital problems encouiitered in this work involve the  
severe loss of energy by very heavy ions in their passage through matter  and 
the  separation of t h e  weak t ransfer  product activities from a sea of interfering 
activities. The energy-loss problem is manifest not only in the calculation of 
the  energy of the  heavy ions when they get to the  target  material, but also in 
the heat. which is evolved in the  various components of t he  target. system which 
limits the  intensity which can be used in an irradiation. The chemical problem 
generated by a heavy ion bombardment of an actinide target  is one of the  worst 
imaginable: The interaction of the  beam with the  target  backing, the catcher  
foil, the  cooling medium, the  other chemical components in the  target,  and with 
the  actinide itself to  make fission activities, each produces more activity than  is 
present  due to t h e  projectile-target transfer reactions. 
2.1 Targets 
7’argri 7 iisetl in hedvy !:>I: !>c!:!!?fi! d-l!i!t.!,ts !riust r ive t  several rriteria.  The  
component materials must be of uniform thickness t o  permit the accurate cal- 
culation of product cross sections and to  degrade t h e  beam energy to  a uniform 
degree. The substrate ,  if any, should be as thin as possible to  minimize the 
energy straggling of the  beam. Target materials should be heat  resistant and 
the  finished target  should be a s  mechanically durable a s  is needed. Finally, the 
chemical components of the  targets should produce as  few interfering activities 
a s  possible. ?’he ultimate curium target would be a free-standing foil of curium 
metal, rolled to  a uniform thickness; this has not proved feasible. 
The target  substrate  used in all the  experiments to  be described was thin 
(approximately 13 micrometer) beryllium metal. Its mechanical propert.ies can 
be compared to  those of other  materials in the form of a figure of merit [Nit76]. 
For all the  ion beams used in this work, t.he beryllium figure of merit is 
exceeded only by tha t  of tungsten,  which is not  readily available in thin foils, 
and by certain alloys such a s  Havar [Hir75.Jar74]. The figure of merit does not 
express  the  damage caused by repeated heating and cooling due to the  passage 
of beam through the  material, to  which alloys are  more susceptible than pure 
materials; af ter  long irradiations with xenon and lead ions a t  the  fifty particle- 
nanoampere level, Havar beam windows (see Section 2.2) break down into a 
finely divided brown powder, while the  beryllium-backed targets remain undarn- 
aged. Thin beryllium is rigid, which reduces flexing of t he  foil which tends to  
flake the  target  material  from the  backing. The low nuclear charge and mass of 
beryllium keeps t h e  number of different beam-induced reaction products small, 
which is useful in subsequent chemica1 separations. The main disadvantage of 
beryllium is t ha t  the  energy loss and straggling of t h e  beam is more severe in 
beryllium than  in any other metal  [Nori’O]. The heating effect  of this energy 
loss is expressed in the figure of merit; i t  is the inaccuracy introduced into 
stopping power calculations t o  determine the  energy of the  beam in the  ta rge t  
:n:- , ter .!~i w h i r - t :  : Y  !.he ob!eri!. 
Several techniques have been employed in the past  to make radioactive 
targets  for accelerator experiments [Yaf62,Par60]. Methods involving the 
painting of t he  active materials in successive layers or  evaporation of a solution 
to  dryness on a backing are  not  suitable because the  targets  produced tend t o  
be only locally uniform, and the  formation of relatively large crystals of t h e  
solute is a problem. These methods have been used successfully in bombard- 
ments with light ions [Glo65,Wi178]. The most reliable techniques a r e  those of 
electrospraying, vacuum sublimation, and molecular plating. 
In the  electrospray technique [BruGl], the  material which is to  be made 
into a target,  usually in the ni t ra te  form, is dissolved in an organic solvent with 
a low surface tension and boiling point. The solution is placed in a capillary 
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tube in which a thin platinum electrode has been suspended. The target back- 
ing is clamped t o  a heating element behind an insulating mask tha t  defines the 
target  spot, and  the  assembly is maintained at a temperature  in excess of 
3OOOC. A potential of 4500 V is applied across the  gap  between the capillary (+) 
and the  target  backing (ground). A spray of very fine droplets is produced 
which evaporate on their  way to the  backing or very shortly after reaching it. 
The distance between the  capillary tip and the  backing foil should be main- 
tained a t  approximately 1.5 times the  average diameter of the  desired spot. A 
typical cur ren t  across  the  gap is 0.2 t o  0.4 microamperes. Periodically the  foil 
must be dismounted and  heated to complete the  conversion of the target 
material to  the  oxide form. When remounted. the target  should be placed in a 
different rotational orientation with respect t o  the  axis of the  spray to  ensure a 
uniform deposit. Target thickness tends to  be self-correcting; since the depo- 
sited material is usually less conductive than the  backing. the  spray "fills-in'' 
areas  which have less target  material on them. 
The electrospray technique has  two drawbacks which make it unfeasible 
for the  production of 24sCm targets.  The amount of 248Cm available is limited, 
and this is a somewhat wasteful technique. I t  becomes more inefficient as the 
thickness of t he  ta rge t  material builds up [Dak65]. While claims have been 
made of a 75% overall deposition efficiency for  targets and thin sources 
[Glo65,Car57], others  [BruGl] report values more on the  order of 50%. In exa- 
mining this technique for its applicability to  24aCm, it was found that  an overall 
deposition efficiency of 50% was routinely obtained with acetone solutions of the 
nitrates of 233U, 232Th and 242Pu for  targets up  to 1 mg/cm2 in thickness, bu t  
when natural  gadolinium ( the  r a re  ear th  analogue uf curium) or  154Sm were 
electrosprayed, t he  efficiency was closer to  30%. The other  drawback t o  the  
method is the  quality of the  targets themselves. When examined under a micro- 
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scope. uranium, thorium and plutonium targets  looked very uniform, but gadol- 
inium and samarium targets of over 0.5 mg/cni2 average thickness seemed to 
be composed of c los~ly-spaced  "stalagmites" pointing upwards from the target, 
backing. Experimenting with different solvents (isopropanol, ethanol) and 
capillary-backing geometries did not significantly affect  these results. 
The vacuum sublimation technique [ L O U ~ ~ ]  is very useful when an excess 
of target  material  is available. The material t o  be evaporated is placed in a cru- 
cible and  hea ted  in vacuum t o  the  point where sublimation just begins (about 
t o r r  vapor pressure). The masked target  substrate  is placed in the  vacuum 
chamber,  and  the  amount of material deposited on i t  is determined by the 
configuration of the crucible, the  solid angle subtended by the backing, and the  
amount of material evaporated [Glo65]. This technique offers many advantages: 
Impurities in the  ta rge t  can be reduced by preheating the  target material 
before introduction of the  ta rge t  backing. The slow evaporation of the  material 
produces very uniform targets.  Virtually all of the  target  material which does 
not, deposit. nn t,he t,arget. backing can  be recovered from t , h e  components of t ,he 
vacuum chamber and  crucible. The targets  produced by this teclmique can be 
made thicker than  those produced by other  techniques. The drawback to  this 
method is t ha t  t h e  chemical compounds most amenable t o  vacuum sublimation 
have l o w  melting points, which makes them more susceptible to damage in 
heavy ion beanis. 
Most of the  experiments involving 66Kr and '"Xe ions, described below, 
were pcrforrned with a target  of 2.15 mg/cm2 248Cm, vacuum evaporated as the  
fluoride in a 7 mm spot, on a 2.6 mg,/cm2 beryllium backing. In one lseXe irradi- 
ation a thinner (1.1 mg/cm2) curium fluoride ta rge t  was used. These targets 
were fabricated by R. W. Z,ougheed and E. K. H u l e t  of the  Lawrence Liverrriore 
Laboratory . 
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Recently, vacuum sublimation techniques were used to  produce curium 
metal targets  on a variety of substrates  [LouB2]. Possibly due t o  stresses gen- 
erated by rapid heating and cooling between the  metals along their strongly 
bonded interface,  these targets  failed during bombardments with uranium ions. 
Molecular plating, or  electrodeposition, has  long been used for the 
preparation of thin sources f o r  alpha- and beta-counting [Par64,Par64a, 
Get65,GctGY]. Usually this is done via application of a high voltage across a n  
organic solution of t he  material of interest. Metal ions migrate to the  negative 
electrode. The addition of an electrolyte enhances the  yield and shortens the  
necessary plating time. Quantitative plating can be accomplished in less than  
30 minutes in most cases. 
When making targets,  however, other  considerations predominate [Aum74, 
h4u175,Bar65]. With thin sources the  build up  of crystalline material and the  
loss of adhesion of t he  material to the  s u b s h a t e  a r e  not very important effects. 
When working with mass, the  most uniform deposits a re  produced by plating the 
target niaterial a t  a l o w  cur ren t  density (approximately 2 to  6 rrlA/cm2j. Adhe- 
sion oE the target  material to  the substrate  is highest  if layers of less than 100 
pg/cm2 thickness a re  plated, followed by heating t o  convert the material to the, 
oxide before plating another layer. Layers plate more  evenly if the solution is 
gently agitated to  give it more uniformity. 
The targets used in the following experiments with l80 ions were produced 
by molecular plating. Figure 2a shows a diagram of the  apparatus. The target  
substrate is centered under  the glass chimney and the  assembly is fastened 
together with the  clamping ring. Rubber pads unde r  the  screw heads insure 
that  the  glass chimney is not stressed. The base of t h e  chimney defines the  tar-  
get spot. The plating solution is placed in the  chimney and the platinum spiral 
is lowered into the  solution. The spacing between t h e  spiral and the substrate 
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should be about 5 to 8 mm, independent. of the diameter of t he  target  spot, and 
the  spiral should cover the  entire area of the chimney to  give a uniform current  
density. The platinum spiral is suspended from a speaker assembly by which 
agitation of the  solution is accomplished. I t  is given a positive potential relative 
t o  the  substrate;  t he  magnitude of t h e  potential varies with the  diameter of the 
ta rge t  spot and  the  conductivity of the  solution, bu t  more than  150 V should be 
used. The potential is stepped up a t  12 to  15 minute intervals for approxi- 
mately three-quarters  of a n  hour,  af ter  which the  solution is decanted into a 
waste bottle and the  target  is rinsed with isopropanol before being placed in an 
oven at 3OO0C. A heating time cf an hour  is sufficient to  convert the  curium salt 
to  the  oxide, af ter  which another  layer can be plated. The plating efficiency for 
each layer is grea te r  than 80%. 
The curium used in these targets  was  obtained from the  Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory where it was isolated a s  the  decay product of rnixed californium iso- 
topes. A s  a result ,  i t  is 3% by weight 24sCm. The curium used in the  molecular 
p l a t ~ d  !.arg:ef s i nriie in t!ie forrn o f  the  dry chloride salt. The s t n r k  solution of 
curium ni t ra te  is formed by repeatedly dissolving the  dry curium material in 8M 
nitric acid and evaporating i t  to  dryness a t  90°C. After several such t reat-  
ments, the  residue is dissolved in water and evaporated to  a damp deposit which 
is picked up in isopropanol. A convenient concentration is about 1 mg/ml. 
Small aliquots of this solution a re  added to the  isopropanol in the  chimney of 
the plating cell to  make the  plating soliltion. Curium obtained from Oak Ridge 
contains substantial amounts of iron [RdeSl] and light transition metals, and 
these were present in the  resulting targets,  coloring the  white cur ium oxide a 
medium brown color. For experiments with light ions like leg, involving a chem- 
ical separation scheme, these contaminants a re  n o t  important. For other work 
[GhiSZ]. where interfering activities can  obscure the  activities of interest ,  the  
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curium was cleaned by precipitation of curium fluoride, dissolution of the  pre- 
cipitate in nitric acid/boric acid, precipitation of curium hydroxide, dissolution 
of the  hydroxide in hydrochloric acid, running the  solution through a saturated 
hydrochloric acid cation column, and running the resultant curium solution 
through an  anion clean-up colurnn. The curium chloride was converted to  the 
isopropanol stock solution a s  above. 
The targets  produced by this method are  very uniform, a s  can be seen 
from the  alpha spectra  taken a t  successive times during fabrication of a target,  
shown in figure 2b. The final material, curium oxide, is very refractory and  will 
stand much higher beam intensities than will the fluoride, comparing the  melt- 
ing points o€ dysprosium oxide (2340'C) with dysprosium fluoride ( 1360° C) as 
surrogate compounds [WeaEZ]. Curium oxide also has  a smaller stoichiometric 
amount  of the  anion than curium fluoride, reducing the  energy loss in a n  
equivalent amount of curium. Curium which does not  plate out  on the  target  
can be recovered from waste to  be used again, so effectively all of a small 
amount of curium can be plated out  as  a target, unlike the spraying and subli- 
mation techniques. Unfortunately, plated targets always contain more con tam- 
inants than  sublimated targets  due to  the  indiscriminant na ture  of t h e  plating 
process. Also, in the  baking process the plated curium layer expands at  a 
different ra te  than the  target  backing, causing a deformation of the beryllium 
substrate.  This is the  factor limiting target thickness in small diameter targets. 
For a 7 mm diameter target  spot t he  backings begin to fail a t  a curium thick- 
ness of 1 mg/cm2. Going to  a 9 mm spot it was possible to construct targets  of 
as much as  1.7 mg/cm2 thickness. 
2.2 Target. Systems 
Many of the  cross sections reported here for t he  production of actinide 
t ransfer  products a re  very small, much less than a microbarn. The time 
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devoted t o  a particular experiment can  be made shorter  if the  amount of beam 
delivered to  t h e  ta rge t  can  b e  maximized. Ream intensity is also important in 
the saturat ion level of short-lived species which a r e  counted or processed off- 
line. When nuclides with half lives of a few minutes or  less a r e  studied, t he  
speed with which a ta rge t  o r  recoil ca tcher  foil can  be removed from the beam 
to the counting area or chemistry laboratory is critical. 
The ta rge t  system used in the  irradiations with " 0  ions has  been reported 
previously [Lee82,McF82]. Briefly. le04+ ions were delivered by the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory's 88-Inch Cyclotron. Five meters  upstream from the target 
system in the High Level Cave, the  beam is "wobbled" with the  s ta tor  of an  
induction motor,  operated a t  60 Hz, which moves the  beam profile in a small cir- 
cle, smearing o u t  local inhomogeneities in the  heating of the foils. A 1 ampere 
cur ren t  iii the  coils of t he  wobbler results in a loss of about 10% in beam inten- 
sity horn  the ta rge t  t o  the collimator for  the la0 beam. A slammer valve 
[Gou76] a t  a position 9 meters  upstream provides for the  integrity of the 
accr lcrntor :  If  r i ther  of t,wc ion gzuges near  t h e  target, systcm detect  a large 
increase in pressure.  indicating a possible ta rge t  failure, an explosive charge is 
ignited, driving a nylon wedge across t h e  beam pipe aperture ,  making a vacuum 
seal protecting the  cyclotron from contarnination. Vacuum is maintained n e a r  
'2 x lop4 tmrr with a turbo  pump. 
A schematic of t he  ta rge t  system itself is shown in figure 2c. The ion beam 
is collimated t o  a 6 rnrn diameter.  Secondary electrons a r e  suppressed with a 
magnet which surrounds the glass insulator. The beam curren t  on the  collima- 
tor is measured separately from the target-and-Faraday cup cur ren t  for use  in 
steering and focussing the  beam. The beam next passes through a 1.8 mg/cm2 
Havar isolation foil, a volume of cooling nitrogen gas, the target substrate  and,  
finally, the  curium target  material. The Havar  foil and  the  ta rge t  a r e  both 
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clamped in the  t a rge t  holder, which is introduced as a unit into the  target  sys- 
tem. O-ring connections to  t h e  nitrogen supply a r e  made upon proper inser- 
tion. Nitrogen gas is introduced in the  3 mm gap between t h e  window and the 
target  through a large orifice and  is exhausted t.o the air, so the pressure of the 
coolant is a slight over-pressure on 1 atmosphere. The nitrogen comes from a 
liquid nitrogen dewar, bu t  travels about  20 meters  before entering the target  
system, and is therefore a t  ambient temperature.  Reaction products recoiling 
from the  target  between 0' and 60' t o  t he  beam direction a r e  caught on a 2 
mg/om2 gold foil (which is also s t ruck by the beam on its  way to  the  Faraday 
cup) mounted on a frame, which is cooled by a quasi-stagnant volume of helium 
gas a t  a pressure of 90 torr ;  t h e  energy loss of the  beam is low enough in this 
thin gold and the  thermal  conductivity of it is high enough t h a t  this is the only 
cooling necessary. The distance between the  foil and  the  target  is approxi- 
mately 5 mm. so n o  reaction products  which escape the  target  should be lost by 
prestopping in the  cooling medium. The Faraday cup  and  collimator a re  both 
water-cooled. 
During the irradiation t h e  s u m  of the  Faraday c u p  and target/window 
beam currents  is measured with a Rrookhaven Instruments integrating elec- 
trometer. The integral  is recorded by hand periodically for reconstructing the  
beam history. A t  the  end of an  irradiation, the  chamber  containing the catcher  
foil is vented to  air ,  t he  top is removed and the  ca tcher  foil frame is unclarnped, 
ready for transportation to  t h e  chemistry laboratory. I t  is not necessary to  dis- 
tu rb  the vacuum on t h e  cyclotron side of the Havar isolation foil, so  set-up time 
for the next irradiation can  usually be kept  Lo under  five minutes. 
The curium oxide target  mounted in this system routinely withstood beam 
currents  of a full particle-microampere of lag. This corresponds to  a deposited 
heat  of 25 watts/cm2 in t h e  13 micrometer thick beryllium substrate  [HubBO]. 
If the  '3eXe beam used in experiment I3'Xe-I (see Section 3) were available a t  
this level, the  beryllium would be heated a t  a ra te  of 400 watt,s/cm2. Strictly 
speaking, this understates  t he  problem, because the '3eXe beam was produced 
by the SuperI-IILAC, which delivers pulses of beam a t  roughly a 10% duty cycle. 
To average 1 d.c. particle-microampere, t he  target  would have to  hold up under  
a series of equally-spaced pulses 10 microamperes in intensity for 3 mil- 
liseconds each. While the  average effect  is t he  same, it is hard to predict what 
peak temperatures  would be reached [Li173]. Even though SuperHILAC beams 
a re  not available in these intensities, i t  is clear tha t  maximum care rnust be 
taken to  deal with heat,  particularly with the more volatile curium fluoride tar-  
get, used in those experiments. 
There a re  several things about  the  88-Inch Cyclotron target  system which 
can be improved upon. The cooling gas  is delivered from a large orifice into an 
atmosphere of pressure. The flow is turbulent  r a the r  than laminar, so the gas 
which has  been warmed up in removing hea t  from t h e  target  is effectively used 
mr)rr t h a n  onr r ,  a n d  q p r n d r  m n r r  timr: in t h c  pnth c f  thc bcarn. which hcnts it. 
further.  The high pressure of the  gas would severely degrade the  energy of a 
very heavy ion beam. The t a rge t  backing must  maintain a pressure differential 
of almost a full atmosphere. The experiments which can be  performed w i t h  this 
target  system are limited t o  those which can b e  mounted on the  lid of the recoil 
catcher  chamber. Finally, the  ta rge t  system is exposed, providing no protection 
against airborne contamination. 
These problems and others  have been addressed in the construction of the  
Modular Fast Access Target System a t  the  SuperI-IILAC [MooBl]. I t  is located in 
Cave S, a t  0' with respect to  t h e  axis of the  accelerator.  Maximum beam inten- 
sity can be obtained in this orientation because all of the charge s ta tes  pro- 
duced by the accelerator can reach the  target.  This generates a problem in 
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performing an  experiment. wi th  mono-energetic beams, however, because all 
tuning must be done with the  driving RF gradients and phases in the accelera- 
tor.  
I)ue to space limitations, the  wobbler and slammer valve a re  located only 3 
meters  from the  target.  Though the  average charge-to-mass ratios of the heavy 
SuperHILAC ions are comparable to  tha t  of 1804+, the  shorter  lever a r m  requires 
much higher cur ren ts  for t he  wobbler to  be effective; usually 3 to 4 amperes a re  
required to smear 10% of the  unwobbled beam onto the collimator. The proxim- 
ity of the  slammer valve to the  target  system requires a n  expansion volume to 
"hold-up" the  pressure wave coming from a burst  beam window to  give the  valve 
time to close. This is provided with a 60 centimeter diameter scattering 
chamber between the  valve and the  target  system. The slammer valve a t  t he  
SuperHILAC is of a similar design to tha t  of the  88-Inch Cyclotron, except t ha t  
two explosive charges are  used to  drive the larger nylon wedge required by the 
larger diameter beam pipes of the SuperHILAC. This  slammer valve is triggered 
by a ra te  of pressure rise detected by either of two ion gauges near  the target,  
and is iiot operational at pressures of more than  torr;  a t  higher pressures 
the ra te  of rise is less sensitive. If a slow rise in pressure takes either ion gauge 
past  torr, a s tandard vacuum valve closes which disarms the slammer 
valve. An ion gauge closer to  the accelerator also triggers the vacuum valve, 
protecting the  ta rge t  system from the  vacuum accidents of other experi- 
menters. The time from first detection of a sudden pressure rise to complete 
isolation of the  SuperHlLAC from the  target  with the  slammer valve is 3 to 4 mil- 
liseconds. The slammer valve was tested by manually pushing a helium jet 
through a €Iavar isolation foil maintaining vacuum on one side. T h e  slammer 
valve provided a complete seal of the  beam pipe before any helium could 
migrate to the valve, because none was detected fur ther  upstream w i t h  a port-  
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able  helium leak detector.  The vacuum valve between the accelerator and  the  
t a r g e t  system cannot  by opened unless the slammer valve is operational, or  
unless  a bypass key is tu rned  in the SuperHILAC control room. 
Vacuum is maintained in the  beam line with d 15 centimeter diameter 
diffusion pump located between the scattering chamber  and  the target  system. 
The usual operating pressure near  the  isolation foil is 1 x torr. Also at this 
location is a beam stop/Faraday cup  dnd a fluorescent paddle/video camera, 
both of which a re  inserted into or  removed from the beam remotely and  a r e  
used as steering aids in the  control room. These devices must  be thoroughly 
exercised before each r u n  to remove t rapped air from the  Wilson seals, prevent- 
ing accidental  slammer valve firings. Just ahead of the  target system is a final 
isolation valve which operates  only manually. 
Quite often i t  is necessary to  perform more than  one type of experiment 
during a given assignment of beam time. When incompatible targets have t o  be 
scheduled back-to-back, t he  speed with which one ta rge t  system can be  broken 
d n ~ ~ n  a n d t h e  ~ r : i t  ~ G E  pii! iij:a ?eti.rmini.s t h e  amcvi>nt of a.ccelerator t,inle 
wasted in a change-over. The SuperHlLAC target  system is modular, and  i t  can 
b e  dismantled, re-arranged, re-assembled and pumped down to operating pres- 
sure  in well under  an hour. Figure 2d [Tho791 shows the  system for irradiating 
thick targets.  The beam enters  the ta rge t  system from the  left and  is col- 
limated to  the  required diameter with a graphite collimator which is clamped to  
the  water-cooled collimator housing. Beam curren t  striking the collimator can  
be  measured separately from the target  cur ren t  for use as a steering and  
focussing aid. The collimator housing is bolted Lo a grounded flange between 
two teflon spacers. The bolts have an all-around clearance of 1.5 millimeters in 
the  holes- of the  collimator housing, maintained by the  t w o  pins on t h e  front  and 
back of this piece, which mate with matching holes in the  teflon spacers.  This 
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maintains the  electrical isolation of the  collimator. The bolt-holes in the  front  
teflon spacer  a r e  counter-bored so tha t  the tops of the  bolt heads a r e  below the  
outer sur face  of t he  teflon. The arrangement shown in figure Zd is for the  irra- 
diation of ta rge ts  which a re  too fragile or water-sensitive to be directly water 
cooled. Water is pumped through the  small reservoir in the  end piece a t  t h e  
rate  of approximately ten l i ters per minute. An aluminum plate takes the  brunt  
of the force of t h e  water. The target is held firmly in place against this plate by 
a magnet fo r  the  suppression of secondary electrons, which in turn is held in 
place by the  ta rge t  clamp. The target  clamp is screwed down to the end piece. 
holding the  whole assembly rigid and supplying enough pressure to make an  0- 
ring seal between the  aluminum plate and the  reservoir. For rnore durable tar- 
gets, if the  maximum cooling is desired, the  aluminum plate can be left out  and 
the ta rge t  itself is t hen  used t o  seal the  reservoir. The end piece is lifted and  
pressed against, t h e  O-ring in the  outer  teflon spacer;  a clockwise twist locks the  
wings in place under  the  restraining bolts, making a vacuum seal. The target  
5ystt.iri 15 ~ ~ u g : h - i ~ u r i i p ( ~ t l  w t t t ,  n rt,Lnry 01: pump a n d  t h e n  o p c n c d  t o  thc bcam 
line via the  manual isolation valve. During an irradiation the  target beam 
current  is measured independently due to  the  electrical isolation of the  end 
piece. A t  the  end of a n  irradiation, the  manual valve is closed, the target sys- 
tem is vented t o  t h e  air. arid the  end piece is twisted off the  outer teflon spacer.  
The target  is removed by unscrewing the target clamp. 
A schematic of the  system used in the  experiments reported here with thin 
curium ta rge ts  is shown in figure Ze. As before, t he  collimator system is electri- 
cally isolated between two teflon spacers. This unit of the system is bolted t o  
the grounding flange with recessed bolts as  before. The independent colliniator 
current is used, once again, as  a steering and focussing aid. The next large 
piece of the  system is the gas cooling jacket. The gas which cools the target 
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must b e  isolated from the machine vacuum, so a thin window is introduced 
which must  also be  cooled. Nitrogen gas is delivered to  the cooling jacket a t  the 
ra te  of about  half a lit,er a t  STP pe r  second from a liquid nitrogen dewar on the 
roof of t he  cave. The nitrogen travels through about 10 meters of copper tub- 
ing between t h e  dewar and t h e  target  system. This is approximately the  
minimum length with 7 mm diameter tubing to  prevent pressure surges in the  
delivery line. The gas  is dppruximat.ely equally divided between t w o  jets, one of 
which cools t h e  ta rge t  and  t h e  other  which cools t he  window. The gas is main- 
tained a t  a pressure of approximately 150 to r r  between the  window and t h e  tar- 
get  with a constantly operating high volume rotary oil pump. The target must 
s tand up  to  only the  mechanical pressure of t h e  jet, because the  pressure on 
both sides is equilibrated by a large communicating passage. The jets a r e  
designed with a tapered nozzle to  allow for the  supersonic expansion of t he  gas 
into the  partially evacuated volume, giving a cold, low turbulence flow. 
For the  experiments reported here ,  t he  beam window/isolation foil iised 
w a s  1.8 rng,/crn' H-lavar (? 1 rnirromet.er). Windows a r e  const.rnrt,ed by applying a 
thin, uniforru layer of quick-drying epoxy to  a frame, which is pressed down on 
a sheet of t h e  alloy which has  been checked for pinholes. The Havar is cu t  
around the edge of t h e  frame, and  t h e  frame is screwed t o  the  window holder, 
making a n  O-ring seal. The window diameter is 1 centimeter,  and the thin Havar 
can maintain a pressure of less than 
pressure a t  this diameter.  The window holder bolts t o  the  back of the gas  cool- 
ing jacket,  again sealing against  O-rings (not. shown). A magnet. for secondary 
electron suppression is fastened around the window opening. The back of t h e  
window holder seals t o  the  O-ring in the second teflon spacer. The target is se t  
in a depression in the  ta rge t  clamp, which limits the outer  edge of the substrate  
to a 1.3 cent imeter  diameter.  The target  clamp is bolted t o  the target holder 
t o r r  against a full atmosphere of 
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from t h e  downstream side using recessed bolts, and the  target  holder bolts to 
the gas cooling jacket  a s  shown. 
The cooling jacket is fastened on top of the  second teflon spacer with bolts 
originating in a third,  outer one. This outer  spacer  holds the  restraining bolts 
tha t  clamp the  end piece. As before, there  is a n  all-around clearance of 1.5 mil- 
limeters between the  bolt shaf ts  and the gas cooling jacket and collimator 
housing, the rotational orientation being maintained with pins. The cooling 
jackct is electrically isolated from both the collimator housing and the  ground- 
ing flange. The charge deposited in t h e  window and target  is combined with 
that  deposited in the  beam stop to  give the  beam intensity. The target can be 
mounted o r  dismounted without dis-assembling the  res t  of the  target system. 
The choice of nitrogen a s  a cooling gas is a compromise between the best 
cooling and the cheapest  cooling. I t  has been shown [Nit761 that  cold helium 
and hydrogen a r e  t h e  "best" cooling gases, but  their  cost  requires the  imple- 
mentation of a gas recirculating, purifying and cooling system. Nitrogen is 
inexpensive and, when taken from the  liquid in a dewar, i t  is cold and reason- 
ably clean. I t  is used once and then exhausted to  air. The liquid in a standard 
160 liter dewar is sufficient for a 20 t o  30 hour  irradiation. 
Figure 2f shows a close up  of the  end piece used in the  experiments 
reported here. AS before, this assembly hangs on the  end of the target system 
against an O-ring when in use. Recoiling reaction products a t  wide angles to 
the beam direction a re  caught on a t runcated conical catcher  foil of 50 mg/cm2 
gold which is not s t ruck by the majority of the beam particles. This eliminates 
cooling problems and simplifies the  chemistry. The beam is deposited in the 
thin nickel or  tantalum beam stop, which is water cooled. The catcher foil is 
stuck to the foil holder with a small piece of double-sided tape. For an analysis 
of the laboratory angles covered by  the  catcher  foil, see  Section 3. Both sides 
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of the  window are  rough-pumped, the  accelerator side is valved off then opened 
to  the  beam line vacuum with the  manual isolation valve, then the roughing 
pump is used to draw the  riitrogen cooling gas through the  rest  of the system. 
Ream cur ren t  is measured during the  experiment with a Brookhaven Instru- 
ments  integrating electrometer,  with the  scaler integral being recorded by 
hand periodically. At  t he  end of an irradiation the  ta rge t  system is manually 
isolated with the  vdcuum valve. the  gas  flow and pumpirig a r e  interrupted, arid 
the  system is vented t o  air. The end piece is removed and  the  catcher  foil is 
immediately available. The time necessary to remove a catcher  foil after t he  
end of an irradiation is typically under  one minute. 
For beam energy measurements,  t o  be discussed in section 3, the  end piece 
was rpplaced with the  one depicted in figure 2g. The surface barrier detectors 
are  made by ORTEC and have a 100 mm2 active area.  The amount of beam which 
these "crystals" can tolerate is measured in particles pe r  second, so the  
SuperHJLAC beam has to  be at tenuated before an  energy measurement can be 
pPrfnrmecl: this is accomplished b y  inserting a series of wire mPsh screens into 
the beam path before the  ions a r e  accelerated by the  Alvarez tanks. The sur- 
face barrier detectors a re  operated a t  +75 V. The signal from the  detector  is 
picked up by a preamplifier which hangs from t h e  end piece. nunimizing the  
noise in the signal by minimizing the  distance it has  to travel. The preamplifier 
output, is picked up by a linear amplifier. which outputs  to  an analog-to-digital 
converter. The energy spectra  were obtained from a pulse height analysis 
stored in a 1024 channel multhcharinel analyzer. To take  the  measurements, 
the target system is built u p  piece by piece, start ing with nothing between the  
accelerator and  the  surface barrier detector.  The detected pulse height. 
corrected for the pulse height defect  (see Section 3).  is calibrated against a 
dual pulser to give a measure of the energy of the beam particles. 
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The Modular Fast Access Target System can be used in other  ways than  
those outlined above. All forward-recoiling reaction products,  including those 
a t  Oo t o  the  beam direction, can  be caught  on a gas cooled ca tcher  foil as shown 
in figure 2h. With ions like ''%e, stopping the  recoils requires too great  a thick- 
ness  of catcher  foil t o  be adequately cooled by the  gas  jet  a t  high beam intensi- 
ties, bu t  this configuration w a s  recently used successfully in a search for 
superheavy elements with 48Ca ions [Gag83]. If a different gas  than  the  one 
between the  window and the ta rge t  is used to  cool t h e  ca tcher  foil, t h e  area 
which allows the gas  to  reach both sides of the  target  can be plugged, which 
makes the  independent purtiping of both sides of t he  target a necessity. In 
another  configuration, as  yet  untried,  forward-peaking recoil ranges can  be 
determined using u p  to  t en  thin foils, each of which has i ts  own cooling jet. The 
whole arrangement  fits in a rectangular rack which clamps against. the beam 
stop. 
Since both SuperHILAC tinie and  24eCm targets  a r e  valuable commodities, 
several devices have  been instal tPi l  to  continuorrsiy monitor- pat-aritelers v i td  Lo 
the  safety of the target. The beam stop w a t e r  supply is a closed system con- 
taining only three liters of distilled water; the  pressure of t he  water leaving the  
cooling/circulating system closes a pressure switch which opens if  the  pump 
shu t s  off. The temperature  difference between the  incoming and  outgoing beam 
stop fluid is monitored with a thermocouple which registers 0 1 1  a cha r t  recorder  
with a t r ip  level contact  built in. T h e  light ernission from the recoil chamber is 
similarly monitored with a photodiode which sees both target  emission and 
fluorescence of the cooling gas through a window in the  end piece: if some part  
of t he  lateral  beam profile becomes too intense, even i f  t he  average interisity 
over the  target  as a whole remains unchanged, the  light emission jumps. actuat-  
ing a trip level. The cur ren t  in t h e  coils of the wobbler is sampled to  make sure  
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t he  wobbler is running with more than  one ampere of current.  Finally, t he  
pressure of t h e  cooling gas is monitored relative t o  the beam line vacuiim with a 
differential pressure meter.  The signals from each of these devices a r e  sen t  to 
a central  relaying point. If  any of them shows a value outside of the  permissible 
bounds, a signal is sen t  to  t h e  SuperHILAC control room which turns  off the  
magnet  which bends the  beam f rom the  injector into the Nvarez tanks. This 
in te r rupt  condition is maintained until the  situation is remedied and the alarm 
system is rese t  by hand. Each device in this system is checked out  before each 
experiment involving a n  actinide target.  
The grounding flange to which the  target  system is bolted is incorporated 
in the  back wall of a glove box which encloses the target system. The extra  time 
needed t o  en te r  the  gloves and  then d o  a careful pass-out of the  irradiated foil 
is usually under  30 seconds. Any airborne contaminants are contained in the  
negative pressure atmosphere of the  box, which exhausts through a filter sys- 
tem. 
- 
i 'he Mociliiiir Fast Access Target Systcni h a s  b e e n  ihcroughiy tested in the 
configuration shown in figure 2e. The typical running conditions a re  outlined 
above. The collimator diameter was always 6 mm in these experiments. Prelim- 
inary tes t s  were performed using dummy targets  of 13 micrometer thick beryl- 
lium and 5 micrometer thick titanium. The first t es t  was with 36 pulses pe r  
second of 3.5 milliseconds duration of 144 MeV 20Ne7t. N o  problems occurred 
up  to  t,he maximum available beam current ,  which was an average 5 electrical 
microamperes. Even though thermal equilibrium is generally reached in less 
thdn 200 milliseconds [Li173] both targets  were irradiated for 30 minutes. I n  
the  second tes t ,  an  intense beam of 2 pulses per second of 2.5 rnillisecond dura -  
tion of 100 MeV "C" was used. With the  beryllium target  in place, the  system 
withstood instantaneous intensities of 80 electrical microamperes for approxi- 
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mately 10 minutes. The window and ta rge t  were intact ,  but the 0.25 mm thick 
gold beam stop had been drilled through. The test  ended when the water intro- 
duced into the  cooling gas  cavity tripped the  differential pressure meter. The 
third tes t  was performed with 36 pulses per second of 1150 MeV 136Xe29+, prob- 
ably at a 3 to  4 millisecond pulse width. No problerns occurred in 30 minutes of 
running with an average beam curren t  of 1.5 electrical microamperes with the  
berylliurrt target  in place. With the titartiurn foil, however, combustion of the  
target  in the  cooling gas was initiated a t  a beam curren t  of 1.2 microamperes; 
a t  this point the  peak  temperatures  reached the ignition point of titanium in 
nitrogen with a small amount  of oxygen contaminant. 
In t h e  experiments performed €or this work, the  136Xe29t and a6Kr22+ beam 
intensities were limited t o  3 electrical microampere on the  thick Z4eCmFS target. 
2.3 Chemical Separations (Cerium W a r s )  
Five different chemical separations were performed in the  experiments 
r r l n n  , L-k,L,rl.ed h e r e .  '!?IC r:I!en-ilstry- For '"Xe and "Kr runs w a s  r lesigne'd to gericrate 
the maximum number of t ransfer  cross sections from a single irradiation. The 
chemistry used in leO irradiations was an abbreviated chemistry aimed a t  iso- 
lating only near-  and below-target gamnia ray  emitting nuclides, since the 
above-target alpha emitters have been studied previously [Lee82,Lee83]. The 
other th ree  chemistries were designed to  quickly isolate the  single elements 
berkelium, americium and plutonium, free from contaminants. Except where 
otherwise noted, the  procedures a re  modifications of those found in compila- 
tions of s tandard  radiochemical methods [Gri62,Pen60,Hig60,Bur74,Co165]. 
The chemistry used in SuperHILAC runs is outlined in figure 2i. A s  with 
most chemistries which a re  aimed a t  the separation of a large variety of pro- 
ducts of various half lives, a compromise must be made between the speed with 
which a sample can be  prepared and the  purity and yield obtained with a given 
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procedure. The ca t che r  foil used in SuperHILAC experiments is gold, with a 
mass of about  150 mg. After irradiation, the foil is placed in a warm 35 ml cen- 
trifuge cone containing 0.25 ml of fuming nitric acid and  roughly lo3 alpha 
disintegrations p e r  minute each of 241Am, 237Np, e3ePu and  23aU, for determina- 
tion of chemical yields. To this mixture is added approximately 0.4 ml of con- 
centrated hydrochloric acid to  dissolve the  gold foil containing the  recoil pro- 
ducts.  When the  reaction begins to  slow, additional hydrochloric acid is added 
to give a total volume of 1.0 ml. This results in a gold solution of minimum 
volume in which t h e  effective acidity is approximately 6 molar. This solution is 
loaded on a 3 nun diameter column packed with 12 cm of Dowex 1x8 -400 mesh 
anion resin in 9M hydrochloric acid. The eluant is forced from the colurnn with 
dry nitrogen and  collected in a 15 ml centrifuge cone. The original sample cone 
is washed with small portions of 9M hydrochloric acid, which are added to  t h e  
top of the column and  forced through, then t h e  column is washed directly with 
9M hydrochloric acid. The total  volume of combined eluant collected from this 
colamri i s  r-ritighly 3 m? 
This s tep in the  chemistry separates  the  transplutonium actinides from 
some of the  lighter ac th ides .  The tripositive transplutoniuni elements elute 
from the  column, which binds the gold and  uranium, neptunium and plutonium. 
ln the  '36Xe-0. 136Xe-l and  6eKr-I experiments, concentrated hydrochloric acid 
w a s  used as a n  eluant  and  protactinium isotopes also bonded to  the  anion resin 
in the column, b u t  this increased the  contamination of the  final samples so pro- 
tactinium yields were sacrificed in the  la ter  experiments. I t  would have been 
more convenient t o  have developed a chemistry in which the mass of gold w a s  
removed before the  anion column with an  e the r  or ethyl acetate  solvent extrac- 
tion followed by boiling t o  remove the  solvent from the  aqueous phase.  Then 
only a small anion colurnn and  small eluant volumes would have been requir-ed. 
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The purpose of running the  large column procedure IS t o  reproducibly collect 
more than 95% of t h e  transpliitonium elements, determined from more than 
f i f ty  runs  with z4iAm t racer .  S n c r  t r a c e r  nuclides a r e  not  readily available for 
the higher actinides, a chemistry consisting of s teps  which a r e  absolutely 
reproducible must  be used. The precolunm s tep  of extraction with e ther  does 
not  consistently leave 100% of t h e  activity in the  aqueous phase due to  
difficulties in separating the  phases  in the  presence of high gold conceiitra- 
t ions,  and ethyl ace ta te  is worse due  to t h e  hydrolysis of the  ester. The distri- 
bution coefficients oi uranium, neptunium and  plutonium on anion resin in 9M 
hydrochloric acid a r e  between 10 a n d  lo3 and t h e  column sites a r e  roughly 80% 
occupied by the  mass of gold, so a significant fraction of each of these elements 
is sacrificed at this point since they  slowly dribble off t h e  column with the tail of 
the higher actinides. 
A t  this point the  chemistry branches and  requires a second person to  iso- 
late and prepare alpha sources of t he  trans-berkelium elements while the first 
p F: r s o n prep a res u ran i CI rri , I I e p tu ri iu r n  a rid pluton i u r n  fo r  gamma r a y d c t e c t i on. 
The large anion column presents a n  int,eresting problem: The gold is per- 
manently a t tached t o  the  anion resin, so the  activities of interest  must be 
eluted from the  column in the presence of gold. The usual ways of removing 
these light actinide elements Prom anion resin involve either complexation with 
fluoride ions or reduction to  a lower oxidat-ion s t a t e  with a lower distribution 
coefficient. Unfortunately, in this case if fluoride ions a re  added they are  
immediately consumed by complexation with gold, and  if a reducing agent is 
added, the gold tends to  reduce to  an  impenetrable plug of gold metal. Reduc- 
ing the  acidity of the  column allows some of t he  lower actinides to  leach off, bu t  
yields a r e  very poor. The reagent which solves the  problem is ferrous chloride. 
Gold is reduced only very slowly to  the  metal  [EmeGl] so  i t  is possibie to  main- 
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tain the  column solvent f l o w .  After conversion of the  gold is mostly complete, 
fluoride complexation can be  used to  s t r ip  the  remaining actinides from the  
column. So, a f te r  the  9M hydrochloric acid s tep,  activity is eluted with 1.5 ml of 
3M hydrochloric acid, followed by 1.5 ml of water, added in small amounts, to 
minimize the acidity in the column. A 2 ml aliquot of freshly prepared ferrous 
chloride solution is r u n  through the  column, followed by 1 ml of water to  
remove the  iron. I t  is important to  run  all the  ferrous solution through the 
column a t  one time, because t h e  resin bed has  a tendency t o  crack if t he  pres- 
su re  is released before the  bulk of the gold has  been reduced. The light green 
ferrous solution leaves the column as a dark  green  to black solution which is 
effervescent,. From this evidence i t  can be deduced t h a t  the  reactions occur- 
ring are 
3 Fez' + AuCZ,- (res in)  = A u  + 4 (2- + 3 Fe3+ ( y e l l o w )  11.1 
and 
Fe3+ -i- A u C l ; ( r e s i n )  + 4 H 2 0  = Au + 4 a-  + 8 H+ + FeOz- (dk b l u e ) .  11.2 
Reaction 11.2 doe? not  occur in Lhe absence of the  strongly basic anion resin or 
a t  acid concentrations far above neutral. In acidic solution ferrate  ions a r e  
unstable, reacting with water t o  evolve oxygen [CotBO]. If allowed to  sit for 
several hours  the eluant converts entirely t o  t h e  yellow ferric form. 
To the  combined eluant from this column is added a n  aliquot of lanthanum 
chloride carr ier  contdining 1.5 mg of l an thanum After thorough mixing of t he  
eluant ,  the  centrifuge cone is once again placed under  t h e  column to collect 2.5 
ml of a solution 0.1M in hydrochloric acid and  1.OM in hydrofluoric acid. This 
completes the strip of the large anion column. To t h e  eluant  is added 0.2 ml of 
concentrated hydrofluoric acid. After mixing, t h e  solution is heated in boiling 
water for several minutes,  cooled in ice for several nunutes,  then centrifuged. A 
precipitate of lan thanum fluoride forms, carrying neptunium and plutonium. 
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The bulk of t he  uranium stays in solution as UO$+, which is transferred to  a 40 
ml plastic centrifuge cone. The precipitate is washed once with an aliquot of 2M 
hydrochloric acid/ZM hydrofluoric acid, and  the wash solution is added to  the 
uranium solution in the plastic cone. 
The lan thanum fluoride precipitate is dissolved in minimum equal volumes 
of sa tura ted  boric acid and  fuming nitric acid. Heat is usually necessary. This 
solution is loaded onto a 2 mm diameter column packed with 7 c m  of Dowex 1 
anion resin in 8M nitric acid. The column is run  at more than atmospheric 
pressure with nitrogen. The column is washed with five column volumes of 8M 
nitric acid, followed by two column volumes of 9M hydrochloric acid to  remove 
the nitric acid. Plutonium is eluted ho rn  the  column with a freshly prepared 
solution of 1 pa r t  hydriodic acid to  10 par t s  concentrated hydrochloric acid.  
This reduces  plutonium t o  the  3+ oxidation s ta te  which is not sorbed onto the  
anion exchange resin. A small portion of 9M hydrochloric acid is used to  rid the 
column of iodide ion, then neptunium is eluted with a solutjon 4M in hydro- 
chloric acid and  0.1M in hydrofluvrlc acid. I f  concentrated (12M) hydrochloric 
acid acid is used in this procedure routinely in place of 9M hydrochloric acid, 
protactinium elutes f rom t h e  column with neptunium. 
The solution in the  centrifuge cone containing uranium is boiled after the  
addition of excess boric acid to  complex the  fluoride. Enough 10M sodium 
hydroxide is added t o  precipitate ferric hydroxide, which carries uranium, 
though poorly. The precipitate is first washed with sodium hydroxide, and then  
dissolved in nitric acid. This solution is saturated with ammonium nitrate, and  
uranium is extracted into diethyl e ther .  
All sources  for counting a re  prepared by evaporating to  dryness the solu- 
tions containing the  activities on hot platinum disks which a r e  then flamed. 
While the  light actinides a re  being isolated, t h e  first eluant solution 
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containing the  tripositive transplutonium elements is evaporated to dryness 
and  the  activity taken u p  in a few drops of 0.5M hydrochloric acid arid loaded 
onto a 2 r ~ l m  diameter,  5 c m  long column of Benson BC-xl2, 7-10 micron cation 
resin. The following procedure is not complicated, but  the  conditions under 
which i t  is performed must  be carefully controlled. The column must be uni- 
formly healed to  8OoC. A f t e r  t he  column is loaded with t h e  activity, it is rinsed 
with water, then buffered with ammoniuni chloride, then rinsed with w a t e r  
again. The actinides (and lanthanides) are differentially eluted in reverse order  
(highest Z first) with a 0.5M solution of alpha-hydroxyisobutyric acid, buffered 
with arnirioriia to a pH of 3.71. The pH is selected to give t h e  best separation of 
mendelevium, fermium. einsteinium and californiuni. If t he  pH is increased, 
these elements come off more quickly with little or  n o  resolution. The alpha- 
hydroxyisobutyrate makes a complex with the 3+ actinides (and lanthanides) of 
vary ing  s t rength depending on the size of the ion. t h e  degree of protonation of 
the  ligand, t he  degree of hydration of t he  ion and  t h e  kinetics (temperature).  
The best separation of the  elut ion peaks  of activit,y is obtainpd wit,h a low flow 
r a t e ,  on the  order  of 3 drops p e r  minute from a 0.7 millimeter outer-diameter 
platinum tip. The drops are collected on platinum disks, two drops per  disk, 
and  heated to  dryness. The  disks a re  quickly surveyed for alpha activity with 
an  open window gas proportional counter.  The position of Lhe peak of activity 
from each element is very nearly t h e  same from experiment t o  experiment, so 
in runs  where little activity was observable the  positions of the heaviest ele- 
ments  were extrapolated from the position of the  californium peak, which is the  
last element eluted from the  column, generally with peals activity near  drop  35. 
Activit.y from the  neighboring platinurn disks is quantitatively transferred to  the  
disk with the  grea tes t  activity for t ha t  element. The f o u r  final disks a re  flamed 
to make good alpha sources  of californium, einsteinium, fermium arid men- 
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delevium. 
In principle, cont inued elution of activity from t h e  column at  pH 3.71 with 
alpha-hydroxyisobu tyric acid will result  in a berkelium fraction, bu t  the width 
of the  peak in t h e  elution curve makes i t  difficult to reproducibly obtain the 
same chemical yield. The only losses in the  chemistry a r e  due  to  transfers of 
the  activity from one place to  the  next  for  fractions from californium through 
mendelevium. Berkelium, cur ium and americium are stripped f rom the  column 
with plI 4.2 alpha-hydroxyisobutyrate, which provides very little separation of 
these elements. The eluant  is reduced in volume by heating t h e  sample cone in 
oil under a nitrogen stream, then  the  alpha-hydroxyisobutyrate is broken down 
with addition uf concentrated nitric and  hydrochloric acids. The resultant 
nearly-weightless residue is picked up in two drops of :3M hydrochloric acid and  
loaded on a 2 mm diameter,  6 crn long AC MP50 cation colurnn in saturated 
(13M) hydrochloric acid. The empty saniple cone is washed with two drops of 
13M hydrmchlorjc acid which are then  also loaded onto the  column. The 
n r t i n i d e s  arc: r i ; i t cd  f rom t h e  ca!.iori colurrui before t.he lanthanides w i t h  
sa turated hydrochloric acid. This is a particularly important s tep  in *'%e irra- 
diations because of t h e  huge amounts  of cerium and lanthanum arising from 
compound nuclear reactions with t h e  beryllium target  substrate.  Once again, 
t he  sample is evaporated to  dryness  on hot platinum and flamed. The chemical 
yield for americium determined f rom the  t racer  is assumed to  be the same a s  
for curium and berkelium, though the  existence of the accessible 4+ oxidation 
s ta te  for berkelium may make this estimate a few percent  too high for the Bk 
isotopes. 
Typical chemical yields for this procedure are: 75% to 80% for californium, 
einsteinium, fermium and  mendelevium; 50% to 70% for americium, curium dnd 
berkelium; 25% to 35% for plutonium; 30% to 40% for neptunium; 15% t o  20% for 
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protactinium (under  the  modifications noted above); 10% for uranium. Yields 
a re  determined by direct  comparison against. a standard aliquot, except in the  
case of the  heavy actinides where the yield is assumed based on numerous tri- 
als with californium and einsteinium t r ace r  activities. Americium yields a re  
determined from the  60 keV gamma ray  of 241Am, neptunium yields from the 96 
keV gamma ray of 237Np, and  protactinium yields from the  312 keV gamma ray 
of 27-day 233Pa, which is in equilibrium with the  237Np t racer .  Plutonium and 
uranium yields a r e  determined from t h e  alpha activity of 238Pu and 236U respec- 
tively. In each of these cases  enough of t he  t r ace r  activity was added to  make 
the amount  produced in the  reaction a negligible perturbation. 
In rnost cases  contaminating activities a r e  not  a severe problem. The cali- 
fornium, einsteinium, fermium and  mendelevium fractions contain r a re  ea r th  
gamma ray  emitters which do not  affect t he  alpha particle and  spontaneous 
fission counting which is performed on these samples. The terbium and dyspro- 
sium alpha emitters elute f rom the  alpha-hydroxyisobutyrate column with Cali- 
f o r n i u m  and c ins ic in iurn  respectively, but  the alpha particic cncrgics a r c  so low 
tha t  t.hey do not  interfere with t h e  pulse-height analysed data;  they do, how- 
ever, t end  t o  lead to some confusion during the  chemistry when the drops of 
eluant a r e  assayed to  define the activity elution positions. The mendelevium 
fraction always contains small amounts  of thorium (less than  10 counts per  
day),  which could be removed with a n  EM nitric acid anion column, but  the 
added time makes i t  an inadvisable s t ep  when looking for the  short-lived men- 
deleviurn isotopes. N o  mendelevium activity was  positively identified in these 
e x p e r i me ri t s . Th e a me ri c i u ni/ c u r i u m,/ b e r k e 1 i u m s a nip 1 e s orne ti me s c on t ai n s 
cerium and sodium activities. The uranium fraction frequently contains a small 
amount of hafnium. The contamination of t he  plutonium sample with cerium 
isotopes, particularly in irradiations with 13'Xe. is severe; the  critical s tep is the 
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nitric acid wash of t h e  small anion column. The neptunium fraction, besides 
containing protactinium, is prone t o  zirconium contamination; this is acute in 
"Kr irradiations where 7ircnnium is the  compound nucleus in reactions with 
the  t a rge t  backing. 
Typical time intervals between the  end of an irradiation to the s ta r t  of da ta  
acquisition for the chemca l  fractions are: 2 hours  for plutonium and nep- 
tunium. 2.5 hours for californium, einsteinium, fermium and mendelevium, 4 
hours  for  americium/curium/berkelium, and 5 hours for uranium. Figure Z j  
shows some typical pulse height spectra  from experiment "Kr-I. 
The chemistry for ' '0 experiments is diagrammed in figure Zk. I t  is simpler 
than t h a t  for '36Xe and BsKr experiments for two reasons: The heavy actinides 
were not determined, so the  procedure could start with a solvent extraction 
and use much smaller colurnns; and the  amount of interfering activities pro- 
duced by " 0  is much less than tha t  produced by heavier ions. 
The catcher  foil used in these experiments is gold, 2 mg/cm2 thick, with a 
mdss of about 8 Lo 10 mg total. After irrddiation the  foil is placed In a 15 ml 
centrifuge cone containing about  lo3 disintegrations pe r  minute each of 2 4 1 ~ ,  
23ePu and 237Np, and 20 microliters of fuming nitric acid. The cone is placed in 
hot  water and an aliquot of 50 microliters of concentrated hydrochloric acid is 
added to dissolve the  gold foil. After dissolution, water is added to dilute the  
volunie  to  roughly 0.2 ml and the  cone is cooled in ice. Gold is extracted from 
the aqueous phase with 1 ml of diethyl e ther ,  after which the aqueous solution 
is heated in a hot water bath under a nitrogen jet  €or five minutes to  drive off 
residual ether.  The solution is then loaded on a 2 mm diameter column, 6 c m  
long of Dowex 1x8 anion resin in 8 M  nitric acid. Plutonium, neptunium, 
uranium arid protactinium adhere to the  resin and the  tripositive transplu- 
tonium elements do not. The sample cone is washed onto the  column in 8M 
nitric acid arid th ree  column volumes of 8M nitric acid are used t o  complete the 
ellition. T h e  sample cone containing eluant is placed in hot oil under  a nitrogen 
s t ream and heated until dry. 
The anion resin in the  column is converted to the  chloride form with 9M 
hydrochloric acid, then plutonium is eluted with a freshly prepared solution of 
1 p a r t  concentrated hydriodic acid t o  10 par t s  concentrated hydrochloric acid. 
Once again, the  column is  washed with 9M hydrochloric acid, then neptunium 
arid protactinium a re  eluted with a solution 4M in hydrochloric acid and O.1M in 
hydrofluoric acid. The plutonium fraction is evaporated to  dryness on a hot  
platinum disk, then  flamed. To the  neptuniurn/protactiniurrl fraction is added 
1.5 mg of lanthanum carr ier  and 5 drops of concentrated hydrofluoric acid. 
The mixture is agitated, then heated for five minutes, then cooled in ice. The 
lanthanum fluoride precipitate carrying neptunium and protactinium is filtered 
out  on  a 3 micron thick nitrocellulose filter, which is then washed with a solu- 
tion 2 M  in hydrochloric acid and 2M in hydrofluoric acid. 
The transpiutonium eiemcnts are picked up in one drop of 3 M  hydrochlor~c 
acid, then loaded on a 2 mm diameter, 5 cm long AG MP50 cation column in 13M 
hydrochloric acid. The sample cone is washed onto the  colunm with one drop of 
13M hydrochloric acid, then t h e  actinides a re  eluted with 13M hydrochloric acid 
before the  lanthanides, which rerriairi on the column. The eluant is diluted with 
water by a factor of four, then 1.5 mg of lanthanum carr ier  is added. The addi- 
tion of hydrofluoric acid, followed by mixing, heating and cooling a s  before, 
forms a precipitate of lanthanum fluoride which carries the actinides. The pre- 
cipitate is filtered on a 3 micron thick nitrocellulose filter and washed with 2M 
hydrochloric acid/2M hydrofluoric acid. Due t o  their  similar chemistries, t he  
yield of all the  transplutonium actinides is assumed to  be the same a s  tha t  of 
americium 
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Typical chemical yields for this chemistry are: 80% t o  90% for transplu- 
tonjum elements; 80% to 90% for plutonium; 60X to  80% for neptunium; and 30% 
to  50% f o r  protactinium. The determination of chemical yields is the  same a s  
for t he  longer chemistry described above. The transplutonium fraction and the  
neptunium,/protactinium fraction a re  essentially without contamination. The 
plutonium fraction, however, tends to  contain significant levels of ruthenium. 
Typical time intervals from the  end of bombardment t o  the  start of data 
acquisition a re  30 to  60 minutes for the  plutonium and neptunium/protac- 
tinium fractions and  60 to 90 minutes for the  transplutonium sample. 
In atterripts to  observe 247Pu, discussed in Section 6, it was  necessary t o  
isolate plutonium in the  minimum possible time in the  maximum state  o€ decon- 
tarnination from o the r  activities, particularly americium and cerium. The best  
way to  purify plutonium on a t r ace r  scale involves oxidation-reduction cycles 
utilizing the  6+  and 4+ states,  bu t  the conversion of 4t- plutonium to  plutonyl 
ions is very slow, taking on the  order of half an hour t o  come to completion; this 
step w a s  riot mcorpora ted  in t h ~  rhcrnistry.  
Catcher foils used in fast plutonium chemistry experiments a re  nickel, of 
varying thicknesses depending on the  projectile. The foil is placed in a 15 nll 
centrifuge cone containing lo3 dpm each of 2ssPu, "'Am and 144Ce tracers,  1.5 
rrig of lanthanum carr ier ,  and 0.8 ml of 14M nitric acid. Ice is necessary to 
moderate the  violent reaction. After completion of t h e  dissolution, the cone is 
placed in boiling water and approximately 3 ml of water and 0.3 ml of concen- 
ti-dted hydrofluoric acid a re  added. When the lanthanum fluoride precipitate 
has formed, t he  cone is quickly cooled in ice made by freezing water in liquid 
nitrogen. The cone is centrifuged, the  supernate is discarded, and the precipi- 
ta te  is washed with a cold solution 2M in hydrochloric acid and 2M in 
hydrofluoric acid. The lanthanum fluoride, which contains the  plutonium (and 
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americium), is dissolved in 75 microliters of hot sa tura ted  boric acid and 75 
microliters of fuming nitric acid. The resultant solution is loaded on a short  2 
mm diameter column of Dowex 1x8 anion resin in BM nitric acid. The sample 
cone is washed onto  the  column with EM nitric ar id ,  then  the  column is washed 
with a large volume of EM nitric acid. followed by two column volumes of 9M 
hydrochloric acid to  convert  t he  resin in the  column to  the  chloride form 
before plutonium is eluted with a solution of 1 p a r t  concentrated hydriodic acid 
t o  10 par t s  concentrated hydrochloric acid. The eluant  is evaporated on a hot, 
platinum disk and Aarried t o  produce the  final sample. 
The typical chemical yield from this procedure is 40% to  60% for plutonium. 
The yield of 3+ actinides is always less t han  0.1%, so the  decontamination of 
plutonium from its americium beta-decay daughters  is very good. N o  other  
contaminants are observed except  cerium, which seems to  come through the  
procedure with a variable yield between 0.1% and  1%. In exper-irnents with 
ions this w a s  not  a problem, s ince the  cerium isotopes a re  not  important reac-  
t ion prndiicts 
tinely get  rid of all cer ium activity on this time scale. The t o l d  time from t h e  
end of irradiation to t h e  start of da ta  acquisition, including transportation time 
from the  accelerator to the  chemistry laboratory, is between Z Z  and 30 
minutes, based on more than  twenty experiments. The chemistry could prob- 
ably be performed five minutes fas ter  i f  done by more than  one person. The 
time when plutonium is completely free  from its americium daughters is a t  the 
end of the  9M hydrochloric acid wash of t he  anion column. 
177 Pxprr iments  with 'Kr and I3'Xe ions, it was impossible to  rou- 
The chemical procedure used to isolate the  most neutron-rich known 
americium isotopes, whose cross sections a re  reported here  [We182]. is based on 
the oxidation of americium to the  hexavalent state [Moo63,Ho164]. This  oxida- 
tion is more difficult than  the  plutonium oxidation mentioned above, and chemi- 
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cal yield is limited by t h e  amount  of time available. However, alternate methods 
of separating americium from the  o ther  3+ lanthanides and actinides a re  very 
time consuming, involving thc  use rrf finicky differential eliition mpthods. 
The catcher  foil in experiments involving hexavalent americium is alumi- 
num, which is dissolved in a 15 ml centrifuge cone containing IO3 dpm of 241Am 
t racer  and  several milliliters of 10M sodium hydroxide. The addition of lantha- 
nurn carr ier  precipit,ates lanthanum hydroxide which carries americium. The 
supernate ,  containing the a lur r~num,  is discarded and  the  precipitate is washed 
in dilute base. The precipitate is then  dissolved in nitric acid and americium is 
oxidized t o  americyl ion with hot perosydisulfate catalyzed by silver ion. The 
addition of ammonium fluoride causes  the  precipitation of lanthanum fluoride, 
carrying all lanthanides and 3+ actinides, including any  americium which is 
unoxidized. If performed with care ,  this s tep  can be quantitative. The superna- 
t an t  solution, containing americyl ions, is removed from the precipitate, and 
manganous nitrate is used to  reduce the  americiurn t o  the 3+ state.  Addition of 
more lanthanum carrier causes t h e  precipit.ation of lanthanum fluoride once 
more, this time carrying the  americiurn. The precipitate is filtered and washed 
on a 3 micron thick nitrocellulose filter, a s  before. 
The chemical yield from this procedure is dependent upon the  digestion 
time in the  oxidation to americyl ion. In the  usual compromise, the  entire 
chemistry takes about 40 minutes, with t h e  oxidation occupying about 10 
minutes of tha t  time. Yields tend t o  be unpredictable, bu t  can approach 50%. 
Plutonium follows the americium through this procedure with a higher yield, 
but since the  production ra te  for plutonium isotopes is lower than tha t  for the 
short-lived americium isotopes from a 24eCm target,  fur ther  purification is not 
performed. The usual contaminants a r e  scandium, yttrium and, of course, 
cerium, which are  incompletely coprecipitated in the  first lanthanum fluoride 
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step,  arid silver, presumably due to the  presence of t h e  small mass of silver 
cat  a1 ys t . 
The chernistry used fo r  the  rapid isolation of a very pure berkelium frac- 
tion for t.he spectroscopic s tudy of the decay of 251Bk, discussed in Section 5, is 
described in detail elsewhere [Liu83]. It. is an adaptation of the procedure used 
in the  first isolation of ?-minute z4zBk [Wi179]. bu t  contains additional s teps  to  
remove the  substantial amounts of cerium, molybdenum and  technetium con- 
tamination to which t h a t  procedure is prone. 
The catcher  foil used in these experiments, all performed with "0 ions. is 2 
mg/cmz gold. The foil is dissolved in a 15 ml centrifuge cone in a minimum 
volume of hot,  concentrated hydrochloric acid and  nitric acid. The solution is 
diluted to  approximately 0.5 ml with 7M hydrochloric acid. Several solvent 
extractions are  performed in rapid succession: The mass of gold is extracted 
with diethyl e ther ,  which also removes several of t h e  reaction products from 
interactions of t he  beam with the  gold catcher  foil, like thallium and mercury. 
G s s ; ~ . -  , I .  . I < , , ,  prarjiipts3 tik? ~ ~ ~ o i > - b ; i e i ? ; j ~ )  ai;d zirrnniurr A rriFthylixohiit,yl ketiinF 
extraction removes technetium and polonium. A 5% triisooctylamine in xylene 
solution is used t,o extract  lead. bismuth. palladium and silver con taminants. 
The aqueous phase,  still containing berkeliiim. is heated t o  dryness under  a 
nit>rogen stream, then taken up in freshly-made hot  0.5M sodium bromate in 4M 
nitric acid, which oxidizes berkelium to  the  4+ state ,  which is extracted into a 
0.15M HDEHP (di-2-ethylhexylorthophosphoriu acid) solution in heptane.  This 
step leaves behind the  3+ lanthanides and actinides. The IIDEfII" solution is 
scrubbed with 4M nitric acid, then berkelium is reduced back t u  the 3+ stale 
and back-extracted with a 5% H,O, solution in 4M nitric acid. 'which leaves 
niobium and tantalum in the organic phase. The aqueous phase contains only 
berkelium and the ever-present ce r ium The solution is evaporated to  dryness 
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in a ho t  oil bath,  taken up in a minimum volume of 0.5M hydrochloric acid, and 
loaded on a 2 mm diameter,  4 c m  long cation exchange coliimn a t  8OoC packed 
with Benson DC-xlZ, 7-10 mjcron resin. The column is buffered with ammonium 
chloride, then berkelium is preferentially eluted from the  column with a pH 4.0 
0.5M alpha-hydroxyisobu tyrate  solution. The sample is prepared by evapora- 
tion of this solution to  dr)-ness on a platinum plate which is then  flamed. 
Since no  adequate  berkelium t r ace r  is available, the  chemical yield is 
estimated f rom the  250L3k activities, the beam histories and  t h e  published cross 
section for the production of 250Bk [LeeSZ] to  average roughly 20%. This pro- 
cedure was not used in cross section determinations. Most of the  yield is lost 
due to  incomplete phase separations in the  solvent extraction steps and  incom- 
plete oxidation of t he  berkelium. The berkelium fraction is f ree  f rom contam- 
inating activities, and  the  time required for separation is only 30 to  40 minutes. 
2.4- Detection of Characteristic Radiations 
Thc determination of how much of a particular nuclide i s  present at a par- 
ticular time can  be made from its decay rate ,  t he  fractional probability of its 
producing a particular radiation, and  t h e  amount of t h a t  radiation. Depending 
upon t h e  nuclide studied, the  cross sections reported in this work were deter- 
mined from the  detection of alpha particles, gamma rays  and  spontaneous 
fissions. The detection of be ta  particles, used only in connection with the  spec- 
troscopy of '"Bk. is discussed in Section 5. 
All gamma ray detection is performed with one of several OHTEC coaxial, 
lithium-drifted germanium detectors  (Ge(Li)), biased a t  roughly 3500 V. The 
samples with the lowest high energy gamma activity a r e  measured with detec- 
tors wi th  a high active volume, as much as  90 em3. The samples with t h e  most 
contaminants (usually plutonium) a re  counted with detectors  with the greatest  
resolution, as  high as 1.9 keV FWHM for the 1332.5 keV line of " C o .  Each 
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detector  i s  shielded with 5 t o  10 cent imeters  of lead to  minimize background 
radioactivity. In most cases, the  inside of Ohis lead “cave” is lined with 3 millim- 
e te rs  of steel and  3 millimeters of aluminum t.o reduce the  induced fluores- 
cence of lead, which interferes with measurements below 80 keV. Events which 
produce ion pairs in t h e  semiconductor result  in a pulse of electrons which a r e  
collected a t  t he  input  s tage of t h e  preamplifier and output  as voltage signals t o  
a linear amplifier. The amplifier output  is taken by an  ADC (analog-to-digital 
converter)  and  subjected to  pulse height analysis, which det.ermines t h e  energy 
of t he  event supplied t o  make ion pairs. This value is summed with previous 
events in a n  MCA (multichannel analyzer) which periodically stores t h e  4096 
channels of data  on floppy disks or magnetic tapes, along with start times, 
counting intervals and  TAG words. 
The detector  is calibrated with a s tandard mixed radionuclide source,  
formerly available from t h e  National Dureau of Standards but. now produced by 
Arnersham (source QCD. 1). This source contains several long-lived radionu- 
rl ides whirh Pmit n n e  or two gamma rays whose absolut,e intensities a r c  known. 
The nuclides are: lo9Cd (88 keV), 57C0 (122 and 136 keV), 13gCe (166 keV), “‘Hg 
(279 keV), *13Sn (392 keV), e5Sr (514 keV), 137Cs (662 keV), e°Co (1173 and 1332 
keV), and  “Y (898 and  1836 keV). The source is assayed and  the  disintegration 
r a t e  for each gamma ray is known a t  a reference time to  within roughly rt 3 74. 
With  t h e  known half life of each  nuclide, the  gamma ray inLensity at t h e  time of 
a measurement can  be determined. The source is mounted in t h e  same orienta- 
tion as a n  experimental sample and  counted for a fixed period of time. Any 
counting system dead time is compensated for by the ADC. The peaks in t h e  
pulse height spectrum a re  analyzed with the program SAMPO [Rou69], which fits 
a functional form to  the da ta  and  integrat.es the peak over the  detector  back- 
ground. Detector efficiency is obtained by calculating the ratio of delector  
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count  ra te  t o  source photon rate  a t  each energy and fitting the  resultant 
efficiency-energy points t o  t h e  function [Rou69] 
EFFICIENCY = P, ( fi + p3 exp ( P, E ) 11.3 
where the energy E is in keV and  the  parameters P a re  determined. The rela- 
tive error ,  determined from the  fit, the  e r ror  on the  photon intensities of the  
source, and the  statistical e r ro r  of the peak integration, is about 3%. Typical 
detector  efficiencies for t h e  detectors  used in this work a r e  8% to  15% for 150 
keV photons, decreasing t o  0.7% to  1.1% at 1 MeV. The same mixed standard 
source is used to  determine the  energy calibration of the  detector,  which is 
adjusted so tha t  1 MCA channel  is 0.5 keV. A lower level discriminator is se t  to  
reject  events below 40 keV. 
Samples for  gamma counting a re  prepared either as  a small spot on a 2.5 
c m  diameter 50 mg/cm2 platinum plate by evaporation, o r  as a 1.7 cm diameter 
spot of precipitate on a 3 micron thick nitrocellulose filter. These samples a re  
I=c?\;ered with Parafilm a n d  taped to a s tandard aluminum counting card whiph 
fits in a slotted rack in f ront  of t he  end window of the  Ge(Li) diode. The activity 
in all samples is so low t h a t  dead  time is  not a problem, so the  samples a re  
placed at a distance of approximately one centimeter from the  end window. 
This minimizes effects f rom finite source size [Wie76] but maximizes detector 
efficiency. Scat ter  of photons by the  sample mount has a riegligible effect on 
the source intensity. 
Alpha particles and spontaneous fissions are  detected with a se t  of four 
ORTEC gold-plated silicon surface barrier detectors. The active area of these 
detectors is 100 nun2. The energy resolution of the  detection system is approxi- 
mately 20 keV FWHM for the  5.48 MeV alpha particle of 241Am. The bias voltage 
of 50 to 75 V is provided through each preamplifier from f o u r  individual power 
supplies. Alpha particles and spontaneous fission events in each detector 
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produce electron pulses which are picked up by the detector 's  preamplifier, 
whose output goes in turn  t o  two linear amplifiers. One amplifier from each 
dpt eci or  outputs through a linear ga te  stretcher.  The other  amplifier discrim- 
inates against low energy (alpha) events, sending a signal for events of more 
than 15 MeV to a single channel analyzer which counts spontaneous fission 
events. All eight signals en ter  a router/biased amplifier. The alpha particle 
events f rom each detector,  tagged by the  router. a re  run into an ADC and stored 
in one of four  different groups of 1024 channels in an MCA. Fission events from 
each detector  a re  stored using the  first channel of each group as a scaler. Only 
alpha events from 5 t o  10 MeV a re  stored. Since only one ADC/MCA/clock com- 
bination is used, da ta  acquisition in all four detectors is simultaneous. A t  the  
end of preset  times, all four groups of 1024 channels of the  MCA, each with its 
own TAG word, are  stored on magnetic tape,  along with the  start time of the  
count and the time interval. The efficiency of the detector depends only on the  
geometry of the sample with respect  to  the  active area of t he  detector. Sam- 
ples a r e  mounted face downwards on t h e  rim of the vertically placed detectors. 
For sources with a spot size of less t han  5 millimeters diameter, the efficiency is 
23 k 1 %, determined with s tandard  sources.  Efficiency for detection of spon- 
taneous fissions is exactly twice as  high, since twice as many detectable parti- 
cles can strike the detector p e r  decay. The energy calibration is accomplished 
with a source of 241An1, which is used to calibrate a dual pulser input to  the  
detector  preamplifier. Count ra tes  a r e  low enough tha t  summing is not a prob- 
lem; no two alpha particle events s u m  t o  15 MeV. so "accidental" fissions a re  
ex t r e m e I y u n 1 i kel y . 
, 
Alpha particle sources prepared in the  experiment are formed from the  
evaporation of several drops of column eluant  to  dryness on a 2.5 c m  diameter, 
50  nq!/cm' platinum disk, followed by heating in a Bunsen burner  flame to  red 
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heat.  Samples a re  "weightless" to prevent lass of energy resolution due to  
degradation of t he  alpha particles in the  source,  and are  less than 5 millimeters 
in diameter so tha t  the  detector  efficiency can be accurately applied. 
F i g u r e  Captions 
Figure 2a - Assembly of the  cell for electroplating 24aCm targets. The plat- 
ing solution is held in the glass chimney, whose base defines the  diameter of the  
target  spot. 
Figure 2b - Successive alpha particle energy spectra  measured from a 
"'Cm target  a t  three different thicknesses. The "square" tops of the  energy 
peaks in the spectrum taken at 340 pg/cm2 show the  uniformity of the  target 
material. A t  920 pg/cni2 the  overlap of one peak into the next distorts the  
effect. 
Figure 2c - A cut-away view of t he  Actinide Recoil System used in " 0  irradi- 
ations of 24aCm. 
!c'igtjr t: Z d  - expic:id(:ti v/(:u. of i,hc X c d u i i x  i.'asL Ar:i:ess : ' ~ r g ~ t  S>-S+,YTE, a s  
used in thick target irradiations. 
Figure 2e - An exploded view of the  Modular Fast Access Target System, as 
used for recoil experiments. This was t h e  configuration used in the  "Kr and 
13'Xe irradiations reported here.  
Figure 2f - A close-up of the  end piece used to  collect actinide recoils in 
thc experiments reported here.  
Figure 2g - The endpiece used in determinations of the  energy of the beam 
projectiles after passing through successive media. 
Figure 2h - A modification of the  target  system end piece f o r  catching com- 
plete fusion recoils. The catcher  foil is gas cooled. 
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Figure 2i - An out.line of the chemistry used to separate  the  actinide pro- 
ducts  f rom the  reaction of '*Kr and '"Xe with 248Cm, starting with a gold recoil 
foil. 
Figure Zj - Typical ganirna ray and alpha particle energy spectra from the 
reaction of approximately 520 MeV flsKr with 248Cm. 
Figure 2k - An outline of t he  chemistry used t o  separate  the actinide pro- 
ducts  f rom the  reaction of 96 MeV lflO with 248Cm. 
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Section3 - DataReduction 
Alpha particle, spontaneous fission and gamma ray  data a r e  s tored in 
terms of multichannel analyzer spectra on magnetic tape or floppy disks. 
Gamma ray da ta  a r e  accumulated for one month and alpha particle and spon- 
taneous fission da ta  for half a year. The problem of how to  convert this large 
volume of da ta  into cross sections as a function of the  relative kinetic energy of 
the  reactants  is now addressed. The problem reduces to three parts:  the  
determination of projectile energies, the  determination of cross sections, and 
the  determination of the  efficiency for collecting reaction products. 
3.1 Determination of the Energy of the Beam Particles in the Target 
In experiments where i t  is important to  know the  energy of the  ion react-  
ing with the  target  material, the  loss of energy of the  ions as  they pass through 
windows, ta rge t  substrates .  e tc .  must be determined. With very heavy ions, 
where energy loss is severe, this is particularly important. 
In the  past ,  typically, energy loss was  calculated using the  Northcliffe and 
Scl-iillirig rlirige lables [Nor70]. The tdbles a re  based on a n  extrapolation of t he  
experimental data  available in 1970 t o  unknown regions of ion energy and 
nuclear charge based on some simple theoretical considerations. For each Z. a 
representative ion mass is selected and the electronic and nuclear stopping 
powers over a wide range of energies a re  converted into a range in various 
media from the relationship 
0 
Range = ( d E / d x  )-' d E  
E 
111.1 
where dE/dx is the stopping power fo r  the  ion in a given medium. Ranges and 
stopping powers of ions in elemental media not tabulated can be determined by 
simple extrapolation. I f  one is for tunate ,  all the  media which degrade the  beam 
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energy in a given experinrent are pure elements and the  ions a re  the  same mass 
a s  those selected in t h e  tables. Energy loss can then be calculated by the 
method of residual ranges.  In the  case of this work, however, the stopping 
media include Havar, which is a complicated mixture (see Table 3-1) and the 
curium itself, which is present as  a salt.  Also, “ 0 ,  eeKr and lseXe a r e  all the  
most neutron-rich stable isotopes of each element, bu t  not the  most abundant,  
so other masses a r e  tabulated. 
Table 3-1 The major comp0nent.s of Havar [Ham761 
component weight Z 
cobalt  42.5% 
chromium 20.0% 
iron 17.9% 
nickel 13.0% 
tu ng s t en 2.8% 
7 CY mn l-fDc:!z 1: ::: - . - , ”  
manganese 1.6% 
carbon 0.2% 
beryllium 0.04% 
1 . .  
The stopping power lables for a given Z a re  valid For all isotopes of that  ele- 
ment a t  a given velocity or energy per nucleon. Therefore the  stopping power 
of leg. e6Kr  and 13?Xe in various elemental media can be calculated from the 
tables for “0, 84Kr and ’32Xe. The stopping power in a mixed medium can be 
calculated from the  Bragg additivity rule, which holds for heavy ions though not 
for protons or  helium ions [Sau65]. by summing the stopping powers of the vari- 
ous constituents, weighted by their  mass fraction in the  medium. Then using 
equation 111.1 and the  residual range technique the energy loss in a series of 
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media can be computed. For the work presented here ,  this is done with the 
program RAKCY [WelBO], which takes as  input the  tabular stopping power data 
for the  ion of interest  a s  a function of velocity in several elemental media, 
extrapolates t he  stopping power f u r  any necessary untabulated elemental com- 
ponents  via a high order  polynomial, constructs stopping power tables for each 
experimental medium, fits these  da ta  with another  se t  of high order polynomi- 
als and numerically integrates  to determine the  successive energy loss in each 
medium. 
In the  last eight years  discrepancies between energy losses calculated with 
the  Northcliffe and  Schilling tabies and experimentally determined energy 
losses have begun to  be noticed [Var76], particularly for the  heaviest ions in 
t h e  lightest media [Rim78], reaching 30% or more with 84Kr ions in carbon foils. 
In some of the experiments performed for this work lssXe ions passed through 
beryllium (Z=4) t a rge t  substrates! The more recent  compilation of range tables 
by Hubert et.al. [HubCO], using a more sophisticated model and drawing on a 
larger volume of experimeiital da ta  for paramelerization, gives rxiore reasonable 
results [BimRO,l,ai62]. 
In order to calculate t h e  energy of t he  beam in the  target  material, it is 
necessary to know the  energy of the  beam entering the  target system. For the  
88-Inch Cyclotron experiments with ' '0 ions this problem is trivial, because for 
a beam of ions of mass 16, with the  cyclotron operating at 5.568 MHz, the  beam 
energy is determined from the  cyclotron equation. With constants substituted 
in for  the  88-Inch Cyclotron, this equation is [Gou79] 
E = m c 2  I [ 1 - { w / 48.616 )' 111.2 - 
where w is the  cyclotron frequency in megahertz, E is the  beam energy in M e V ,  
and mc2 is the ion mass in MeV. The first harmonic of the  cyclotron frequency 
w a s  used. 
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For the SuperHIMC experiments with beams of BsKr and IssXe, the  beam 
energy is dependent upon the  comp1icat)ed interplay of the various gradients 
and  phases of the accelerating sections and on the charge s ta tes  of the  ions. 
Two methods of measuring the  SuperHIIlAC beam energy are  used. One involves 
the  use of a phase probe system which directly measures the  velocity of t he  
beam. The phase probes do no t  give a measure of low level beam "contam- 
inants" coniing through the accelerator  at different energies than  the primary 
bean]. The other  method of measuring the  beam energy involves the use of sur- 
face barrier detectors which a r e  inserted into the  beam. These detectors, simi- 
lar to  those described in Section 2, are calibrated with alpha particles of a 
known energy from a radionuclide s tandard and with d pulser. The energy of 
heavy ions determined with these detectors  is always too low due to the  pulse 
height defect [Wil'i'l] which arises f rom three  contributing factors: energy loss 
in the  gold "window" of the detector ,  nuclear stopping power (not important for 
alpha particles and light heavy ions), and the  recombination of electron-hole 
pairs in ttie se r r t t co r lduchr  d u e  l o  k f l e i r  lkigli dititsilq diorlg th t  h r d V y '  ion's p a t h  
A11 surface barrier detectors of this type with active layers deep enough to  stop 
t h e  ion of interest, display almost identical behavior [Stei'Z], varying slightly 
with the  thickness of the  gold layer on the  entrance side of the  detector and 
the  effect of high resistivities on the  recombination term. The magnitude of t he  
pulse height defect has been determined from experimental da ta  [Mou78] and 
i s  applied t o  the  measured energy t o  give the  "true" energy. Surface barrier 
detectors a r e  highly prone to damage from heavy ion beams. All measurements 
are taken from beams which have been at tenuated before the Alvarez tanks of 
the  SuperHILAC to the ra te  of 50 particles per second in the  detector. Even so, 
the  detectors slowly go bad, indicated by a rise in the leakage cur ren t  across 
the  semiconductor, produced by the  detector  bias. 
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Table 3-11 gives the energies o€ the ions used in the various experiments, a s  
measured both with phase probes and wi th  surfacc barrier detectors.  Correc- 
tion for pulse height defect has  been made. 
Table 3-11 Beam energy delivered t o  the target  system for various experiments. 
Experiment Energy (MeV) from Surface 
Barrier Detector 
'36xe- o 1150 
Energy (MeV)  from 
Phase Probes 
'36Xe-I -1100 1133 k 14 
1060 ;t 10 *36xe-11 1064 
0 "Kr- I 730 --- 
86Kr- I1 
%r-III 
680 
650 
"Kr-IV -600 630 * I 4  
111 + 
111 + 
ji igh 1Lak,igE 
Phase probes unavailable (or  broken). 
i i r i - ( i n t  m a k e s  these I i i e d b u r  enit;.ril s U I I I  e l i d b i v .  
+ Cyclotron energy, not measured. 
Surface barrier measurements a r e  taken periodically throughout Super- 
HlLAC experiments. Beam energies a re  quite unstable, changing by several MeV 
even when the  machine is not  being actively tuned, due t o  heating and cooling 
in the accelerating sections. Quite often "satellite" energy peaks appear,  
approaching the magnitude of the  primary peak. Even though the  t ransport  
optics of the  beam after it exits the  last accelerating section discriminates 
against  these extraneous beams finding their  way through the  6 mm collimator 
ahead of the  target,  if the  satellite intensities reach mure than 10% of the  total 
beam measured in the  surface barrier detector ,  o r  if t he  primary beam shifts 
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by more than 10 MeV in energy, the catcher  foil is discarded. This, in part ,  
explains the absence of runs  'SeXe-III and "Kr-0 from the  lists of reported 
experiments. When there  is a discrepancy between a phase probe measurement 
and a surface barr ier  detector measurement, the phase probe measurement is 
used; the  surface barr ier  detector spectrum is still a sensitive measure of the  
existence of energy satellites and the width of t h e  peak. In all experiments, the 
F W M  of the  energy spectrum %-as less than 20 MeV 
Table 3-111 gives the  energy of the beam in the target  material, calculated 
by use of the  tables of both Northcliffe and Schilling, and Hubert et.al. The 
uncertainty on the  number in the  incident energy column is probably less than  
10 MeV. 
Table 3-11] Calculated energies in the  curium target  material 
for several experiments, from the tables in [Nor701 and [HubBO]. 
Experiment Incident E 
(MeV) 
iisv 
1133 
1064 
730 
680 
650 
630 
111 
111 
E entering curium 
[Nor701 [Hub801 
93 1 8G8 
9 14 790 
839 716 
603 546 
549 490 
516 457 
4 94 435 
96.5 96.5 
96.5 96.5 
E exiting curium 
[Nor701 [Hub801 
tj98 ?6 I 
844 699 
768 624 
562 493 
507 436 
473 402 
450 379 
95.5 95.5 
95.5 95.5 
Target used was 1.10 mg/cm2 curium, a s  the  fluoride, on 2.63 mg/cm2 Be 
Target used was 2.15 mg/cm2 curium, as the fluoride, on 2.63 mg/cm2 Be 
Target used was 0.52 mg/cm2 curium, as  the oxide, on 2.23 mg/cmz Be 
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The discrepancy between the  Nor thc l i e  and  Schilling energies and the  
Hubert et.al. energies is insignificant €or the ' '0 experiments, but  is so large 
for '3eXe and  aeKr t h a t  one must worry about the  validity of all such calcula- 
tions. Therefore, using the  energy measuring device described in Section 2 and 
shown in figure Zg, t he  energy of t he  beam thrsugh successive media was meas- 
ured during experiments '3eXe-II and eeKr-IV. These two experiments a re  those 
using the lowest energy of each beam, so the  energy loss and energy straggling 
a r e  the  most extreme of those in any of t he  experiments. Table 3-IV gives the 
results from the  measurements,  compared with the  energy loss calculated with 
the  tables of Hubert  et.al. 
Table 3-IV Measured energy (corrected for pulse height defect) 
and  calculated energy (from Hubert et.al. [HubSO]) for two  
experiments. Energy given in MeV. 
i S e ~ e - ~ ~  "Kr-1V 
Incident 
measured calculated measured calculated 
1084 630 
Energy through 
1.8 mg/cm2 Havar  
window 98 1 979 58 1 
Energy through 
Havar and 0.55 
mg/cm2 nitrogen 939 93 7 552 
58 1 
552 
Energy through 
Havar. 0.20 mg/cm2 
nitrogen. 2.63 
mg/cm2 beryllium, 
and 0.35 rng/cm2 
nitrogen 62 1 624 362 36 1 
2.64 mg/cm2 z4aCmF 3 
Figure 3a shows the  successive beam energy spectra  from experiment 13eXe-II. 
The range table calculations yield the centroid of the beam energy spectrum 
[Nor631 r a the r  than  the  most probable energy, which is what was read off with 
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the  pulser, but in most cases  the  spectrum is fairly close to  symmetric. The 
data in the table indicate t h a t  t he  energies calculated from the tables of 
Hubert et.al. can be used with confidence. The discrepancy is only a few MeV in 
the worst case, and  this could be due to  the  pressure of the  nitrogen cooling 
gas being only poorly reproducible. The calculated energy values in Table 3-11] 
will be used to  characterize t h e  reactions. 
The spectra  in figure 3a also show the  degree of energy straggling through 
the various media. This is not  readily calculable because much of the  strag- 
gling comes from inhomogeneities in the  stopping materials, particularly the  
target,  ra ther  t han  from the  statistical straggling phenomenon itself. In the  
13eXe-II experiment, the  width of t he  energy distribution of the beam after pass- 
ing through all t he  media (including an extra  amount of nitrogen between the  
target and the detector) is (655 - 578) = 77 MeV, which is less than the  energy 
loss in the target (-90 MeV). For esKr-lV, the  measured straggling width is (378 
- 346) = 32 MeV, again less than  the  loss in the  target  (-55 MeV). Some of the  
apparent width of the  energy spectrum is due to "puddling" of the  curium 
fluoride target material, since these were the  last  two experiments performed 
with the target. This affects only the  low energy (exiting) portion of the energy 
distribution in the  target.  Another source of spectrum width is due to  the prox- 
imity of the  surface barrier detector to the  target  (-1 cm); the  high event ra te  
in the detector from target  alpha particles and spontaneous fission fragments 
tends to  broaden the  energy spectrum. 
In other  words, the  effect  of energy straggling on the energy distribution of 
the beam particles in the  target  is only poorly known. Energies reported for 
the experiments performed for this work a re  determined only from the entering 
and exiting values calculated with the Hubert et.al. range tables [FIubBO]; no 
estimate of t he  effect  of energy straggling is made. However, even in the "worst 
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cases” detailed above, the straggling effect is smaller than the primary energy 
loss effect ,  though how much smaller is uncertain. This is an important con- 
cern ,  because most of t h e  reaction cross section for experiments near  or  below 
the  nominal Coulomb barr ier  comes from the  high energy part  of the  distribu- 
tion of projectile energies in the  target  material. 
3.2 Determination of Reaction Cross Sections 
Each cross section reported here  was determined from the characteristic 
radiation of t he  decaying nuclide. In the  case of gamma emitters, the initial 
activity of the  nuclide was determined from more than one gamma ray. i f  possi- 
ble, particularly in the  case  of protactinium and neptunium isotopes, where the 
activity levels were very low. For alpha emitting nuclides, the daughter activity 
was also determined, if possible, particularly in the  case of the  fermium iso- 
topes. The detected radiations of t he  t racer  activities were discussed in the 
previous section. Observed nuclides, their  half lives and detected radiations, 
t aken  from data  in reference [T017E], are:  
232Pa - half Me 1.31 day, observed gamma rays at 694 keV (24 k 2)Z and 
969 keV (53 f 5)Z.  
2s4Pa - half life (6.75 i 0.03) hours, observed g a m a  ray at 131 keV (20%). 
237U - half life (6.752 rt 0.002) days, observed gamma ray  a t  60 keV (36.0 f 
3.6)Z. 
z40U - half life (14.1 0.2) hours,  observed gamma rays a t  554 keV (21.2 * 
1.4)Z and 597 keV (13%) arising from 7.5 minute ‘*OrnNp daughter.  
23sNp - half life (2.117 k 0.002) days, observed gamma rays a t  984 keV (27.8 
* 0.8)% and 1028 keV (20.3 
lower intensity 1026 keV line (9.7 * O.Y)%. 
1.4)%, the  la t ter  usually being integrated with the 
23eNp - half life (2.346 0.004) days, observed gamma rays a t  106 keV (27.8 
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+ 0.9)X,  228 keV { 11.4 ~t 0.3)% and 273 keV (14.5 i 0.4)%. The gamma ray a t  106 
keV is difficult to use due t o  neighboring Pu X-rays. 
240Np - half life (67 * 1) minutes, observed gamma rays at  566 keV (29 r f ~  ‘ I ) X  
and 974 keV (30 k 7)%. 
243Pu - half life (4.955 & 0.003) hours, observed gamma ray  at 81 keV (23 + 
2)%. 
245Pu - half life (10.46 + 0.05) hours. observed gamma rays a t  308 keV (5.0 + 
1 .O)X and  327 keV (26 k 3)Z.  Occasionally the 245Am daughter can be observed. 
24ePu - half life (10.85 * 0.02) days, observed gamma ray  a t  224 keV (24 * 
2)X. Also observed via 25 minute 24eAm daughter gamma rays a t  799, 1062 and 
1079 keV. See 24eAm(l). 
244Am - half life (10.1 ;t 0.1) hours, observed gamma rays  at 744 keV (66 f 
3)% and 898 keV (28 * 2)%. 
245Am - half life (2.05 f 0.03)hours, observed gamma ray a t  253 keV (6.1 k 
0.6jZ. scc 245~i(. 
“*Am( 1) - half life (25.0 + 0.2) minutes, observed g a m a  rays at 799 keV 
(26 fi l)%. 1062 keV (10 + 1)% and 1079 key (29 2)Z .  
246Am(2) - half life (39 + 3) minutes, observed g a m a  rays at. 154 keV (25 * 
5 ) Z  and 679 keV (52 + 5)%. 
247Am - half life (24 * 3) minutes, observed gamma rays at 226 keV (5.8 
l.6)X a n d  285 keV (23 + 5)Z. 
241Cm - half life (32.8 t 0.2) days, observed gamma ray a t  472 keV (71 & 3)%. 
249Cm - half life (65.3 k 0.6) minutes, observed gamma r a y  a t  634 keV (1.5 * 
0 . l ) Z .  
245Bk - half life (4.90 * 0.03) days, observed gamma ray a t  253 keV (31.3 f 
2.0)X. 245Am is usually in the  same chemical fraction and has the same g a m a  
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ray arising from a transition in 245Crn; decay curve analysis is performed to 
separa te  the  two. 
24sBk - half life (1.80 * 0.02) days, observed gamma ray a t  799 keV (61.4 * 
3.7)%. 
z4sBk - half life (23.5 5 0.2) hours, observed g a m a  ray  a t  551 keV (4.6 f 
0.3)X. 
Z50Bk - half life (3.222 rt 0.005) hours, observed gamma rays a t  989 keV 
(45.2 rt 0.8)X and 1032 keV (35.2 f. 0.4)%, the  la t te r  integrated with the  lower 
intensity 1029 keV line (4.4 i. 0.2). Occasionally lines at  890 keV (1.65 f 0.06)X 
and 929 lseV (1.37 * 0.06)Z a r e  observed. 
z51Bk - half life (55.6 * 1.1)  minutes. See Section 5 for gamma rays. 
246Cf - half life (35.7 f 0.5) hours, alpha particle energy 6.76 MeV. 
248Cf - half life (333.5 2.8) days, alpha particle energy 6.26 MeV. 
250Cf - half life (13.08 f- 0.09) years,  alpha particle energy 6.03 MeV. 
252Cf - half life (2.646 5 0.004) years, alpha particle ene rgy  6.12 MeV, 
(96.908 * 0.008)X alpha decay, also observed by (3.092 * 0.008)X spontaneous 
fission branch. 
253Cf - half life (17.82 k 0.09) days, observed via growth and decay of 253Es 
daughter  in (99.69 + 0.04)% of decays. 
z54Cf - half life (60.5 * 0.2) days, observed via (99.69 ~t 0.02)X spontaneous 
fission branch. 
24eEs - half life (1.70 * 0.01) hours,  observed gamma ray a t  380 keV (40.4 * 
2.5)Z. 
z50Es - half life (8.6 k 0.1) hours,  observed from 250Cf daughter wit.h alpha 
particle energy 6.03 MeV. 
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251Es - half life (33 J )  hours, observed via 6.49 MeV alpha particle with 
(0.49 * 0.12)X abundance. 
z5zEs - half life (471.7 + 1.9) days, observed directly from (78 k 2)X alpha 
particle branch of 6.63 MeV, and via growth of 252Cf (22 k 2)%. Daughter fissions 
a re  observable. See 253E~ .  
2 5 3 E ~  - half life (20.47 * 0.02) days, observed from alpha particle decay with 
6.63 MeV energy. Decay curve analysis is necessary t o  separate 253Es from z5zEs 
alphas. 
254mE~ - half life (39.3 0.2) hours, observed from growth and decay of 
254Fm daughter  7.19 MeV alpha particles in (99.59 rt 0 . O l ) X  of decays. 
255Es - half life (38.3 + 0.3) days, observed directly from 6.30 MeV alpha 
particle in (8.0 * 0.4)% of decays and indirectly from growth and decay of 255Fm 
daughter alphas a t  7.02 MeV in (92.0 rt 0.4)% of decays. 
2 5 6 E ~  - half life 7.6 hours, observed from growth and decay of 25sFm spon- 
t a i ~ e o u s  fissions i l l  (9 1.5 i 8.3)Z  of dccays. 
252Fm - half life (25.39 +. 0.05) hours, alpha particle energy 7.04 MeV. Also 
seen frorn daughter  24sCf alpha activity. See 255Fm. 
253Fm - half life (3.00 f: 0.13) days. Observed directly from (12 f 1)% alpha 
branch at  -6.9 MeV (broad), and indirectly from growth and  decay of 2 5 3 E ~  
daughter alphas in (88 * 1 ) X  of decays. 
z54Fm -.half life (3.240 + 0.002) hours, observed 7.19 MeV alpha particle. 
255Fm - half life (20.07 k 0.07) hours, observed 7.02 MeV alpha particle. 
Resolving 255Frn from “‘Fm can only be accomplished via calculation of the 
intensity of t he  25zFm activity from that  of the 24aCf daughter.  
z56Fm - half life (2.627 k 0.021) hours, observed via (91.9 + 0.3)% spontane- 
ous fission branch.  
I t  should be noted that for 'lroNp, 2 4 4 A m  24sBk and 254Es only one 
member  of known isomeric pairs was observed. In growth and  decay determina- 
t ions of z50Es and  25sEs, only the  longest lived isomer is assumed to  contr ibute  
t o  the  daughter  activity due  t o  the saturat ion level of t he  activities produced 
by the  long bombardment .  In several  experiments  24eCf (main alpha energy 5.81 
MeV) and  2 5 4 E ~  (a lpha  energy 6.43 M e V )  were observed, b u t  since these  nuclides 
are used to  cal ibrate  t h e  alpha-liydroxyisobutyrate column prior to  each exper- 
iment ,  n o  gua ran tee  can  be made t h a t  all of t h e  activity comes from t h e  reac-  
tion. The 244Bk nuclide (4.35 hour  half life, 218 keV a n d  892 keV gamma rays) 
w a s  observed in "Kr bombardments,  bu t  t he  g a m a  ray intensities are not  
known, so no  cross sect ion could be determined. 
Areas of full energy  peaks in the  gamma ray spectra  were integrated by 
hand.  In most ca ses  t h e  statist ics of the  d a t a  deterrnining the peak areas were 
too low t o  make  the  fitting of a functional form a valid technique [Phi78]. The 
peak w a s  determined by establishing high- and  low-energy limits on t h e  peak 
a n d  dcfiri ir ig ; ~ T P , > Y  r - i - p r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ i v ~  :;f harkgroi ;nd Thp i i w a  m-pr hami-- I ngTt , t i i i t i  -----* i S  
determined with t h e  expression 
111.3 
where p, R and  L a r e  the  indices for the  channels  in the  peak, right background 
a n d  left background respectively, N refers  to  the number  of channels of each 
type and  C refers  to  t h e  number of events s tored in each  channel.  The e r ror  on 
this value is given by t h e  expression 
111.4 
taking the  statist ical  e r ro r  on CL , CR and  C, t o  be the square root  of 
L R P 
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the  number of counts in t he  sum in each case. Once the  high arid l o w  channel 
limits a re  established for a given peak they are  not moved from one spectrum 
to  the next unless some shift in the  stability of t h e  detector  warrants it. This 
helps remove any "optimism" from the  da ta  which can be introduced by trying 
t o  minimize the  background by moving it from place t o  place. Generally, if two 
peaks a re  close enough together  t ha t  a two channel  background cannot be 
established between them, they a r e  integrated as one peak. If possible, a s  
many a s  five channels were included in both the  right and left backgrounds. 
Alpha analysis offers both advantages and disadvantages relative to g a m a  
counting. In a clean system, each single alpha event is significant, so very low 
cross sections can be determined. For a single peak the  a rea  is merely the  sum 
of all counts in those channels over which the peak is spread and, if the  area is 
large enough, the  statistical e r ro r  is equal to the square root of the  area.  
Unfortunately, peaks in the  alpha particle spectra tend  t o  tail to the  low-energy 
side due to source thickness and to  satellite peaks from alpha decay to  higher 
members of rotational bands in t h e  daughter. In the ferrmuni fraclioris meas- 
ured in this work this is not a problem, because the  alpha particle peaks are  
either widely separated in energy or decay at different ra tes ,  except for the  
252Fm-255Fnr peak which is deconvoluted as described above. The same is t rue  
in the einsteinium fractions, except for 255Es, where the main alpha particle 
group is found on the  low-energy tail of the  254E~ peak. In the  californium frac- 
tion, the small differences between alpha particle energies combined with the 
long half lives of most of the  californium nuclides c rea tes  a real  problem. If it is 
assumed tha t  most of the tailing of the alpha peaks is due  to source thickness, 
then each peak should have roughly the same shape, barring small changes 
with the alpha particle energy. When the californium fraction is counted after 
24eCf has decayed to an undetectable level, the  253E~ peak f rom 253Cf decay 
s tands  alone a t  6.63 MeV.  well  above t h e  nea res t  peak  a t  6.26 MeV. Several 
spec t r a  a r e  summed toge ther  t o  maximize t h e  statist ics,  then  t h e  peak  is cut  
in to  energy bins re ferenced  to  the  channel  with the  peak maximum in it. Using 
the  fractional peak  a r e a  in each  bin, and  s tar t ing with the peak at highest 
energy, t h e  contribution of each  peak  to  those below i t  in energy can  be calcu- 
la ted and  subt rac ted  out.  Similarly, t h e  254Fm peak  from 254mE~ decay is used 
t o  deconvolute t h e  255Es peak  in t h e  einsteinium Fraction. 
In experiments with beam energies well below the  classical Coulomb bar- 
r ier,  t h e  activity levels in the  final alpha samples are very low. In cases where 
the  number of a lpha events in a single spec t rum for  a single nuclide is  less than 
nine, several spec t r a  are added  together  t o  effectively make a much longer 
count .  This  way t h e  square  root  of t he  number of counts  as an e r ro r  bar is still 
justified. The choice of t h e  number  nine is  arbi t rary.  
Each pedk a r e a  is divided by the  length of t h e  accumulation. This r a t e  is 
associated with the  time a t  t h e  midpoint of t h e  counting interval, if t h e  count- 
ing  interval I S  I P S C  t hari  t t i e  half life of t h e  riuclide uf in terest .  If not ,  the  time 
associated with the  peak  is given by 
1 h A t  6, = -1n - 
X 1 - exp ( -A A t )  111.5 
where d1 is the  time af te r  t h e  s t a r t  time of the  coun t  which is t o  be assigned t o  
the  peak area,  h is t h e  decay constant  of the  nuclide, a n d  A t  is t h e  counting 
interval. This equation is only valid for  single component  decay. 
?'he activity present  at t he  end  of bombardment  due  to each  nuclide is 
determined from t h e  activity data  as a function of time af te r  bombardment with 
the  iterative non-linear least-squares  decay curve code FUTILE. The bes t  fit of 
a furiclion f to  a set of da t a  points ( xi , yi ) is determined by picking parame- 
t e r s  for the  funct ion which give a minimum f [Bev69]. 
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111.6 
where i is the  da ta  point index, ui is the  error  associated with yi. and 
m l  , u2  , 
tion of the  2 with respect to  each parameter m j  ( j = 1 , n ) gives a system of n 
equations in n unknowns 
. . . a, a re  the  parameters  of function f to  be determined. Minirniza- 
For a non-linear function f this is a difficult system of equations t o  solve. To 
is selected. Defining I bypass this, a se t  of trial parameters  a: , a8 , * a: I 
yt  = f ( m ;  , m g  , . u,O , zi ) and expanding about yp gives: 
a r e  "true" derivatives of function f ,  evaluated at  a f o  a f o  
aa, aa, 
w h e r e  --
up , a& , . . . 4 , xi . If all m i  values a re  close to  a k ,  the best  value, then 
higher order terms in ( a k  - m i  ) can be neglected. Rearranging the  result gives 
for  each j ,  where Amk = a k  - a i .  This describes the system of simultaneous 
equa t.i on s 
A &  = h' 
where the elements of the  matrices a re  
111.10 
111.1 l a  
111.1 1 b 
The Auk values, which a r e  the  deviations between the  real, rninimurn uk values 
and  the  guessed ai  values (to first order) a re  determined from this expression. 
Defining a new se t  of "guesses" where aJ') = ai  + Auk, and a new 
vi(') = f ( u{') , ai') , . . . u,$l) ), and going back to  equation 111.10, leads to  a 
new, be t te r  set  of a:, values. In the limit where all the  "guessed" parameters are  
very close to the  real  minima. all hak values become zero. The e r ror  values for 
t h e  parameters a re  difficult t o  determine analytically, bu t  to  a good approxima- 
-1 
tion the error  on parameter  ai is c j j ,  the  diagonal element of array [ 2 ] 
[ Bev691. 
In using the  FUTILE code on the  experimental decay curve data,  all half 
lives were held fixed. In t h e  case of growth and decay da ta  where it w a s  certain 
t h a t  the  daughter activity was entirely removed by the chemistry, an initial 
dai igl i ter  activity n i  7rt-o was  enforced. ny  holdmg these parnmcters fixed, t h e  
effect. of uncertainties in their  values w a s  removed, giving smaller e r ro r  bars  for 
t h e  initial activity parameters.  Since the  half lives of the nuclides a r e  known to  
a high degree of accuracy in most cases, this method for "firming up" the  initial 
activity data is justified. I t  is assumed tha t  in all cases the  feeding of daughter 
activities from parent  activities af ter  the end of bombardment but  before the  
chemical separation is negligible. Examining the  resulting cross sections, it can 
be seen that  this is t rue  in every case except the '"Bk - 250Cf pair, bu t  even so, 
feeding during the  bombardments,  which all exceeded 12 hours in length, was 
certainly more important t han  feeding during a few hours of chemistry. Figure 
3b shows some typical decay curves. 
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In all the  calculations which follow. t h e  uncertainty of a par t icular  resul t  is 
determined from the  s t anda rd  propagation of e r ro r  formulae, derived from 
for rion-systematic e r ro r s  and  from 
aF t3F h ( F )  = - h ( x )  + - h ( y )  + " 
az aY 
111.12 
111.13 
for systematic  e r ro r s  [Sho74]. In these  equations A( F ) is t he  errur on t he  
derived quantity F ,  which is a function of z , y , . - , each of which has  its 
associated e r ro r  A( x ) , A( y ) , . . . . The initial act.ivities calculated by t h e  use 
of the  FUTILE code are cor rec ted  for  de tec tor  efficiency and  branching rat io  for 
t he  par t icular  type of radiation emit ted by t h e  nuclide in question, both with 
their  associated non-systematic errors .  If more than  one radiation is observed 
for a par t icular  nuclide, a weighted average of t h e  resul tant  disintegration r a t e  
is taken: 
' f -  
The e r ro r  ba r  on is given by 
711.14 
111.15 
If i t  is assumed t h a t  no feeding takes  place during the bombardment, t he  
cross sections of t h e  nuclides of in te res t  can be determined from the  expres- 
sion 
111.16 
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where A, is the in&ial activity af the nuclide. whose decay constant is A. N o  is 
t he  number of target  atoms per square centimeter.  Y is the chemical yield. p, 
is t h e  flux of t h e  beam in particles per  unit time during the iLh interval of the 
bombardment,  the  length of t he  interval being A t t .  The term (t- t ,)  is the  time 
from t h e  end of the  ith interval to  the  end of t h e  bombardment. Breaking the  
bombardrnent into a series of shor t  intervals and  using the average beam 
cur ren t  for each inteival pernlits a more accura te  calculation of the cross sec- 
tions of nuclides whose half lives a r e  on the  order  of the  bombardment length 
o r  less. During the  experiment the integrated beam flux is recorded periodi- 
cally throughout the  bombardment, becoming more frequent toward the  end. 
Conversion of t he  integrated beam flux from Coulombs to particles requires 
t h a t  the  charge s ta te  of the  ion be known. Errors on the  quantities in equation 
111.18 a r e  t reated a s  systematic errors  in calculating the  error  on the  cross sec- 
tion. They a re  the  uncertainties on the  initial activity, chemical yield, the  
charge s ta te  on the  ion, and the  half life of the  nuclide. Uncertainty in the tar-  
ge t  thickness is assumed t o  be zero, tbougb this is certainly not correct; it is to 
be hoped tha t  this is a small e r ror  relative t o  the  others. The e r ror  on the  
charge s ta te  of l8O ions (4+) was taken to  be  zero, since no othei charge s ta tes  
could be  in resonance in the  cyclotron. The accuracy of this depends on how 
successfully electrons a re  suppressed in the  ta rge t  system. The charge s ta tes  
of beams f rom the  Superl-IILAC a re  not  as easy t o  predict. Nominally, anything 
which leaves the  accelerator can find its way t o  the  target  system, since it is 
located a t  0' to the  machine axis. Tuning for maximum intensity and energy 
resolution tends to discriminate in favor of t he  f e w  most intense charge s ta tes  
leaving the  mid-machine stripper foil. The average charge states used for "Kr 
and '36Xe in these calculations are  22+ and 29+ respectively [Sup79], wi th  a 
probable uncertainty of + 1. 
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3.3 Collection Eficiency of Catcher Foils 
When catcher  foil collection efficiency is to be determined, three problems 
must be addressed: a re  the products emerging from the target a t  an angle 
which is subtended by the  ca tcher  foil; do the  products have sufficient energy 
to  escape the  ta rge t  and pass through any intervening material to  reach the 
catcher  foil; a r e  the  products moving slowly enough t h a t  the  catcher foil is of 
sufficient thickness to stop them? 
Postulate a circular catcher  foil of radius a, at a distance of b from and 
parallel t o  a circular target  spot of radius R. See figure 3c. A perpendicular to  
the  target  at its center  is co-linear with a perpendicular to the  catcher foil 
passing through its center ,  both of which a re  parallel to  the  beam direction. 
The radius of the  target  is less than the  radius of t he  foil. In an experiment, i t  
can be assumed tha t  the distribution of t h e  beam across the  target spot is uni- 
form due to the  wobbler and its distance from the  collimator. Consider a point 
on the  target  a t  a distance T from the axis. Reaction products are emitted a t  a 
variety of angles 
below which all products a re  collected from point T regardless of their  orienta- 
tion to  the  target  axis. There is an angle 19,- above which all products miss the  
catcher  foil, regardless of their orientation t o  the  ta rge t  axis. Between dm and 
dmm, some fraction of the  emitted products miss the  foil. The probability of a 
product emitted from point T a t  an angle d of missing the  foil is proportional to  
the  arc length of the  circle t ha t  the angle I9 t races  out  when spun about an axis 
through T a t  a distance of b which is outside the boundary of the catcher foil. 
In Cartesian coordindtes, defined with the  target axis a t  the origin m d  the x- 
axis through point T ,  the equation for this circle is 
l u  llic beam direction from point T .  i’herc I S  an  angle d, 
111.17 
The boundary of t h e  catcher  foil is described by 
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The problem is syrrunetrical aboul  the x-axis. The two points of intersection of 
t h e  two circles occur  when 
z = ( b 2 t a n 2 ~ - a 2 - r 2 ) / ~ ~  , 111.19 
The probability of missing t h e  ca tcher  foil is proportional to  twice the  a r c  
length s of equation 111.17 from the point, where y = 0 t o  the  intersection point. 
The probability of missing t h e  foil is 
111.20 
111.21 
To obtain t h e  total  collection efficiency of t he  foil, this equation must  be 
in tegra ted  over t h e  total  t a rge t  area.  Since t h e  funct ion is only piecewise con- 
t inuous this  is most  easily done numerically. Figure 3d shows t h e  resul t  for the  
ca t che r  foil used in 
axis which have sufficient energy to  reach t h e  foil a r e  caught.  The t runca ted  
cone used in BeKr  and  '"Xe experiments can  b e  t r ea t ed  as two separa te  
experiments. Al l  recoils between 0' and 50' to  the  beam 
problems like t h a t  outlined zbove; the result is given in figure 3e. All recoils 
between 25’ and  50’ to  the  beam direction a re  caught,  decreasing in probabil- 
ity until no  recoils a t  0’ or  above 70’ a re  caught. 
Without making any assumptions about the  type of react.ion which pro- 
duces the  actinide products other  than the  fact  t ha t  i t  is a binary process, 
upper and lower limits can be set  on their recoil. energies. With 8eKr and 136Xe 
bombardments, where the kinetic energies of the projectiles a re  hundreds of 
MeV and the amount  of mass exchanged in the reaction is small compared to 
the  mass of e i ther  of the  participants, the  reaction Q-value and the  change of 
nuclear charge a r e  small effects. The maximum possible recoil energy, induced 
by approximately 800 MeV I3‘Xe, comes from completely elastic collisions at 
zero impact parameter.  Classical kinematics gives this recoil energy as  being 
130 MeV. The minimum recoil energy possible is for a “fully damped” collision, 
where all the  energy of relative niotioii is converted into internal excitation 
energy of the  products.  In the  center of mass the  products recede at  their  
r r ru lua i  Cou io in t  rcpiiisive ciicrgjj 
touching charged spheres. The distance of centers for these two spheres can 
be stated as 
1. a s ~ i i n ~ r i g  dii iiiierrliediate of two 
R = % + & + a + d  111.22 
where 4 and Rt a re  the  ”hard  sphere” radii of the projectile and target  respec- 
tively, a is the  range of the Yukawa force and d is an overlap parameter deter-  
mined from heavy ion complete fusion data [Kra73]. The equation can be 
parameterized [Lef76] a s  
R ( i n  fm ) = 1.16 ( + A t ’ ’ 3 )  + 2.6 . 111.23 
The height of the  Coulomb barrier due to the mutual repulsion of t he  positive 
nuclei is given by Vc = 5 2, e‘ / R, which equals 85.5 MeV for the + 248Cn1 
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system, 332 MeV fo r  the  8oKr -t zreCm system and  471 MeV for the 13SXe + 24aCm 
system, all in the  center  of mass. With 400 MeV (lab frame) "Kr ions, the  lowest 
momentum projectile used in experiments with the conical catcher  foil, conser- 
vation of momentum and energy gives a curium-Like recoil energy of 150 MeV a t  
45' to  the beam direction. The range of 730 MeV curium in gold is about 28 
mg/cm2 [Hub80], much less than  the  50 mg/cm2 catcher  foils. Experiments 
which were aimed a t  observing 247Pu and incasuritlg heavy aniericium nuclide 
cross sections used foils of 45 mg/cmz nickel and 14 rng/cmz aluminurn, respec- 
tively, and the  ranges of full momenturn recoils a r e  14 mg/cm2 and 10 mg/cmz, 
respectively [HubBO]. The conical catcher  foils a re  thick enough t o  stop all 
recoils which reach t h e m  Similarly, the  range of minimum energy recoils is on 
t h e  order of 10 rng/cm2 curium fluoride [Nor70], so the  amount of activity lost 
in the  2.15 mg/cm2 curium target  (2.6 mg/crn2 curium fluoride) is negligible, 
even a t  wide angles. The presence of approximately 0.3 mg/cm2 of quasi- 
s tagnant  nitrogen between the  target and the  catcher  foil is also negligible. 
The angular distributions of reactions witah heavy ions have been classified 
according to  the  modified Coulomb (Sommerfeld) parameter [Ga176]: 
where u' is the  relative velocity of the  reactants a t  the  interaction radius. 
These values can be calculated easily if the  projectile energy is over t h e  hard- 
sphere Coulomb potential Vc by assuming that  'u' = [2 (E-Vc) /p]B .  For 'OKr 
and  ls6Xe systems a t  the  highest energies used in this work, the  q' values a re  
approximately 500 and 1000 respectively. A t  lower energies q' becomes larger. 
These values can also be extrapolated from a tabulation in the l i terature 
[Wi180]. For values of 7' larger than 300, the  reaction cross section as a func- 
tion of product angle peaks close to  the  grazing angle, independent of product 
kinetic energy, and the  peaking becomes more pronounced as q' increases 
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[Ga176]. Classically, there  is an  impact parameter for each projectile energy of 
more than  the mutual Coulomb energy a t  which two charged spheres just  
touch. The angle a t  infinite distance a t  which the projectile recedes, defined by 
the  Coulomb trajectory, is the  grazing angle [Sco771. By definition, then,  the  
grazing angle can be calculated only a t  energies above the  Coulomb barrier. 
For near-  and below-barrier reactions,  where the Coulomb potential dominates 
the  interaction, the  quarter-point angle from the  Fresnel scattering model is 
mor e appropriate. A t  the  highest energies of "Kr and lssXe used in this work, 
the  calculated grazing angles [Sco77], translated to  the  laboratory frame for 
target-like products [MarRS], and the  quarter-point angles extrapolated frorn 
lii e ra ture  values [WiIRO] are ,  approximately, 43 and 33 degrees to the  beam 
direction, respectively. The angular distribution of target-like fragments has  
been measured for t he  84Kr + 238U system [Luc79] and agrees well with this 
prescription a t  the  energy studied. As t h e  beam energy decreases, increasing 
the  importance of more central  collisions to  the  reaction process, the target-  
like fragment grazing angle approa thes  zero. In th i s  simple model, then, most 
of the  reaclion products which a re  somehow formed below the reaction barrier 
a r e  lost through the  hole in t h e  center  of t he  catcher  foil. The nuclei a re  not, 
however, properly described a s  hard  spheres.  The diffuseness of the  nuclear 
L 
surfaces  arid the  deformation of t he  ta rge t  nucleus [Mye77] both serve to 
extend nuclear mat ter  out past  the  hard sphere radius. This effectively lowers 
the  Coulomb barrier for otherwise su b-barrier reactions, which increases the 
scattering angle for target-like recoils. Another w a y  of saying this is tha t  t he  
reaction itself requires a certain amount of juxtaposition of nuclear matter in 
the two part.icipants. Since mass and charge flow take time [Mor76], a certain 
amount of sticking and rotation about the  combined nuclear centers is 
required, even a t  "sub-barrier" energies, which throws the  otherwise forward- 
moving recoils somewhat to the  side. 
With "0-induced react ions,  the  kinematics of the  reaction is not so 
straight-forward. The difference between the  incoming and outgoing partition 
of charge  and  mass between the  t a rge t  and  projectile produces a serious 
discontinuity in the  Coulomb trajectory of t he  collision. The reaction $-value is 
significant in the  presence  of t h e  low projectile energy. Experimental da t a  on 
the  interact ion of ' '0 with z45Cm and  '"Cf a r e  available [McF82] which directly 
give t h e  beam direction component  of t he  range of t rans- target  reaction pro- 
duc ts ,  stopped in thin aluminum foils. The c a t c h e r  foils used in the work 
presented  he re  a r e  2 mg/cm' gold, which t ranslates  t o  0.7 mg/cm2 aluminum 
for curiurn-like recoil ions. While the range of products  was found to tail t o  
larger  values than  0.7 mg,/cni2 in aluminum. the  bulk of t h e  products  (more 
than  90%) stopped in t h a t  dis tance at  t h e  energy over the Coulomb barr ier  t h a t  
w a s  used in this work. Some of the  observed long-range tailing may have been 
d u e  t o  pin-holes in t h e  thin aluminum foils. A s  expected for two body interac- 
t ions,  'in i E r r p a T e  iri  t,hc p~-ojci:iii~> c ~ i e r  g y  u a u s u s  !.he largct-like products  t . ~  
move t o  larger  angles with respect. to the beam direction, corresponding t o  
lower parallel ranges at higher bombarding energies. Examination of the  s t ruc-  
t u re  of the  range  da ta  indicates  t ha t  t h e  activity in  t h e  first foils in t h e  experi- 
ments  at t h e  same fraction of the  beam energy over the  reaction barrier a s  was  
used i n  this  work is substantial .  The possibility exists t h a t  some few pe rcen t  of 
t he  reaction products  stopped in t h e  0.52 mg/crn2 24gCf a n d  0.24 mg/cm2 245Crn 
targets .  In o ther  work on the  ' '0 + 24sCm sys tem [I3ee8Z,LeeB3], the  ta rge t  used 
W R S  0.9 nig/cm2 24eCm as t h e  fluuride. In the work presented here ,  the l a rge t  
w a s  0.5 mg/crn2 24'Cm as the  oxide. The discrepancies between the  berkelium 
cross  sections repor ted  for the  experiment.s a t  t h e  same energies in the two 
studies,  otherwise identical, a r e  probably partly due  to  recoil losses in t h e  
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thicker target.  Furthermore,  a t  the  higher energies used in the  previous work 
[Lee83], the  wider recoil angles made the  target  even thicker t o  the  recoiling 
reaction products. The s t ruc ture  in the  reported excitation functions is not 
due entirely to  the physics of the  reaction, but has a contribution from target  
thickness as well. 
The angular distributions of products for 96 M e V  " 0  reactions with 'laCm 
can be approximated by extrapolation of da ta  from the " 0  + "'Cf reaction 
[McFSZ], with the  aid of quar te r  angle calculations [WilSO]. or by conversion of 
projectile da ta  f rom similar systems [Art?3,Ale75]. All indicate a peak in the  lab 
frame angular distributions near  30' to  50' for trans-target species. The sub- 
ject of the  formation of target-like reaction products a t  a Z below tha t  of the  
target in these light heavy ion reactions has been avoided since no experirnen- 
tal da ta  a re  available. The more equal partition of charge and mass should 
increase the recoil energy of t h e  heavy fragment as well a s  decrease i ts  nuclear 
charge,  both of which effectively increase the particle range. No large effect on 
the range of the products was seen over four charge units in ieactions of ' '0 
with 245Cm [McFSZ], so it can be hoped tha t  the  t rend  will continue t o  product 
species below the  target,  unless the  reaction mechanism changes. There is no 
evidence for this (see Section 4). 
In summary, there  is some possibility t ha t  a t  bombarding energies far 
below the  Coulomb barrier with BeKr and ISeXe ions, some of t he  reaction pro- 
ducts may be lost by passing through the  center  of the  t runcated conical 
catcher  foil. In " 0  bombardments, a few percent  of the trans-target products 
may pass all the  way through the catcher  foil, and what may be a larger frac- 
tion of the sub-target species also. Only minimal numbers of products m i s s  the  
catcher  foil in "0 bombardments. In the  da ta  presented in the  next section, no 
correction for catcher  foil geometry has  been made on the  magnitude of the  
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reaction cross sections. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 3a - Successive energy spec t ra  of beam particles passing through 
t h e  components of the  Modular Fast  Access Target System for 1064 MeV 
incident '"Xe ions. The energy of the  peak, as determined with a pulser and 
corrected for pulse height defect, is indicated. 
Figure 3b - Typical decay curves of actinide products from the  bombard- 
ment  of 2'8Cm with 13'Xe ions. 
Figure 3c - A diagram of the calculation to  determine the collection 
efficiency of the recoil catcher  foils as a function of laboratory angle. 
Figure 3d - Recoil collection efficiency a s  a function of laboratory angle for 
l80 irradiations. 
Figure 3e - Recoil collection efficiency as a function of laboratory angle for 
*OKr and I3'Xe irradiations ( t runcated conical foil). 
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Section 4 - Results and D~~CUSS~OQ 
The following tables give the results from the  irradiations of 24sCm with 
Is6Xe, 8eKr and " 0  ions. A discussion of the  determination of beam energies and 
ca tcher  foil efficiencies is given in Section 3, as is a discussion of the propaga- 
tion of errors. 
Table 4-1 Cross sections from the  irradiation of a 1.1 mg/cm2 24eCm target 
with 761 t o  ROB MeV'  ISSXe ions. Experiment 136Xe-0 (trial run). 
Nuclide Cross section ( p b )  Nuclide Cross section (pb) 
234Pa 75 f 30 243Pu 1100 * 300 
'"Np 112 * 45 2*5PU 1430 * 130 
239Np 332 56 Z4*PU 1100 rt 150 
240Np 153 * 73 
corresponds to  1.04 to 1.11 times the  Coulomb barrier 
Table 4-11 Cross sect ions from the  irradiation of a 2.15 mg/crriz "%rn ta rge t  
with 699 t o  790 MeV'  IseXe ions. Experiment '3eXe-I. 
Nuclide 
232Pa 
2 3 4 ~ a  
23 7u 
2 4 0 ~  
23eNp 
239Np 
240Np 
243Pu 
245Pu 
246P u 
244Am 
245Am 
246Am (39 m) 
24eAm (25 m) 
247Am 
24QCm 
245Bk 
24eBk 
Cross sect ion (pb) 
50 * 27 
72 rt 12 
120 & 50 
260 + 160 
116 i 16 
227 t 29 
125 * 48 
850 rt 180 
1190 * 220 
930 ~t 150 
490 * 40 
2290 * 440 
1940 t 550 
1640 * 510 
9980 f 4180 
48000 f 14000 
22.1 rt 5.1 
102 f- 14 
Cross section (kb) 
450 rt 130 
1130 f- 80 
1.1 f 0.1 
93 * 9 
980 * 13.0 
138 rt 17 
11.6 * 1.0 
1.53 + 0.17 
8.7 f 1.5 
4.4 f 0.7 
1.25 rt 0.14 
0.51 + 0.11 
0.039 rt 0.009 
0.084 f 0.054 
0.33 * 0.12 
0.360 f 0.075 
0.205 f 0.074 
0.069 rt 0.021 
' corresponds t o  0.95 to 1.08 t.imes the  Coulomb barr ier  
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Nuclide 
23eNp 
239Np 
243Pu 
245Pu 
24ePu 
244Am 
245Am 
2 4 6 ~  (39 m) 
247Am 
249Crn 
245Bk 
246Bk 
24RBk 
250Bk 
< 22 
84 k 31 
92 & 34 
79 k 29 
:35.0 * 5.8 
246 & 70 
180 *45 
800 k 330 
10300 * 2800 
1.8 rt 1.6 
6.4 * 2.3 
'-r ; + 2p, 
9 1  * 12 
Table 4-111 Cross sections from the irradiation of a 2.15 nrg/cm2 248Crri target  
with 624 t o  73 6 MeV'  I3'Xe ions. Experiment '3eXe-II. 
Cross section (pb) Nuclide Cross section (yb) 
13 k 11 24'Cf 0.036 k 0.008 
248Cf 
250Cf 
2SZCf 
253Cf 
254Cf 
250E~ 
252Es 
253E~ 
254m Es 
2553s 
254Fm 
2 5 9 m  
'"Fm + 255Fm 
6.1 k 1.0 
94 * 14 
4.7 * 0.8 
0.51 * 0.09 
0.026 f 0.018 
< 1  
0.212 f. 0.081 
0.135 5 0.026 
0.016 * 0.005 
0.015 * 0.005 
0.018 f 0.009 
0.004 I 0.003 
0.012 * 0.003 
corresponds to  0.85 to 0.98 times the Coulomb barrier 
nn - Y Y  - 
Niiclide 
2 3 2 ~ ~  
234pa 
2 3 7 ~  
Z3Qp 
23gNp 
243pu 
245Pu 
24ePu 
244Am 
2 4 5 h  
24sAm (39 m) 
246Arn (25 rn) 
247Am 
2 4 9 ~ ~  
245Bk 
24e3k 
z4sBk 
92 rt 12 
103 * 12 
680 3t 140 
460 rt 80 
290 k 40 
1160 rt 130 
3280 k 680 
2660 k 750 
2520 * 810 
&I'?< * I ,  ' /  1 I,,,.. * I- ' < , ,  . L l  , 
22500 k 6400 
410 rt 63 
I400 I- 200 
3240 500 
Table 4-IV Cross sections from the  irradiation of a 2.15 mg/cm2 '*'Crn t a rge t  
with 493 to  546 MeV' "Kr ions. Experiment "Kr-I. 
Cross section (pb) Nuclide Cross section (pb)  
75 k 45 250Bk 2020 * 200 
30 k 23 24aCf 28.4 rt 5.3 
240 * BO 248Cf 790 * 130 
Z50Cf 
252Cf 
253Cf 
254Cf 
250ES 
2 5 1 E ~  
a52Es 
2 5 3 E ~  
254m& 
? 5 6 ~  - 
2 5 2 ~ ~  
253Fm 
z54Fm 
2 5 6 ~ ~  
2620 + 490 
142 * 27 
7.8 f: 1.3 
0.34 f. 0.07 
104 t 20 
a2 * 36 
53 * 27 
11.8 * 1.9 
1.25 rt 0.20 
9.909 I 0.004 
5.58 * 0.80 
4.93 k 1.06 
1.80 f 0.31 
0.186 k 0.047 
* corresponds to  1.10 to  1.21 times the  Coulomb barrier 
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Table 4-V Cross sections from the irradmtion of a 2.15 mg/crn2  24sCm target 
with 436 t o  490 MeV' a e K r  ions. Experiment aeKr-lI. 
T r  an s- b erkeli urn nu  cl id e s 1 os t in c h erni s try. 
Nuclide Cross section (pb) Nuclide Cross section 
z88N P 56 36 2 4 6 b  (39 m) 650 * 110 
Z39Np 76 + 30 246Am (25 m) 620 & 160 
243Pu 116 * 33 247Am 2960 f 690 
245Pu 96 * 32 2 4 e ~ m  6000 & 5500 
4 9  u 38 + 34 245Bk 4 1  k 17 
244Am 167 rt 33 24eBk 186 & 41  
245Am 760 k 280 24aBk 600 rt 250 
250Bk 278 & 35 
corresponds to 0.97 to 1.09 times the Coulomb barrier 
Table 4-Vl Cross sections from t h e  irradiation of a 2.15 mg/cm2 248Cm target 
with 402 t o  457 MeV* EeKr  ions. Experiment "Kr-JJI. 
Nuclide Cross section (pb) Nuclide 
z s 9 ~ p  9.3 i 8.0 248Cf 
243Pu 36 * 15 250Cf 
245Pu 26 rt 14 252Cf 
24epu 23  * 16 25SCf 
244Am 58 rt 11 254Cf 
245Am 300 rt 260 250Es 
24eArn (39 m) 72 rt 25 z5zEs 
"'Am 590 * 110 '"Es 
245Bk 29 & 9 2 5 4 r n ~ ~  
z4eBk 63 rt 12 2 5 5 E ~  
24EBk 220 * 70 '''Frn 
250Bk 107 rt 24 253Fm 
246Cf 1.97 < 9.32 254Fm 
corresponds t o  0.89 to 1.02 times the  Coulomb barrier 
Cross section (pb) 
86 k 14 
560 rt 90 
29 13 
1.25 j, 0.20 
0.030 rt 0.025 
2u f 14 
4.0 * 1.1 
1.6 k 0.3 
0.049 k 0.011 
0.018 * 0.006 
0.34 * 0.06 
0.52 0.12 
n 15 * 0.04 
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Table 4-VI1 Cross sections from the irradiation of a 2.15 mg/cm2 24sCrn target 
with 379 to  435 MeV’ “Kr ions. Experiment “Kr-lV. 
Nuclide 
2s8N p 
“‘Np 
24% 
245pu 
246Pu 
244Am 
24 5Am 
2 4 9 ~ m  
z45Bk 
“‘Bk 
24’Bk 
“‘Rk 
246Cf 
Cross section (pb) 
9.5 * 4.4 
c 20 
15 & 8 
54 f 31 
17 * 10 
21 * 4  
140 + 47 
1430 f- 870 
3.8 f 1.5 
22 5 * 4.3 
92 ~t 32 
37 * 6 
0.48 f 0.09 
Nuclide 
24’Cf 
250Cf 
252Cf 
7-53Cf 
2 5 0 E ~  
zszEs 
253Es 
2 5 4 r n ~ ~  
252Frn 
z53Fm 
254Fm 
25aFm 
Cross section (pb) 
20.6 k 3.4 
96 * 48 
3.8 j: 0.8 
0.078 r f r  0.017 
< 3  
0.32 * 0.08 
0.11 * 0.02 
0.0088 f 0.0031 
0.082 * 0.015 
0.081 * 0.020 
0.029 k 0.008 
< 0.0025 
corresponds to 0.84 to  0.97 times the  Coulomb barrier 
Nuclide 
z32Pa 
23eNp 
'"Np 
243Pu 
245Pu 
z4ePu 
244Arn 
2 4 5 h  
< 4  
6.7 & 3.0 
13.6 * 3.3 
5.3 2.3 
7.2 5 3.9 
16.0 f- 8.5 
65.6 f. 15.2 
Table 4-VI11 Cross sections from the  irradiation of a 0.52 mg/cm2 248Cm target 
with 95.5 t o  96.5 MeV' " 0  ions. Experiment "0-1. 
Cross section (pb) Nuclide Cross section (pb) 
11.4 rt 3.8 2 4 ' ~ m  20 rt 10 
249~m 
245Bk 
24eBk 
z4sBk 
250Bk 
251Bk 
249E~ 
11000 rt 1000 
< 8  
5.1 k 1.7 
188 & 33 
2880 * 90 
650 rt 120 
8 5 5  
corresponds to 1.04 to  1.05 times t h e  Coulomb barrier 
Nuclide 
240Np 
Z 4 5 b  
24eAm (39 m) 
24sAm (25  m) 
Table 4-JX Cross sections from the  irradiation of a 0.52 mg,/cm2 24sCm target 
with 95.5 to  96.5 MeV' l80 ions. Experiment l80-11. 
Cross section (pb) Nuclide Cross section (pb) 
< 7  2 4 7 h  72 & 26 
67 r t 3 1  2 4 e ~ m  9000 * 900 
15 rt 10 "OBk 2820 k 140 
21  *I9 251Bk 550 * 110 
e corresponds to 1.04 l o  1.05 times the  Coulomb barrier 
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Figure 4a is a plot of the  data  in Table 4-1 for experiment '38Xe-0. 
Figure 4b is a plot of t he  da ta  in Table 4-11 for experiment '36Xe-I. 
Figure 4c is a plot of t h e  da ta  in Table 4-11] for experiment 13eXe-Il. 
Figure 4d is a plot of the  da t a  in Table 4-IV for experiment aeKr-l. 
Figure 4e is a plot of t h e  da ta  in Table 4-V for experiment 8eKr-II. 
Figure 4f is a plot of the  da ta  in Table 4-VI for experiment BeKr-III. 
Figure 4g is a plot of t h e  data in Table 4-VI1 for experiment eeKr-IV. 
Figure 4h is a plot of the  da ta  in Tables 4-VI11 and 4-IX, and the  data in 
reference [Lee831 for the  same reaction, of 96 MeV l80 with 248Cm. 
As mentioned in Section 3, t he  data  in the above tables a re  not corrected 
for growth and decay during the  bombardment or before the  chemical separa- 
tion, because the parent  activities a r e  either produced with a much smaller 
cross section than the daughter,  o r  the  half life of the parent is long compared 
with the bombardment length. However, 23gNp yields are  anomalously high due 
tn f eed ing  from 2JgUs and zsorf - -  yie!tls d r e  LW l!igl: diue !A> f eed ing  fro:n z50Bk. !n 
t he  case of the  250Cf-250Bk pair, t he  size of the cross sections provides a check 
on the  relative chemical yields of the  califorriium arid berkelium fractions, nei- 
ther of which is directly measured. The measured "'Cf cross section should be 
the same size or  slightly larger than  the  250Bk cross section due to  the  short  
half life of 250Bk relative t o  the  bombardment length. I n  experiment l3'Xe-J, the  
assumption of an 80% chemical yield for californium is evidently slightly too 
high. In experiment aeKr-III, the  application of t he  americium yield to the  
berkeliunis is evidently incorrect,  possibly clue t o  some of the berkelium being 
eluted from the alpha-hydroxyisobutyrate column before the  stripping step. In 
figure 4h, where  the  data from experiments dnd 'aO- l l ,  a s  well as data  from 
the  l i terature a re  plotted, the  "OCf cross section has been cor-rcuted for feed- 
ing. In Section 3, t he  possibility that  t h e  target used in [LeeBZ] and [l,ee83] was 
too thick for all the  recoils to  escape was discussed. Figure 4i shows the  com- 
parison of the berkelium cross sections from tha t  work and from this one. The 
251Rk cross sections do not. directly compare due to  the  use of a different 
gamma ray  abundance in the  two cross section calculations. In reactions tak- 
ing place a t  the  quasi-elastic limit. t he  previous experiments clearly suffered 
from a loss of a substantial arnourit of the  recoiling products. For the  lighter 
mass berkeliums, the cross section values from the  two different targets  
become equal, so the 245Bk and ,04eBk data from the  older experiments a r e  plot- 
ted in figure 4h. 
Figure 4 j  shows several excitation functions from 8eKr and 130Xe reactions 
w i t h  248Cm. In the  neighborhood of the  Coulomb barrier and below, a change in 
projectile energy does very little to change the  relative neutron-richness of tlie 
products. Compare, for instance, 24eCf and 254Cf in the  13'Xe data  and 246Cf and 
253Cf in the  "Kr data. In the  e6Kr  + 246Cm system, however, where a bombard- 
m e n  t was pcrfurrrierf  al. 1 O X  (.o Z O X  i l l  e x c e s s  of the nornjnai Coaiomb barricr,  
the  neutron-rich products become slightly depleted relative to  the  neutron- 
deficient products. A t  the  higher bombarding energy, more excitation energy is 
thermalized in the  reaction, resulting ill fractionally more particle emission. 
The depletion of highly excited products due to fission competit.ion makes the  
shift away from neutron-richness less important than it might otherwise be. 
This has also been seen in the  l8O + 24eCm system [Lee831 where most of the  
excitation energy is deposited in the  massive component of the  reaction. At the 
energy excess explored in this work, the  cross sections for all surviving eva- 
poration residues a re  still increasing with energy. This reflects the  increase in 
the  total reaction cross section in the vicinity of the  Coulomb barrier. At still 
highcr energies, where the mean excitation energy and angular momentum in 
the  primary products is still increasing, the fraction of products which a re  cool 
enough to survive fission will decrease more quickly than the slowly-changing 
reaction cross section is increasing, so the evaporation residue cross sections 
should " turn over," starting with those products with the highest Z difference 
where the mass flow and excitation energies are highest. This has been seen in 
48Ca + 248Cm bombardments at several energies up to 20% in excess of t h e  
Coulonib barrier [Gag831 and in " 0  + 248Cm bombardments [Lee83]. 
A measure of angular momentum in products surviving fission can be 
obtained from isomer ratios [Gro83]. In 24sA~n, the  two isomers have roughly 
the same energy, the spin of the 25 minute isomer is 2- and the spin of the 39 
minute iyomer is 7- [T0178]. If the mean intrinsic angular momentum of the 
primary products surviving fission to result in e4eAm were significantly greater 
than 76. production of the 39 minute isomer would dominate. Instead, the two 
isomers are  produced in roughly equal amounts, though in the case of the  leO-l l  
results (Table 4-IX) the data are poor. In bombardments where 250Es was 
formed f r o r r i  2 4 * ~ f  w i t h  ' '0  [i,ceii2aj, the i- isomer is grcat iy  favored over the 6+ 
isomer, with the ratio of 6+ to 1- increasing at higher bombarding energy. The 
light l80 projectile does not transfer as much angular momentum into intrinsic 
modes in a peripheral reaction as do "Kr and lseXe, though the amount 
increases a t  higher bombarding energies. N o  direct information was deter- 
mined for isomer ratios in deeper collisions in these systems, though the down- 
ward deviation of the 254mE~ (spin=Z+) point relative to the other einsteinium 
isotopes in figures 4b, 4c and 4f indicates that  the cross section of the ground 
state 254E~ (spin=7+) is of a simjlar magnitude as that  of the isomer. The pri- 
mary products which could produce 254Es evaporation residues must have 
higher intrinsic angular momenta than those which produce '"Am, since the 
collision is more damped. Yet the observed 254Es seems to result f rom the  de- 
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excitation of primary products with little more angular  momentum. Therefore, 
very high angular  momentum components  in t h e  primary distributions a re  all 
more  severely depleted by fission than  a r e  t h e  low angular momentum'com- 
ponents .  The low bar r ie r  t o  fission in the  actinides ac t s  as an  angular momen- 
t u m  filter. 
A striking difference between t h e  reaction of very heavy ions like seKr and  
lS6Xe a n d  the react ion of light heavy ions like l80 with 24sCm is the  apparent  
augmentat ion of above-target products  and  the  depletion of the  below-target 
products  in t h e  light heavy ion reactions.  This is d u e  t o  t.he combination of two 
effects: t.he react ion Q-values a n d  t h e  Coulomb separation energies. If one is 
used t o  thinking in chemical terms, these  can  be compared with t h e  evolved 
hea t  and t h e  activation energy of t he  reaction, respectively. The Coulomb 
energy of two touching spheres  can  b e  calculated using the  radius defined in 
equation 111.23. In figure 4k,  t he  Coulomb potentials of touching spheres  arising 
from t h e  binary react ions indicated,  assuming N/Z equilibration, a r e  plotted as 
a funct ion of the  Z of the heavy product.  The Coulomb potential of ttic initial 
system is subt rac ted .  From a purely Coulomb standpoint,  t he  removal of 
charge  f rom t h e  t a rge t  t o  t h e  projectile is unfavorable, and  in t h e  case of la0 
reactions,  where the  exchange of one  charge is a large fraction of the  whole 
projectile, it is particularly unfavorable. Furthermore,  an energy excess of 5% 
over t h e  potential  barr ier  is only 4 M e V  with leg, while with the  heavier ions i t  is 
considerably more. Thus, with induced reactions t h e  amount of "free" 
energy is small relative t o  the  driving force of t he  Coulomb potentials. In the  
intermediate  colliding systerrl, the  tendency will be  for charge to flow toward 
the  large fragment .  Since N/Z  is equilibrated, this pushes the mass f l o w  in that, 
direction. This effect  is very s t rong in the  'BO + 24sCm system, driving toward 
the  compound nucleus. With heavier ions, this t ransient  driving potential  is less 
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important, especially in comparison with the size of the Coulomb potential and 
the projectile energy necessary to  overcome it. 
Figure 41 shows the Q-values for forming particular species from 24aCm in 
binary reactions with various heavy ions. Once again, the rnost extreme results 
are  for the lightest ions. In this case, however, the driving force is in the other 
direction. The production of fermium isotopes in the reaction of ''0 with 24aCm 
is favored by the push of the Coulomb potentials at contact, but is "endoth- 
ermic" by 30 to  50 MeV. This negative Q-value acts to decrease the excitation 
energy of the primary fermium products. making them more likely t o  survive 
fission. N o t  only are below-target species unfavorable from the Coulomb argu- 
ment, but those which are  produced are  depleted by fission due to the "exoth- 
ermic" nature of t h e  reaction. One thing which helps the below-target species 
to survive is the mass of the complementary fragment, which carries away con- 
siderably more of the excitation energy and angular momentum than that  of 
the more asymmetric reaction resulting in the fermium isotopes. I t  is therefore 
hardly surprising tha t  the above-target yields are  very high in the " 0  + 24aCrr1 
reaction compared to  those arising from reactions with heavier ions. Figure 4j 
shows tha t  with very heavy ions the cross sections of both above- and below- 
target species increase with energy. N o  similar data  exists for the "0 + "leCm 
system. b u t  in la0 + 24QCf reactions, the cross sections of the berkelium reac- 
tion products drop off with energy well before the above-target cross sections 
[Moo82], indicating tha t  even in reactions near the  Coulomb barrier the excita- 
tion energies of these products are well into the region where fission is predom- 
inant. 
The regular behavior of Q-values and Coulomb potentials from one 
projectile-target combination to the next, as well as  the expect.ed regularity of 
the thermalized energy and angular momentum and the partition of these 
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quant i t ies  between the  par t ic ipants ,  indicates t h a t  t he  ratio of the  production 
cross  sections of a below-target species t o  an above-target species should be 
mnre-or-less regular.  Figure 4m shows the  plot of the rdtio of D('~'Pu) to  
O ( ' ~ ~ E S )  as a function of projpctile identity. The " 0  point is a combination of 
t he  24ePu point determined in this work with the  253Es point a t  t h e  same energy 
of bombardment  in the  l i t e ra ture  [Lee83]. The 48Ca data ,  taken from a reaction 
at 10% over t h e  barr ier ,  wds  derived from other  work [Hof83,Gdg83]. The 8 s K ~ .  
and  I3'Xe da ta  points a r e  f rom the  highest energy bombardments reported 
here .  The '"Pb point is iron1 some preliminary da t a  taken  a t  roughly 20% over 
the  reaction bar r ie r  [WelS3]. The two nuclides were picked because they  a r e  
independent  yields arid they  a re  both on the  neutron-rich side of t h e  maximum 
of the  distributions for  the i r  respective elements. The downward deviation of 
t he  86Kr  point is due,  in pa r t ,  t o  i ts  N / Z  and  t o  t h e  energy excess of t he  bom- 
bardment .  The "'Pb point may also be low due  t o  the very high bombarding 
energy,  which would deplete the  neutron-r ich 248Pu more than  the  '"Es, which 
I S  very close to the r i idx i r r tu r i i  of tlir e ins te in iurn  (list rlbijtiofi. 
The small, bu t  non-zero, cross section for below-target nuclides in light 
heavy ion bombardments is interesting from ano the r  standpoint.  The popula- 
tion of shape isomers in heavy ion bombardments has  been observed, both in 
corriplete fusion reactions [Spe73]. where the isomer rat io  of shape isomer to  
ground s ta te  in the  light americium isotopes is in t h e  range of 
in quasi-elastic reactions [Gan67], where the  isomer ratio is closer t o  lK5. 
Presurnably, with an  intermediate reaction mechanism, an intermediate isomer 
rat io  would arise.  Below-target actinide cross sections in the  reaction of l80 
ions with 248Crn a r e  on t h e  order  of tens  of microbarns,  meaning tha t  spontane- 
o u s  fission isomers in americium and  curium might bP expected to  be forrned 
with nanobarn cross sections. This directly affects the use of short-lived spon- 
t o  lo-*. and  
i i n  
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taneous fission activities to characterize new isotopes and elements 
[Som82,0ga70] since the production cross sections are on this order. 
As shown above, the neutron-richness of the reaction products is only 
weakly dependent upon the  projectile energy near the Coulomb barrier. I t  is 
determined by a combination of the  height of the fission barrier and the  lower 
edge of the low angular momentum energy distributions of the primary reaction 
products. A n  upward shift in the energy distributions of, say, a fermium nuclide 
will not directly increase the number of neutrons lhat have to be emitted to 
de-excite the primary product; rather,  it decreases the fractional number of 
primary products which survive the Assion process. Figure 4n shows a plot of 
fermium isotope cross sections from several experiments, all in the neighbor- 
hood of, or slightly over, the nominal Coulomb barrier, plotted against the 
difference between the  isotope mass and the mass of a Z=100 species with the 
N/Z of the composite intermediate of the reaction. The formation of fermium 
isotopes is a large enough exchange that  it can be thought of as being due 
p u r e l y  io  d ddirqed reaction, and not to  have any periphera!, quasi-elastic com- 
ponents. The distribution in the fermium isotopes in " 0  induced reactions 
[Lee831 peaks roughly two mass numbers below that  predicted for N/Z equili- 
bration. The peaks from 4BCa [Hof83] and "Kr reactions are only about one 
mass number below the prediction. Even though the reaction to produce fer- 
mium isotopes in the le0 + 24sCm system is very endothermic. the partition of 
energy and angular momentum between the projectile and target produces a 
higher intrinsic excitation of the target due to the extremely small mass of the 
other reaction component. Also. the small amount of angular momentum 
induced by the " 0  projectile in the actinide products effectively raises the 
"average" fission barriers relative to  those of the heavier systems, making parti- 
cle emission more favordble in coriiparison with fission. For a while, at  least, an 
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increase in the mass Q€ t h e  projectile and the corresponding introduction of 
more  angular momentum into the  primary reaction products decreases  the  
average number  of neut rons  emitted in forming evaporation residues by 
decreasing t h e  survival probability of t he  more highly excited species. The 
average number  of neut rons  emitted by the  primary products which survive 
fission t o  produce  fermium is lower in 48Ca a n d  8eKr reactions with 246C~n than  it 
is in  t h e  " 0  + 24eCm system. As t he  mass of t h e  projectile increases  still 
f u r t h e r ,  however, t he  number  of emit ted neut rons  increases. In bombardments 
with '"Xe. t he  peak  in t h e  fermium cross  section distribution is two mass units 
below the  equilibrated N/Z value, a n d  in bombardments with 238U ions [Sch82], 
t he  peak is four  Inass uni ts  low. This l a t t e r  number  is in rough agreement  with 
t h e  resul ts  obtained from calculations involving relative neutron a n d  fission 
decay  widths. The g rea t e r  energy evolved in  t h e  reaction and the  loss of any 
endothermic enhancement  of the cross section for  survival decreases t h e  
number  of primary products  formed at a low enough excitation to  produce fer-  
initirn :sotopes by thr: e r~ l l~s io i l  of oiiiy a coiirjie o f  G r z f m n s  i : :  the poiril I!ic?, 
even with the i r  increased probability of survival, t hey  a r e  not an  important  con- 
tr ibution t o  t h e  evaporation residue cross sections. 
In spi te  of t he  fact  t h a t  surviving actinide products  from damped collisions 
of t he  heaviest ions with "'Cm a r e  those which have lost the  most neutrons in 
the i r  de-excitation. the relative neutron-r ichness  of these products  is as high 
a s  those resulting from any of t he  o ther  systems due  to the  neutron-r ichness  of 
the  projectiles. The 254Fm nuclide is designated in each distribution in figure 
4n. This shows t h a t  t he  position of t h e  peak  in t h e  ferrniums relative to t h e  
absolute neut ron  numbers  of the  products  is in roughly the same place for 
each reaction except  for the  "Kr + 248Cm system which has  a lower N/Z (1.530) 
than  any of t he  o the r  reactions (from 1.552 for 48Ca + 248Cm to 1.585 f u r  23RU + 
*.+. - llr= - 
24aCm). The best projectile for producing new, neutron-rich isotopes above the 
target is, then, the one which produces the broadest cross section distribution 
in the element of interest. This is expected to be the largest projectile, not only 
due to the  enhanced statistical fluctuation of neutrons and protons in the 
separating system, but also due to low level contributions of products formed in 
de-excitation channels involving the emission of significantly fewer neutrons 
than  that  resulting in the  peaks of the isotopic distributions. Figure 40 demon- 
s t ra tes  this with the cross sections of the heaviest californium isotopes result- 
ing from the same bombardments that  produced the data in figure 4n. Clearly, 
lseXe and 23aU projectiles a re  superior to the lighter ions for production of cali- 
fornium isotopes heavier than mass 255. even taking into account the fact that  
beam intensities of the heavier ions are limieed by target heating (see Section 
2). Another aspect of this is demonstrated in figures 4p and 4q, which show the 
excitation functions of ‘“Es and 253Cf. respectively. Production of 2 5 3 E ~  is 
bet ter  accomplished with the  light projectile ”0 [Lee83]. A single curve can be 
d r a w n  through thc points arising from a6Kr,  Isex, and 2seU bnmbardments. With 
the more neutron-rich 253Cf, the cross sections from 4’Ca and “Kr bombard- 
ments move well below those from lseXe and 2seU bombardments. and the data 
from ’*O bombardments look relatively less favorable. 
The examination of figure l a  shows that  with neutron-rich actinide targets, 
considerable transfer of mass has to  take place t o  reach unknown nuclides a t  a 
higher Z than the target. Most of these targets, however, are perched right on 
the edge of unknown territory a t  Z-values below that  of the target. Therefore, 
while a deep-inelastic mechanism must be assumed for the formation of new 
above-target nuclides in these transfer I eactions, below-target nuclides can be 
produced in quasi-elastic reactions. The advantage here is not only that  the 
intrinsic energy and angular niomentum of the primary products is lower, but 
t h a t  t h e  neutron-r ichness  of the  actinide product  is  more determined by the  
neutron number  of t he  target  than  by  the  N / Z  of the  composite system. This is 
shown in figure 4r, where t h e  plutonium cross sections arising from various 
heavy ion bombardments  are plotted against  t h e  difference between the  kotope 
mass and  t h e  value expected a t  Z=94 from N/Z equilibration. The peaks of the 
distributions a r e  all much more neutron-rich than  those expected from a 
damped mechanism. Unfortunately,  there  are n o  "observable" plutonium iso- 
topes in t h e  region of t h e  equilibrium A whose cross  sections can be compared 
with the magnitude of t h e  quasi-elastic peak, b u t  deep-inelastic products a r e  
observed in t h e  n e p t u n i u m  uranium and protactinium isotopes. 
Since '36Xe h a s  a higher N/Z than  ei ther  48Ca or  aeKr, the  probability of a 
neutron-rich t r ans fe r  t o  t h e  ta rge t  is statistically more probable. This is shown 
by comparison of figures 4 s  a n d  4t, where plutonium cross sections from the  
reactions of heavy ions with 24sCm a r e  plotted as a function of the  beam energy, 
s ta ted  a s  a fraction of t he  Coulomb barrier.  The augmentation of 246Pu yields is 
i,i:cri rr:i;it ivc i.0 21'i7- f'll y i c ~ d s   he '.'';<e -+  he ill r ~ i . a ~ t l ~ ~ ~ s ,  t'l-esiiniabiy tht; 
reaction of larger-, more neutron-r ich projectiles would produce an  even 
grea te r  augmentat ion of neutron-r ich plutonium yields. 
Simple extrapolations of cross section distributions for a given element 
f rom the reaction of heavy ions with 24eCm paint a pre t ty  grim picture fur  
above-target neu tron-rich new isotope synthesis. Cross sections on the order  
of 10 nanobarns can  be expected for t he  production of 257Cf and  257Es from the  
reaction of 238U with 24sCm a t  an energy in excess of t he  nominal Coulomb bar-  
r ier by dpproxirnately 10%. Since both of these nuclides a r e  known to be largely 
beta-minus emit ters  [Com66], they are produced below the limit of detection by 
normal chemical methods,  though in combination wi th  a n  on-line mass separa-  
tor  the  presence a n d  decay of these  species might be observable. The cross 
section for zsoFm, whose decay mode is uncertain,  should be on the order of 100 
picobarns or less in this same reaction. There is some hope for the production 
of beta-minus decaying z52Bk, which is near  enough to  the target mass and 
charge to make I8O the  best  projectile. The production cross section should be 
on the  order of 50 microbarns. The situation below the  target  is considerably 
different. With heavy projectiles, like lseXe or zseU, in bombardments a t  ener- 
gies over the nominal Coulomb barrier,  the  production of unknown species like 
2 4 8 ~ ~  , 2 4BAm and 247Pu from 248Crn targets should take place on the  100 rnicro- 
barn to I millibarn level. Section 6 describes an unsuccessful chemical search 
for 247Pu. 
Extension of this work t o  o the r  targets suggests t ha t  the best ways to  make 
new neutron-rich isotopes of uranium and neptunium is with a z44Pu target,  and 
the best way t o  produce new heavy berkelium isotopes is with a ‘“Cf target.  
Both of these materials a r e  available in quantities t o  make heavy ion bombard- 
ments feasible, though the  difficulty of handling the 252Cf material requires the 
use of e l a b o ~  dtt: sdfe ly  pr-ecdulions. The U S E  of heavy ion transfer reactions 
with actinide targets t o  make t rans- target  species is  limited. The usable beam 
intensities are  low due to the  energy loss of t he  beam. and this necessitates the  
use of large amounts of target  material  to  produce an observable amount of 
product activity. Only 254Es. current ly  producible in the  tens  of micrograms, is 
located in a position on t h e  cha r t  of the  nuclides to be useful in making new 
neutron-rich activities above the  target  Z in measurable amounts in these reac- 
tions [Sch82a]. A nuclide which is currently unavailable in microgram quanti- 
ties. but is potentially the  most useful for both above- and below-target new 
actinide synthesis, is 250Cm. I t  is by far the  most neutron-rich actinide with a 
long half life (-lo4 years) [T0178]. At present  it is produciblc in useful quanti- 
ties only in nuclear explosions, and  the  expense of recoveririg i t  is prohibitive. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 4a - Actinide yields f rom the  reaction of 761 to  808 MeV 13eXe ions 
with 246C~n. Experiment i3eXe-0. 
Figure 4b - Actinide yields f rom t h e  reaction of 699 t o  790 M e V  I3'Xe ions 
with 248Cm. Experiment 13sXe-I. 
Figure 4c - Actinide yields f rom the  reaction of 624 t o  716 MeV I3'Xe ions 
with 2 4 8 C ~ ~ .  Experiment "'Xe-II. 
Figure 4d - Actinide yields f rom t h e  reaction of 493 t o  546 MeV "Kr ions 
with 24sCm. Experiment a6Kr-I. 
Figure 4e - Actinide yields f rom the  reaction of 436 t o  490 MeV "Kr ions 
with "'Cm. Experiment 'eKr-II. 
Figure 4f - Actinide yields f rom the reaction of 402 t o  457 MeV '%r ions 
with "*Cm. Experiment 86Kr-III. 
Figure 4g - Actinide yields f rom t h e  reaction of 379 to  435 MeV "Kr ions 
W I I J I  il;.rcpci iiiient 'Kr i'L' 
Figure 4h - Actinide yields f rom the  reaction of 95.5 t o  96.5 M e V  ' '0 ions 
with 24sCm. Experiments l8O-I a n d  "%-II, plotted with trans-berkelium yields 
from [Lee83]. 
Figure 4i - A comparison of t he  berkelium isotope yields f rom the  reaction 
of 96 M e V  " 0  with 24'Cm f rom this work and  from the  work of Lee et.al. [Lee83]. 
Depletion of the  heaviest berkelium nuclides is a t t r ibuted to  losses in the  thick 
ta rge t  used  by Lee et.al. 
Figure 4j - Some excitation funct ions from the  reactions of "Kr and 138Xe 
with 24eCrn. The energy is given in t e rms  of a fraction of the nominal Coulomb 
barrier.  Energy e r ro r  bars  describe t h e  difference between t h e  energy of t he  
ions enter ing and  leaving t h e  t a r g e t  material. I t  should be realized t h a t  most of 
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the  reaction cross section is coming frorn projectiles a t  the highest energy 
extremes of the error bars. 
Figure 4k - The difference between the Coulomb repulsive energy of two 
touching spherical reaction products and the Coulomb energy of the  reactants 
at  contact. The equilibration of N/Z is assumed in the mass numbers used in 
calculating the hard sphere radii of the products. The Coulomb driving force of 
the reactions is toward asymmetry. 
Figure 41 - Qgg values for the isotopes of even-Z actinide reaction products 
arising from several heavy ion reactions with 24aCm targets. Production of 
below-target products is exothermic. The mass excess data used in the  calcula- 
tions w a s  taken from [HowBO]. 
Figure 4m - The ratio of the cross section for the formation of 24ePu to that  
for 253Es for several heavy ion reactions with 24eCm at  energies near or above 
the nominal reaction barrier. 
Figure 4n - Production of fermium isotopes from several heavy ion reac- 
tioris w i t h  24eC'r11 a t  energies near or above the nominal Coulomb barrier. The 
data are plotted against the difference of the nuclide mass number and the 
mass expected for a Z= 100 primary species arising From N/Z equilibration. The 
"'Fm data points are filled in. 
Figure 40 - Neutron-rich californium yields arising from the reaction of 
various heavy ions with z4eCm. 
Figure 4p - The production of 2a3Es f rom the reaction of heavy ions with 
24sCm as a function of energy relative t o  the nominal Coulomb barrier. 
Figure 4q - The production of 253Cf from the reaction of heavy ions with 
24sCm as  a function of energy relative to the nominal Coulomb barrier. 
Figure 4r - Production of plutonium isolopes from several heavy ion reac- 
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tions with 24sCm a t  energies n e a r  or above t h e  nominai Coulomb barrier. The 
da ta  a re  plotted against, t h e  difference of the nuclide rriass number and the 
mass expected for a Z=94 species arising from N/Z equilibration The highest 
mass point on each distribution is 246Pu. 
Figure 4s - The production of 243Pu from the  reaction of heavy ions with 
24sCrn a s  a function of energy relative to the nominal Coulomb barrier. 
Figure 4t  - The production of 24ePu from the  reaction of heavy ions with 
24eCm as  a function of energy relative to  the nominal Coulomb barrier. 
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Section 5 - Determination of the Properties of 251Bk Decay 
One of the purposes of this work was to examine the possibility of making 
new neutron-rich nuclides in the near (Z,A) vicinity of the target 24eCm with the 
heavy ions ”0 ,  @@Kr and 13eXe. I t  is very important to deternine the production 
cross sections of as many of the most neutron-rich known nuclides as possible. 
A particularly troublesome nuclide is zsiBk, t h e  heaviest known berkelium iso- 
tope, which decays by beta-minus emission with a convenient half life followed 
by de-excitation by emission of gamma rays whose intensities are not known. 
Therefore. even though t h e  z51Bk gamma rays were observed in experiments 
“0-1 and laO-II. no cross sections could be determined. 
This section describes the determination of approximate absolute gamma 
ray intensities for 251Bk decay. 
5.1 Background 
In the past, z51Bk has only been produced indirectly as the daughter of 
activities formed by bombardment of heavy actinide targets with reactor neu- 
trons. “lBk was first observed as the 8% alpha-decay daughter of 39.8-day 
e55Es produced by multiple neutron capture in reactor targets of curium and 
californium [Dia67]. In these experiments. 251Bk atoms recoiling from isotopi- 
cally enriched samples of 2 5 5 E ~  following alpha decay were collected on thin 
foils and counted with gamma ray and beta particle detectors. The half life was 
measured to be (57.0 * 1.7) minutes, which has proved t o  be a reliable value 
  LOU^^]. The gamma ray energies obtained were not observed by others later, 
so their measurements of the beta particle endpoints of the decay (” ... an E,, 
near 1/2 MeV; a less abundant component had an  E,,, near  1 MeV”) are  not too 
reliable. Later experiments with recoiling 251Bk atoms [Hof’i’O] established that  
two gamma rays are  emitted in the decay a t  energies of 152.8 keV and 177.7 
keV, in the ratio of 0.38 to  1. From the known levels in t h e  251Cf daughter 
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[Ahm70], these gamma rays arise from t h e  same 3/2+ s t a t e  a t  177.7 keV, and  
the  log f t  value for t h e  decay  is compatible with a 251Bk ground s ta te  spin of 
3 / 2 - ,  consistent with t h a t  predicted f rom the  Nilsson diagram for odd protons. 
251Rk has  also been produced from the beta-minus decay of "'Cm (16.8 
minutes) which w a s  produced by t h e  neut ron  irradiation of *'*Crn [Lou78], a 
ta rge t  nuclide only available by chemical isolation from the debris from a 
riuiciear e x p l ~ s i o n  [Hui57,ComGB]. The be t s  endpnint of z51Cm was det.ermined, 
necessitating t h e  deconvolution OF i ts  beta  particles f rom those of its daughter,  
251Bk. The 251Bk endpoint  is  given as "near 1 MeV," consistent with the  upper,  
lower intensity value given in the  discovery paper  [Dia6'7]. The determination of 
the  "absolute" intensit ies of t h e  251Cm gamma rays suffers, in par t ,  From deter-  
mination of t h e  daughter  251Bk decay r a t e  from i t s  gross beta activity with an  
e n d  window proportiona1 counter .  
In r ecen t  work [Lee82,Lee83], t h e  yields of berkelium isotopes from 
t ransfer  react ions of ' '0 with 24sCm were measured chemically. The distribu- 
l ion  of Ilk isotopes indicates  i h a t  231Bk is rridde w i L h  d sclbstaiitri*l Crii . is scctic:: 
in these  reactions;  indeed, cross sections a re  given fo r  25'€3k, but  these a re  
based on a purely "calculational" branching ratio,  derived from the  assumption 
t h a t  only the  177.7 keV level in '"Cf is populated by  the  be ta  decay, and  tha t  
the total  conversion coefficient f u r  t he  177.7 keV gamma ray is 8.0 [18ee133]. 
The work which follows in this section was aimed at  determining the abso- 
lute  intensit ies of t he  gamma rays arising from the decay of 251Bk. The 
numbers  which are determined a re  not  model-independent, bu t  a r e  rooted a s  
firmly in experiment  as is possible a t  this level of t reatment .  
5.2 The Difficulties Inherent in a Direct 251Bk Determination 
The most direct  way to  determine the absolute intensities of the  radiations 
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emitted in the  decay of a particular nuclide is to relate the  decay ra te  of this 
nuclide to a nuclide from which it decays or t o  a nuclide to which it decays. 
This requires t h a t  the intensities of the radiations and the half life of the  
parent  or dsughtcr  nuclide and the  fractional branch to  or from the nuclide of 
interest  a r e  known. and tha t  a good chemical separation can be performed to  
separa te  the  known activity from the  unknown activity. In this case the  direct 
method could not  be employed, for the  reasons which follow. The decay data 
and neutron cap tu re  cross  sections presented in the  next two paragraphs, 
unless otherwise noted, are from reference [T0178]. 
The ‘“Bk daughter ,  251Cf. is a 100% alpha emitting nuclide. In principal. 
t he  gamma rays from 251Bk decay could be normalized against the alpha decay 
r a t e  of 251Cf. Unfortunately this is not practical for two reasons: I t  is not possi- 
ble t o  build u p  and separa te  enough “lBk (a 55.6 minute activity) to decay to  
a n  easily observable quantity of 251Cf (a 900 year  activity). Also, no matter  
whether the  251Bk is obtained from heavy ion reactions or  as the daughter of 
reaclor-produced activities, the  amount o i  2 5 0 ~ k  (a 3.2 hour a c t i v i i y j  present :s 
going to be substantial  compared with “lBk [Lee8Z,Dia67]; 250Bk decays to  250Cf 
(a 13 year activity) which, in terms of activity. will be present to roughly two 
orders of magnitude more than  will ‘‘lCf, and whose alpha particles occur at 
t he  same energy (6.0 MeV) a s  the highest-energy alpha particle group of 251Cf. 
The al ternate  method, t ha t  of milking z51Bk from z55Es, is also possible, but  
again presents g rea t  practical  difficulties. The only ways tha t  255Es (a 40 day 
activity, 8% alpha branch t o  ‘“Bk) can be isolated in sufficient amounts for the  
observation of z51Bk gamma rays is through the  irradiation of very heavy 
actinide targets  in high flux reactors,  followed by mass separation, or from 
bomb debris [Com66]; t he  la t ter  is somewhat. too ambitious for a thesis project. 
Though several milligrams of 253Es (a 20.5 day activity) is produced every year 
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for  reactor-irradiation programs [Kin61]. i ts  (n ,y)  c ross  section to t h e  ground 
s ta te  of 254Fk (a  270 day activity) is less t han  3 barns,  while t h a t  to  the meta- 
stable stat.e 2 5 4 m E ~  (a 39 hour activity, not decaying t o  the  ground s ta te ,  most 
of t he  decay ending in ‘“Cf through the  3.2 hour  alpha decay of z54Frn) is 160 
barns.  The shor t  half life a n d  high fission cross  section of 2 5 4 m E ~  makes it use- 
less for  2 5 5 E ~  production. 254Es has an (my) c ross  section of less than  40 barns,  
but  a n  (n,fission) cross  section of 2800 barns. Equilibrium amounts  of 255Es are  
fur ther  lowered by i ts  c a p t u r e  cross sectinn of 65 barns.  Plans a r e  being made 
for production of 254Es on the 10 microgram level [Kin61 1, b u t  255Es will always 
be difficult to  obtain.  
This is a convincing argument  for doing the  less direct  experiment 
described below. 
5.3 Expcrimcntal Details 
The ta rge t  used in these  experiments consists of 560 pg/cm2 of 24aCm. 
p r g s r n t .  a s  t.he oxide.  e1ectrodeposit.ed in a 7 rnm diameter circle on a barking 
of 2.5 mg/cm2 beryllium metal .  The fabrication of t he  ta rge t  is described in 
Section 2. The t a rge t  sys tem used in t h e  irradiations is shown in figure 2c. 
Between 1 a n d  4 electrical  microamperes of 111 MeV produced by t h e  
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory’s 66-Inch Cyclotron was  delivered to the  ta rge t  
for approximately 45 minutes  for each  run .  The energy of t h e  beam af ter  pass- 
ing through t h e  isolation foil, cooling gas and  beryllium target  backing, is cal- 
culated to be approximately 96 MeV [Nor’i’O,Hub60], close t o  the  energy used by 
Lee et.al. [Lee62]. Recoiling react ion products  were collected on a 2 mg/cm2 
gold foil. After each irradiation, t he  gold foil w a s  removed from the  target  
chamber ,  t ranspor ted  to  t h e  chemistry laboratory and  rapidly processed using 
the  berkelium procedure outlined in section 2.4. The time interval between the  
end of the  irradiation a n d  t h e  s t a r t  of t h e  first coun t  of t he  berkelium activities 
was usually between 35 and 45 minutes, less than  the  251Bk half life. 
The berkelium chemical fract.ion was counted for both photons and elec- 
trons.  The platinum backed samples were suspended between two pieces of 2 
mg/cm2 polyethylene in the  narrow gap between an intrinsic germanium 
garnrna ray de tec tor  and a beta  detector. t he  side of the  platinum with the  
activity on i t  facing the  beta  detector to minimize the  degradation of the  elec- 
trons.  The detection of t he  gamma rays is discussed in Section 2. The detector 
efficiency as a function of photon energy w a s  determined by counting the mixed 
radionuclide s tandard through each berkelium sample after the  berkelium 
act.ivities had  decayed out. A typical gamma ray  spectrum of a berkelium 
chemical fraction is showii in figure 5a. 
The beta  de tec tor  w a s  one of two types, depending upon the na ture  of the  
da ta  being taken. In experiments where the  absolute amount of beta activity 
was determined, the  detector  was a gas-filled proportional counter with a 1 
mg/cni2 gold-plated mylar end window. The detector  was operated in the  "pla- 
L C ~ U ' '  regiun a t  2.0 kV. a n d  events were summed a t  regular iritxrvals in a sealel .  
The systern h a s  been described in grea te r  detail elsewhere [Tho79]. The detec- 
tor efficiency a s  a function of beta  endpoint energy was determined with a set  
of five standard beta  reference sources, each  mounted on platinum foil facing 
the beta detector  in the  same fashion as the  experimental berkelium fractions; 
this was to  equalize contributions from back-scattered electrons. The 1 
mg/cm2 aluminized mylar housing the  s t a n d a d s  was assumed negligible in its 
effect on the  detector efficiency; ra ther ,  i t  might be thought to help compen- 
sate  for the self-absorption of the berkelium fractions, which were not always 
completely weightless. The calibration sources  used were 14C, with a beta  parti- 
cle endpoint of 0.155 MeV, 14?Prn, with a 0.225 MeV endpoint, "Tc, a t  0.292 M e V ,  
38Cl, a t  0.709 MeV, and eoY(eoSr), a t  2.288 MeV (0.546 MeV) [T0178]. The 
I - ,  
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efficiency funct ion is shown in figure 5b. Because t h e  efficiency function deter-  
mined from s t anda rds  with low atomic numbers  and  n o  convertxd gamma t r an -  
sitions only roughly applies to  nuclides like 251Elk which h a s  a high-Z be ta  spec- 
t ra l  shape  and  intense in te rna l  conversion electrons,  t h e  "gross beta  activity" 
determined for "*Bk will be  used only semi-quantitatively. 
Scaler counts  p e r  uni t  time, as a function of time, a n d  weighted propor- 
tionally to  t h e  squa re  root  of the  scaler counts,  were subjected t.o a four com- 
ponent  decay curve analysis holding t h e  half lives of 251Bk (55.6 minutes), 250Bk 
(3.22 hours),  24sBk (23.5 hours) and the  background (long) fixed. When t h e  
chemistry was  as successful as  t h a t  resulting in  figure 5a, t h e  fits t o  the  da ta  
w e r e  excellent, as shown in figure 5c. The initial activity due  t o  251Bk was  
cor rec ted  with t h e  de t ec to r  efficiency a t  its endpoint energy, resulting in t h e  
approximate gross beta activity a t  t h e  end of bombardment  for this  nuclide. 
In experiments where t h e  beta  energy spec t rum of the  berkelium fraction 
w a s  measured, t h e  be t a  de tec tor  was a plastic an th racene  scintillator. The 
suirrt.iiJator itself w a s  a 2.5 cm th ick .  3.8 cm diameter. cyiiri t lei-  of pldstIc quriicli-  
ing material  containing t h e  anthracene;  this res ted  directly on the  flat face of a 
photomultiplier t ube  operated at a bias of + 3  100 V. The an thracene  crystal was  
mirrored around t h e  cylindrical surface and  a ti mg/cm2 high purity aluminum 
foil covered the  planar  sur face  toward the  sample. A thick aluminum collimator 
with a diameter of 3 cm w a s  placed on the face of t.he detector .  The ent i re  
assembly, except  t he  de tec tor  face, was liberally covered with black tape to  
minimize light leaks. Light-producing events in the  scintillator resul t  in elec- 
tron pulses  f rom t h e  photoniultiplier tube which a r e  picked up  by a 
preamplifier and  ou tpu t  as voltage signals to  a l inear amplifier. The amplifier 
ou tput  signals a r e  fed into a n  ADC and  then subjected t o  pulse height analysis 
to  give a measure of t h e  energies of the  events. These energies a r e  s tored in a 
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4096 channel MCA and periodically s tored on fioppy disks for subsequent 
analysis. 
The an thracene  material, due to  the  low Z of its components, is relatively 
insensitive to gamma rays.  Its efficiency for beta  particle detection is roughly 
cons tan t  for electrons with energies of more than  approximately 125 keV 
[Scti63] entering the  anthracene,  proportional t o  the  solid angle subtended by 
a properly-collimated scintillator. The energy was  calibrated using the  same 
beta  s tandard sources  mentioned above, mounted in the same geometry. 
Energy resolution due t o  t h e  detector response is linear and slowly changing 
for electron energies grea te r  than 125 keV [Bir641 and applies as much to the  
calibration spec t ra  as to  the  berkelium spectra,  so to  a first order no response 
function corrections a re  necessary. The response function for  detectors of this 
size and type has  a FWHM of less than  50 keV at electron energies of 1 MeV 
[Bir64]. Figure 5d s h o w s  a typical berkelium fraction electron spectrum with 
calibration endpoints also shown. 
5.4 The Half Life of 251Uk 
The half life of 251Bk was  redetermined from the  decay curve analysis of 
the  152.8 and 177.7 keV gamma ray  lines in the  gamma spectra. The descrip- 
tion of this method is given in Section 3. Typical decay curves a r e  shown in 
figure 5e. 
The weighted average of seven separate determinations of the  half life is 
(55.6 + 1.1) minutes, in excellent agreemerit with the  l i terature [Dia67,T0178] 
and the value determined from decay curve analysis of the  gross beta  activity. 
Since it  is difficult to prove tha t  small amounts of contaminating activities a r e  
not present  in the  final chemical fractions, the gross beta half life was not used 
in computing the  weighted average given above. I n  the  work  which follows, this 
half life was held constant.  
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5.5 The Decay Scheme of 251Bk ('"Cf) 
Figure 5f shows the  known level scheme of 251Cf. indicating those levels fed 
by the  electron capture  decay of 251E~ [Ahm7O]. Since the  same Nilsson level is 
occupied by the  odd proton in both 25'6s and 251Rk [TOI78], one could expect 
the population of similar levels in the beta-minus decay of 251Bk, subject t o  
differences in decay energy. Above the  3/2 [622]  rotational band, the n e s t  
intrinsic level with [ A J ]  I: 1 relative to the 251Bk ground s ta te  is a t  544 keV 
[TOI78], which corresponds to  such a large decrease in the beta decay energy 
a s  t o  make it of negligible importance in the  decay. Close examination of figure 
5a discloses the  existence of a previously unobserved gamma ray at 163.8 keV 
from 251Bk decay to  the  5 / 2 +  s ta te  in the  3 / 2 [ 6 2 2 ]  rotational band of 251Cf. 
This gamma ray has  been observed in the  decay of both '"Es and 255Fm. A typi- 
cal decay curve for this line is included in figure 5e. 
Three component decay curve analysis (251Bk, 250Bk and 24eBk with fixed 
half lives) was performed on the californium K X-rays, coming from vacancies in 
the K-shell electron orbitals due t u  internal conversion. The 251Bk con tributioii 
to  the  X-ray intensity is by f a r  the  most significant of the  three. The initial 
activities of the 251Bk component of each of the four  main K X-ray groups were 
determined in dividu ally. 
Absolute intensities a t  the end of bombardment for each 251Bk photon line 
wer,e determined by correcting the  initial activities from decay curve analysis 
for the detector  efficiencies at  the  appropriate energies. Table 5-1 gives the 
intensities of these photons, relative to the  177.7 keV line, from the  weighted 
average of several determinations. The relative gross beta activity measured 
with the gas proportional counter  is also given. 
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Table 5-1 Relative intensities of the emitted radiations from 251Bk decay, 
normalized to  y178. The da ta  a re  based on the weighted average of eight nieas- 
uremen ts. 
2.02 * 0.11 
3.19 * 0.14 
1.68 k 0.09 
Cf K a z  X-ray 
Cf K a ,  X-ray 
Cf Kp, X-ray 
Cf Kp, X-ray 
152.8 keV y-ray 
163.8 keV 7-ray 
0.36 * 0.05 
0.385 * 0.025 
0.060 rt 0.012 
177.7 keV y-ray 1 
gross 8- activity E3 3 
The y153/7178 activity ratio of .385 is consistent with tha t  from '"Es decay, 
as expected, since both  gamma rays arise from the  same level in 251Cf. 
The beta  endpoint of 251Bk was determined by decay curve analysis on 
plastic scintillator spec t ra  taken a t  regular  intervals after the end of the chem- 
istry. In principal, a n  electron spectrum in coincidence with the  1'77.7 keV 
gamma ray  could have been used to  discriminate against 250Bk and 24eBk 
decays, but it would have also eliminated any '"Bk decays directly to the  
ground s ta te  of 251Cf. Each electron spectrum was divided into energy windows, 
and the areas  (intensities) of these windows were analyzed as a function of time 
with error bars equal t o  t h e  square root of the  a rea  of the  windows. The energy 
width of the windows was 10 keV, a compromise between the limitations due to  
resolution and statistics. Multiple component decay curve analysis was per- 
formed on each window as a function of time us ing  fixed half lives f o r  the 
berkelium activities. The activity in each window due to e5r13k. extrapolated 
back to  the  end of t he  bombardment, yields an effective emitted electron 
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energy spec t rum due  to  251Bk decay. Figure 5g shows a schematic  o f  the pro- 
cedure .  Figure 5h shows the  emitted electron energy spec t ra  of both 250Bk and 
251Bk resulting from this process. Non-zero activity beyond the  apparent  beta 
endpoints of t h e  spec t r a  is a t t r ibuted to  accidental  small contributions to  the 
fixed half life components  by low level chemistry contaminants ,  summing. and 
t h e  de tec tor  background. Er ror  ba r s  shown a re  based on t h e  decay curve fit t o  
the  da ta  of each  window, not  taking half life e r rors  into accuunt.  and  t h e  data  
points a r e  plotted a t  t he  energy central  t o  the  windows. 
The endpoint regions of the  s tandard  sources  were fit by the least-squares 
method to  a Ferrni-Kurie function [Mar691 t o  determine the  energy calibration. 
To dernonstrate the accuracy  of t he  deconvolution technique described above, 
t h e  two endpoints of z50Bk were determined to  be (705 + 20) keV and (1820 k 
35) keV. The lower energy endpoint compares  with (725 k 15) keV measured 
previously [Van591 and  745 keV, predicted from t h e  level scheme [T0178]. The 
discrepancy is due,  in par t ,  t o  a deviation in t h e  spectral  shape due t o  conver- 
sion aiid Compton electrons from the intense z'GBk gamma rays ~n t h e  vlcinity 
of t he  low energy be ta  endpoint.  The upper energy endpoint is in reasonable 
agreement  with t h e  l i terature  value of (1760 & 50) keV [Van591 and  the  QB value 
of 1780 keV [T01?8]. 
Also plotted in figure 5h is a Fermi-Kurie plot of the  251Bk electrons. The 
major beta-minus transit ion of 251Bk has  a measured endpoint of (915 * 10) 
keV. A vcry w e a k  component  with a n  endpoint of (1130 + 35)keV can also be 
seen.  The QB predicted from systematics [Wap77] is 1120 keV. Most of t he  251Bk 
decay proceeds to the  3 / 2 [ 6 2 2 ]  rotational band, with no more than  roughly 5% 
of the  decays going directly to the  ground s t a t e  band. 
The important. gamma transit.ions in the  251Cf daughter  of 251Uk decay are 
all A J  = 0 ,  1. with no  parity change, and  a r e  therefore  of M 1  and E2  multipolar- 
ity. The fraction of gamma transitions resulting in photons (as  opposed to 
conversion electrons)  is dependent  upon the  multipolarity of the transition 
The admixture  of E2 and M1 radiations can  be calculated from the  single 
particle model. The Weisskopf estimate of electric niultipole transition lifetimes 
[Wap59] is 
A-2L'3 sec 0.645 x 140 73 S [ -- E, r'' v. 1 
where E, is t h e  transit ion energy in MeV, L is t h e  multipolarity and t h e  statisti- 
cal  factor  S is given by 
v.2 
Therefore, the  single particle ra te  of E2 transit ion f rom a s ta te  in 251Cf is given 
by 
v. 3 
Moszkowski [Mos65] gives an estimate for magnetic multipolarity transit ion life- 
times of 
p ,  I 2 ' ; ! , , > F  ', = 7.5 1!)!! Ji .5 
L'* I ,  ' J  I I  ,'7 S R C  - I _  
where quantit ies are defined as before, except 
Single particle M1 transit ion r a t e s  for "lCf a r e  therefore  
& I (  251Cf  ) = 3.1 x 10l2 E; sec- '  
v.4 
v. 5 
V.6  
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The admixture of E2 in "lCf transitions is given by 
which is a very small fraction for gamma transitions of less than 0.2 MeV. 
Most E2 ra tes  a r e  faster than those predicted from equation V.1 due to  col- 
lec tive rotational and  vibrational enhancement. Examination of other level 
schemes of odd-neutron actinides in the mass region of 251Cf [TO1781 indicates 
t ha t  the E2 multipolarity r a t e  is much slower than  the M 1  rate for gamrna tran- 
sitions between different rotational bands in spite of t he  enhancement. The 
251Cf level scheme (figure 5f) gives its own indications tha t  E2 rates a re  rela- 
tively small. The gamma ray intensities of the t,ransitions between these levels 
a re  known from 255Fm alpha decay [Ahm71]. The Bohr-Mottelson gamma transi- 
tion rates for gamrria decays to  the different members of a rotational band 
[Mar701 are related by 
V.6 
where J, and K, describe t h e  total angular momentum of the final state and 
tha t  of its band head, Ji and  y describe the initial s ta te  and AK = KI - K , .  The 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are tabulated [ChiSZ]. Ignoring conversion of elec- 
t rons  for the  rrioment. the  E2 multipolarity intensity for the transition between 
the  5 /2+  level a t  211.6 keV and the 1/2+ ground state should be 26 times tha t  
arising from the  transition between the same 5 / 2 +  level and the 3 / 2 +  rota- 
tional level a t  24.8 keV. Though the latter photon is observed, the  former is not, 
inconsistent with E2 multipolarity. In M1 transitions, the AJ = 2, 5 / 2 +  to 1/2+ 
transition is forbidden. Similarly, the 3/2+ level at  177.7 keV decays to both 
the 1/2+ ground s ta te  and the  3 / 2 +  level a t  24.8 keV. If the photons arise 
from transitions of E2 multipolarity, the intensity of t h e  177.7 keV gamma ray 
should be roughly half as intense as the 152.8 keV gamma ray, ra ther  than 3 
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times as intense,  which is what is observed. The gamma transitions in 251Cf fol- 
lowing 251Bk decay will be t reated a s  being of pure M 1  multipolarity in the cal- 
culations which follow. 
Conversion coefficients a s  a function of transition energy and multipolarity 
arid the  nuclear charge a r e  tabulated [Dra69,Hag68] and interpolation gives the  
da ta  in Table 5-11. 
Table 5-11 Internal Conversion Coefficients for M 1  gamma transitions from 
251Bk Decay. 
Electron 
origin 
K shell 
L shell 
M shell 
N shell 
Total 
Transitions depopulating Transitions depopulating 
5 the  -+ state a t  211.6 keV 3 
2 
the  -+ s ta te  at 177.7 keV 
2 
177.7 keV 152.8 keV 129.9 keV 186.8 keV 163.8 keV 
6.20 
1.33 
0.32 
0 .  I O  
7.95 
9.45 
2.05 
0.50 
:j.is 
12.15 
--- 
3.30 
0.80 
0.25 
4.35 
5.40 
1.16 
0.29 
0.08 
6.93 
7.80 
1.68 
0.41 
0.12 
10.01 
The relatively small size of the  total conversion coefficient for the 129.9 
keV garnnia transition (because of no contribution from K-shell fluorescence) 
indicates t ha t  the garnrria ray intensity from this transition might be appreci- 
able. Unfortunately. t h e  Kpl X-ray line (which contains the  small KP3 group) is 
a t  130.13 keV [T0178], so no  individual resolution was possible. The relative inten- 
sities of the X-rays can be predicted to  a 3 %  accuracy [Sa1741 for 251Cf: 
Kaz / Kal / Kpl + Kp3 / Kp, = 64.2 / 100/  34.3 / 13.0 
The experimental ratios (Table 5-1) are  
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Kaz / K,, / Kp, + Kjy3 / Kp2 = ( 63.3 i 4.4 ) I’ 100 / f 52.7 * 3.6 ) / ( 11.3 rt 1.7)  
Only the relative KP1 (+ Ka3) intensity derived from experiment disagrees with 
the  calculated number. Subtraction of Table 5-1 values yields a relative inten- 
sity of the 129.9 keV g a m a  ray  of (0.59 It 0.12). The correction of observed 
gamma ray intensities for internal conversion t o  give gamma transition rates  
gives relative depopulation ra tes  of the 177.7 keV s ta te  of 
R( 177.7 ke  V ) /  R( 152.8 ke V ) /  R( 3 29.9 ke  Y )  = I/ (0.565*0.037)/ (0.353rt0.072) 
The rates  expected from M1 transitions, from equation V.E. are  in the  ratios 
H (  177.7 k e V )  / R( 152.8 k e Y )  / R( 129.9 k e V )  = 1 / 0.51 / 0.078 , 
The experimental and calculated depopulation ra tes  for t he  177.7 keV and 152.8 
keV gamma rays match very well, but the 129.9 keV gamma ray is about 4.5 
times more intense than  t h e  calculated value. This is due to the properties of 
the  5/2+ receiving s ta te  a t  47.8 keV. 
The 163.8 keV gamma ray  also terminates a t  the  47.8 keV state  arid is 
anomalously intense. Equation V.8 and the data 111 Table 5-11 indicates that the 
ratio of the intensity of t he  163.8 keV gamma ray  t o  t h a t  of the 186.8 keV 
gamma ray should be  0.55. What is actually observed [Ahrn’ll] is a ratio of 
about 19. Another anomaly involving the 5 /2+  s ta te  at 47.8 keV is in the alpha 
hindrance factors from 255Fm decay [TOI78]. Decay t o  each member of the K = 
1/2+ rotational band f rom the  7/2+ 255Fm ground s ta te  must proceed by 1 = 4 
alpha emission by the  K selection rules and parity conservation [Seg77,Ras68J. 
I t  should be expected t h a t  the  hindrance factor to  each member of the  rota- 
tional band should be roughly the  same large number. The hindrance factors 
for alpha decay to  the  1/2+, 3/2+ and 5/2+ levels in the  ground s ta te  rota- 
tional band are  4800. 2900 and 540, respectively. Once again, decay to  the 5 / 2 +  
state  is too fast. Coriolis coupling of some s ta te  with K > 1/2 to this s ta te  is 
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effectively increasing its K, increasing the  Clebsch-Gordan factor for gamma 
decays resulting in this s ta te  and decreasing the  I-hindrance t u  alpha decay. 
The intensity of the 163.8 keV gamma-ray relative t o  the 177.7 keV gamrria 
ray is 0.060 f 0.012; therefore,  t ha t  of t he  186.8 keV line is roughly 0.003. 
Correction of both gamma rays  for internal conversion gives a transition rate 
for t h e  depopulation of the  211.6 keV state  of 0.68 k 0.15, relative to tha t  
depleting the 177.7 keV s ta te  of 17.2 rt 1.0, fromTable 5-1 data. Remembering 
tha t  approximately 5% of t h e  “‘Bk decays populate the  ground s ta te  band of 
zs’Cf. the  population of the 21 1.6 keV level is approximately 4% and tha t  of the  
177.7 keV level is 91%. The ra t io  of t he  population of the  211.6 keV state  to that 
of the  177.7 keV state  is slightly higher (about 4%) than  tha t  arising from “lEs 
decay (about 3%), which is expected since the  decay energy is higher. Error 
analysis is not possible in this determination, bu t  t he  assignment of a value of 
(90 rt- 5)% for the fraction of z51Rk decays populating t.he 177.7 keV s ta te  in 2s1Cf 
seems to be conservative. 
The  I tqo lQte  I T ! ~ P I ? . Z I ~ ~  c > f L!it- 177.7 keV gai.n-rria r a y  car) be d e ! e r r r ~ ~ n ~ d  by  
taking into account t he  population of the  initial s ta te ,  t he  fraction of the  
gamrria transitions going to  t h e  final s ta te  (0.521 f 0.027 from Table 5-1 data), 
and the  total conversion coefficient (7.95 from Table 5-11). This yields a value of 
= ( 5.2 * 0.6 ) % 
A s  a rough measure of the validity of this value, the  production of electrons in 
the decay of ‘”Bk detectable by an end-window proportional counter is roughly 
equal t o  one beta particle per  decay and one conversion electron per  decay not 
producing a gamma ray. This value, relative to the  177.7 keV photon, is calcu- 
lated to  be approximately 36. very near  the  experimental value of 33. 
The number of K-shell vacancies produced per  z51Bk decay can be calcu- 
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lated from the  fractional K-shell conversion coefficients, the  level populations 
and transition probabilities to be roughly 0.53. The fluorescence yield of the 
K-shell of 251Cf can be interpolated from tabulated data  [Hag601 to  be 0.97. The 
predicted value of the  total  K X-ray intensity relative to  the  177.7 keV gamma 
ray  is 10.0, compared with a n  experimental value of 6.7 * 0.3. The 30% 
discrepancy between these numbers can be attr ibuted, in par t ,  t o  the  uncer- 
tainties in the  K shell conversion coefficients and the  total conversion 
coefficients. which both contribute to  the ratio in the  same direction. The 
implication is t h a t  the  intensity of the  177.7 keV gamma ray  predicted above 
may be slightly too low. 
5.6 Summary 
The half life of 25'Bk has  been remeasured t o  be (55.6 f 1.1) minutes, in 
agreement with the  l i terature.  Measurements of t h e  relative intensities of the 
gamma rays, including previously unknown gamma rays a t  129.9 and 163.8 keV, 
have been made. An estimate of the 177.7 keV gamma ray  absolute intensity is 
given a s  (5.2 h 0.6)%. A decay scheme is shown in figure 5i. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 5a - A typical g a m n a  ray  spectrum of the  berkelium fraction from 
the reaction of 96 MeV " 0  with 24aCm. 
Figure 5b  - The efficiency of the end window proportional counter for the 
detection of beta  particles, as a function of end point energy. 
Figure 5c - Decay curve analysis of the gross beta  activity a s  a function of 
time, measured from a berkelium chemical fraction. Error bars a re  smaller 
than the  data  points. 
Figure 5d - A typical electron spectrum of the  berkelium fraction, from the  
reaction of 96 MeV " 0  with 24'Cm. Calibration sample end points a r e  shown. 
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Figure 5e - A sample of t h e  single component decay curve analysis of the 
gamma rays arising f rom 251Bk decay. Also shown is the  analysis of the weak 
164 keV gamma ray. 
Figure 5f - The known level scheme of 251Cf [TOIi'B,Ahm70], indicating levels 
fed by 251E~ decay. "'Bk and  2 5 1 E ~  both have an odd proton in the  same Nilsson 
level in their ground s ta tes .  so their  decays can be expected to populate similar 
s ta tes  in 2 5 1 ~ f .  
Figure 5g - The method of deconvolution of the  spectral  shape of beta par- 
ticles from 251Bk decay from the  berkelium fraction beta particle energy spec- 
tra a s  a function of time after irradiation. 
Figure 5h - The ex t rac ted  beta  particle spectral  shapes of both 250Dk and 
251Bk, with end points indicated, and a Fermi-Kurie plot of the  endpoint region 
of 251Bk. 
Figure 5i - The decay scheme of "lBk. Gamma transitions a r e  labelled with 
absolute photon intensities. 
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Section 6 - The Search for 247Pu 
One of t h e  conclusions drawn in Section 3 is thd t  t he  reaction of very 
heavy, neutron-r ich projecti les with neutron-rich actinide targets  is a good way 
to  produce new, neutron-r ich actinide nuclides a t  a Z below tha t  of the  target. 
In a n  a t t empt  to derrioristrat.e this, 17 experiments were performed with leg, 
“Kr a n d  13‘Xe ions to  isolate 247Pu from the react ion products  f rom a 24sCm tar- 
get.  Simple extrapolation of the plutonium yields in Section 4 indicates a pro- 
duction cross  section for 247Pu of as much a s  several  hundred  microbarns.  
6.1 Predicted Properties of 247Pu 
The mass excess  of ‘-17Pu has  been calculated t o  be  69.28 MeV [VioGB], 
based on closed cycles of alpha- a n d  beta-decays a n d  on extrapolations of sys- 
tematic behavior. Since 1966, a more cornprehenvive s e t  of da t a  has  become 
available for extrapolation [Wap77]. Figure 6a shows t h e  plot of experimental  
and  extrapolated masses for mass numbers  243, 247 and  251, and  those from 
two different theoret ical  mass predictions [Mye77,HowRO]. The mass calcula- 
tioris seem lo  accurateiy reproduce the shape and  magnitude of t he  experimen- 
ta l  distributions, bu t  misplace t h e  valley of beta  stability by about  one mass 
unit. Figure 6b shows the difference between the  experimental  and theoretical  
masses if t he  calculated mass parabolas [HowBO] a r e  shifted one mass uni t  
toward neut ron  excess. N o  justification is offered for  doing this  o ther  than  the  
accuracy  of t he  resulting fits, depicted in figure 6b. Extrapolation of the  
behavior of t h e  mass 247 curve along the  lines of t h e  245 arid 243 masses indi- 
ca tes  a mass excess of approximately 69.1 M e V  for 247Pu. This yields a QB value 
of 2.0 MeV, which can  also be obtained by extrapolating l i terature  QB syslemat- 
ics [Bos77]. Figure 6 c  shows t h e  experimental  Q, values for  t he  plutonium iso- 
topes,  for the  247 mass chain,  and for  the  153 neut ron  isotone. Extrapolation 
of all th ree  curves gives a Q, of approximately 4.6 M e V  €or 247Pu, as compared 
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with predicted 4.11 M e V  [Vi066]. 4.80 MeV [HOWSO] and 4.63 MeV [Mye??) values 
in the  literature. The extrapolation along the  isotone is particularly valuable, 
because any effects coming from the  weak 152 neutron shell will affect all the  
Q, values similarly. 
Alpha decay half lives can  be estimated empirically from the  relation of 
half life to  alpha particle decay energy for the  even-even nuclides of a particu- 
lar  element [RasGS]. With an alpha particle energy of 4.6 MeV for a ground s ta te  
to  ground s ta te  transition, an even-even plutonium isotope would have a partial 
alpha half life of approximately loa years. The fact  that  247Pu i s  not  even-even 
implies tha t  the alpha decay need not  most favorably proceed t o  the  ground 
s ta te ,  lowering the  primary decay energy, and tha t  the decay is hindered by a 
lower alpha particle preformation. Both effects lengthen the  half life. Tt seems 
fairly safe to  say, in the  face  of a QB value of 2.0 MeV, that  247Pu does not have a 
significant alpha decay branch. 
Spontaneous fission is a significant mode of decay in the  actinides. The 
spontaneous fission half lives of the  even-even nuclides as a function of the  
Z2/A fissionability parameter  [Six691 can be extrapolated to  247Pu (fissionability 
parameter  35.8) to  give a value nea r  lo7 to  lo8 years. Spontaneous fission half 
lives of odd mass nuclei a r e  significantly longer than those for even-even nuclei. 
247Pu should not  have a significant spontaneous fission decay branch. 
The primary decay mode of 247Pu is expected to be beta-minus decay to  
247Am. This is borne out  by the  presence of 247Crn in nuclear debris [Com66]. 
The height of the fission barr ier  [HowSO] precludes the possibility of a 
significant beta-delayed fission branch [Thi83]. Prediction of beta  decay half 
lives is more complicated than  the  prediction of alpha particle emission or 
spontaneous fission half lives. Not only must the  ground s ta te  spin of t he  
decaying species and the QB of the  reaction be known, but  the  level s t ruc ture  of 
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t he  daughter  nucleus alsp plays an important role. Usually the liquid drop 
model is used t o  give the  QB value, the  deformed Nilsson model j s  used to  give 
the  ground s ta te  spin of the  parent  [Gus67], and the beta strength is derived 
f rom the  gross properties of the  daughter  averaged over final states. Usually 
only allowed and first-forbidden transitions a re  considered, since this is where 
the  majority of the  decay r a t e  lies. Two different calculations using this 
approach give predictions for the  247Pu half life of 11 minutes [Tak73] arid 13 
minutes [Ko175]. These half lives a re  long enough to  be observable by normal 
chemical methods. Calculatioris performed after the  s ta r t  of this experimental 
project  [See81,Kla80], using the  wave functions of the  s ta tes  in the  daughter 
nucleus from the  deformed Nilsson potential to generate  a ”more realistic” beta 
strength function, resulted in a half life estimate of 2.2 minutes for 247Pu. No 
mat te r  which method is the  more realistic, both depend on model calculations 
to  which the  nuclei do not  necessarily conform. 
Droplet model calculations predict  a ground s ta te  deformation of about 
0.18 for 247Pu [Mye77]. From the  Nilsson diagram for neutron energy levels 
[Gus67], this indicates a ground s ta te  P assignment of 7/2+ from a single 153fd 
neutron occupying the  7/2[613] state.  Examination of the  level behavior of t he  
odd-A, even-Z actinides, however, indicates t ha t  this assumption is not  neces- 
sarily warranted; configuration mixing distorts the  ideal behavior of the  Nilsson 
levels. Figure 6d  shows the  ”experimentally justified” Nilsson levels for t h e  odd 
neutron of several odd-A actinides. This is similar to  a previous t rea tment  by 
Hoff [Hof76]. The da ta  for this figure a r e  compiled from the Nuclear Data 
Sheets  [Sch77,E1178,Sch77a,E1178a,E1181,E1181a,Tu181] and some of the  more 
recent  l i terature [nor79,ParS1,AhmBZ,Hof82]. Using the  experimental band 
head assignments and referring to the  theoretical Nilsson levels, the level 
s t ruc ture  of each nuclide is constructed by taking the  energy difference 
between t h e  ground s t a t e  and  the  level of interest and then  deciding if t h e  
observed level is a particle o r  hole s ta te .  The vertical position of t h e  diagram of 
a nuclide relative t o  those o n  ei ther  side of it is arbitrary.  The level which is 
half-occupied in t h e  ground s t a t e  is marked with a ha tch  mark. The theoretical  
Nilsson levels a r e  usually specified in terms of harmonic oscillator units, which 
a r e  proportional to  the  inverse cube root  of the  nuclear  mass [Des74], bu t  A l l 3  
is so slowly varying for nuclei  in t h e  region uf mass 235 t u  255 t h a t  the  correc-  
tion is neglected. Figure 6d is arranged in order  of increasing neutron number,  
and  a space is left for 247Pu a t  one e n d  of the  153 neutron isotone series. Band 
heads  a t  both t h e  lower a n d  upper  energy extremes of t he  figure are sometimes 
extrapolated f rom known excited members  of the  band using the  level spacings 
of nearby nuclides where the same band is be t te r  defined. For N of less t han  
150, t h e  level o rde r  is well behaved, though t h e  relative energy spacing of t he  
band heads is only poorly predictable.  As the  neut ron  number increases past  
150, in the  vicinity of the  152 neut ron  shell, many of the  levels cross. If t he  
bchavior uf t he  levels bPlow N = Ifso a re  simply extrtzipolate? t o  h ighe r  nc?ijt.ron 
numbers ,  t he  prediction of a ground s t a t e  configuration of 7/2+ is obtained for 
247Pu, in agreement  with t h e  purely theoretical  prediction. However, in t h e  
vicinity of N = 152, t he  7/2+[613] and  1/2+[620] levels cross. Besides the  data 
presented in t h e  figure, t h e  ground s t a t e  spin of the  N = 155 nuclide 251Cmis 
1/2+ [Lou~t j j ,  indicating a crossing between '"Ci~i aiid 253Cf. Ir; t h e  higher z 
elenients fermium and nobelium the  1/2+[620] s t a t e  is permanently below the  
7/2+[613] s ta te  [Tu181], b u t  in the  plutonium, curium and  californium nuclides 
the  cross over is still occurring and is not  trivially predictable. Therefore, it 
cannot  be said whether the  ground s t a t e  of 247Pu is 7/2+ o r  1/2+. The energy 
difference between the  levels may be so small t ha t  the  possibility of an isomeric 
s ta te  in 247Pu exists, since t ransi t ion between the two s ta tes  would be of M 3  (E4) 
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multipolarity. The only known odd-mass, even-Z isomer in the actinide region 
(excepting the  shape isomers) is tha t  in 235U. 
The ground s ta te  spin of 2 4 7 A ~ ~ ~  was determined from the  levels of 247Cm 
populated by the  247Am beta decay and  the  log f t values to  be 5/2 [Ort67]. The 
parity of the ground s ta te  is not known. None of the  excited s ta tes  have been 
characterized. Figure Ge is  similar t o  figure 6d, except that, the  odd-proton 
energy levels have been constructed.  The same Nuclear Data Tables were used 
as before, a s  well as some supplementary da ta  from the  more recent  l i terature 
[Grii’8,Ahm79,Bem81.Ahm76]. A s  before, the  nuclides a re  arranged in order  of 
increasing neutron number: even though they are  proton levels i t  is expected 
tha t  t h e  152 neutron shell will disrupt their  smooth behavior. A space is left for 
247Am a t  the  lower end of t he  152 neutron isotone. The order of the  levels 
remains well behaved up until N = 150, a t  which point the  levels begin to  cross. 
Once again, not much of a definite na tu re  can be said about the  nuclide of 
interest .  The ground s ta te  is probably 5/2+[622], but  might be 5/2-[523]; if i t  
weren’t for the  determination by Orth tha t  the  spin is 5/2, the  1/2+[400] level 
could not  be eliminated a s  a possibility for the  ground state. I t  seems fairly 
safe to  say tha t  a t  a n  energy of less than  or equal t o  200 keV are  the  5/2+[642], 
5/2-[523] and 1/2+[400] levels, and a t  an energy near  500 keV are  the  3/2- 
[52 11, 7/2+[633] and, possibly, 1/2-[530] levels. Somewhere near  an excitation 
energy of 1 MeV a re  t,he 1/2-[521] and 7/2-[514] states.  From these postulates, 
the approximate level scheme of 247Am depicted in figure 6f arises. Beta decay 
to  the  excited members of rotational bands built upon these Nilsson levels can 
also occur. I t  must be stressed tha t  this level scheme is only for the purpose of 
half life estimation, and tha t  there  is no  experimerital data  to verify it. 
If  the  ground s ta te  rotational band of 247Pu IS bdsed on the 1/2+[620] level, 
the  possibility exists tha t  the  ground s ta te  of 247Pu is 3 / 2 +  due to the decou- 
pling f a c b r  for K = 1/2 bands. The nuclide 235Pa is an example of this. Exami- 
nation of all the  nuclides in which the  l/Z+[620] band is observed fails t o  locate 
even one example where the  3/2+ s t a t e  lies below the  1/2+ state.  The rota- 
tional spacing for a K = l / Z  band [Des741 is givcn by 
P I + &  
E ( I ,  K = l / 2 )  = E ( I = l / 2 )  + -- [ I ( I  + 1) + a (-1) 2 ( /  + 1/ 2)] VI.1 
2 1  
where I is t he  spin of a level in the  band, E(I=l/ 2 )  is the energy of the barid 
head. I is the  moment of inertia of the  nucleus and  a is the  decoupling parame- 
ter.  Using equation V I . l  and t h e  da ta  in the  l i terature for the  level s t ructures  
of nuclei isotonic with 247Pu [TOI78]. the  decoupling parameters of ‘lr9Cm 
(a = 0.46) and 251Cf (a = 0.28) can be extracted. The decoupling parameter 
must  be less than  -1 for the  3/2 state  t o  lie below the  1/2 state.  If the  ground 
s ta te  of 247Pu is K = 1/2, the  ground s ta te  spin is almost certainly 1/2+. The 
be ta  decay of 247Pu can be expected to occupy levels in the  daughter based on 
the  1/2+[400] s ta te  (allowed transition, though the  change in the n, quantum 
riurnber is 2, and therefore 1 -forbidden), the  1/2-[5:30] s la te  (first forbidden 
transition), t h e  3/2-[521] s ta te  (first forbidden transition), the  1/2-[521] s ta te  
(first forbidden transition) and the  5/2-[523] s t a t e  (first forbidden, unique, 
transition). In 24gCm and 251Cm. the  odd neutron occupies the  1/2+[620] level 
in the  ground s ta te .  arid the decay ra tes  to  the  1/2+[400]. 1/2-[530], 1/2-[521] 
and 3/2-[521] s ta tes  have been measured [T0178]. Using tabluated log f values 
for  allowed and first forbidden decays [Gov71]. the  log f t values are  calculated 
in Table 6-1. 
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Tabie 6-1 Calculation of log f f  values for the  beta-minus decay of two 
cur ium isotopes. Data from reference [T0178]. 
249Cm, half life 65.3 minutes. ground s ta te  = )$+[620] 
Daughter Decay Energy Partial half log f 1% f 
level (MeV) life (sec) (allowed) (1" forbidden) 
0.891 4.1 x 103 2.68 
3 --[ 52 13 
2 
0.522 7.8 x 105 1.52 
3 -+L4OO] 
2 
'-[ 53 01 0.331 3.9 x 105 0.63 
2 
0.257 2.3 x 105 0.15 
1 --[ 52 13 
2 
'"Crn, half life 16.8 minutes, ground s ta te  = )$+[620] 
1.42 1.4 x lo3 3.76 3 --I52 13 
2 
1 -+[400] 
2 
1 --[530] 
2 
1 --[521] 
2 
1.11 1.4 x 105 2.61 
0.98 5.9 x 104 2.89 
0.88 6.3 x lo3 2.65 
1% f t 
6.3 
7.4 
6.2 
5.5 
6.9 
7.8 
7.7 
6.4 
For calculation of 247Pu decay rates,  the  average log f t values for decay t o  
the  same levels from the two curium nuclides were assumed. A value of log f t = 
8.5 for the  first forbidden, unique, decay to  the 5 / 2 - [ 5 2 3 ]  state  is also assumed 
[Mar69]. "Reasonable" values of the  decay energies to  each s ta te  a re  taken  
from figure 6f, using the ground s ta te  to ground s ta te  Qp of 2.0 MeV calculated 
above. Table 6-11 oiitlines the  calculation of the  partial half lives for decay to  
the different rotational band heads in 247Am from **?PU. 
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Table 6-11 Calculation of the partial half lives of the  beta decay of 
l/Z+[SZO] 247Pu. 
Daughter 
level 
1 2- + [ 40 01 
5 --[ 5231 2 
1 --[530] 
2 
3 --[ 52 I] 
2 
1 --[ 52 11 
2 
Approximate 1% f t 
Decay Energy (MeV) 
1.9 7.6 
1.9 a8.5 
1.7 7.0 
1.6 6.6 
1.0 6.0 
log f log f Partial half 
(allowed) (1" forbidden) life (sec) 
3.4 1 1.5 x 104 
4.40 1.3 x 104 
4.14 7 x 102 
3.99 4 x lo2 
2.9 1 2.5 x 103 
In the  first forbidden decays t o  the 1/2-E5301 and 1/2-[521] rotational 
bands, decays to the  3/2- members a re  also permitted (AJ = 1). The relative 
population of different members of t h e  same rotational band by beta  decay is 
proportional to the  squares of the  Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the transi- 
tions [Mar70]. However, t he  a d m x t u r e  of L = 0 and L = 1 multipolarities in first 
forbidden decays makes this calculation difficult t o  implement accurately. If i t  
is assumed tha t  the  rotational energy spacings a re  negligible relative to  the  
decay energies involved, t he  relative population of the  different rotational levels 
of the  same rotational band by beta decay from a particular Nilsson level 
should be roughly the  same in any parent-daughter system in which the  decays 
occur. The relative intensity da ta  from the beta emitting curium isotopes 
[T0178] average to  give a partial  half life to the 3/2- state  of the  1/2-[530] band 
of 900 seconds and a partial half life to  the 3/2- state  of the 1/2-[521] band of 
5400 seconds. This, with t h e  Table 6-11 data ,  gives an overall half life for 
1/2+[620] 247Pu of 2.7 minutes, in good agreement with the more recent  litera- 
t u re  [See81]. 
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If t he  ground state of 247Pu is 7/2+[613], t he  s t rength of the  decay wil l  be 
t o  levels in the  bands based on  t h e  5/2+[642] s t a t e  (allowed transition. bu t  with 
Anz = 3, strongly l-forbidden),  t he  512-[523] s t a t e  (first forbidden transition). 
t he  3/2-[521] s t a t e  (first forbidden, unique, transit ion),  t he  7/2+[633] s ta te  
(allowed transit ion,  bu t  with Anz = 2. l-forbidden),  and  t h e  7/2-[514] s t a t e  (first 
forbidden transit ion).  Excited s t a t e s  in the K = 1/2 bands are excluded by the  
K selection rule.  Unfortunately,  t he  extensive da t a  which are available or1 the  
l/Z+[620] decay from t h e  beta-emitt ing curiiims a r e  not  available for t h e  
7/2+[613] decay. The only known odd-A nuclide with an unpaired neutron in 
the 7/2+[613] level in t h e  ground s t a t e  is  '"Cf, which decays only to t h e  
7/2+[633] state of 253E~. Some more drast ic  approximations a re  necessary t o  
come u p  with a s e t  of log f t  values. 
The decay energy of 253Cf is 0.287 MeV and t h e  half life is 17.8 days [T0178]. 
The log f is 0.73 [Gov'71], giving a log f t  o f  6.9, consistent with a n  l-forbidden 
allowed decay. The nuclide 243Pu has  a ground s ta te  configuration of 7/2+[624] 
and a decay energy of 0.580 M e V  t o  t h e  ground s ta te  of 243Am, which is 5/2- 
[523 ] ,  one of t he  levels of interest. iri 247Pu decay. This decay will be used to  
simulate t h e  first forbidden decays of 247Pu. The partidl  half life is 8.3 hours  
and the log f is 1.71 [Gov71], yielding a log f t of 6.2, similar to those €or t h e  
first forbidden decays of t he  l/Z+[620] s ta tes  in Table 6-1. The simulation of 
the  allowed decay  of a 7 / 2 +  state with Anz = 3 is not easy; the only nuclide 
which demonstrates  this  beta-minus transit ion is '05Dy, which has  a ground 
s t a t e  configuration with an  odd neut ron  in the  7/2+[633] level, partially decay- 
ing t o  a n  excited s t a t e  in  '651.10 with a 7/2+[404] configuration [T0178]. The 
partial half life of t he  decay is 170 days and t h e  lug f o  is 0.92, giving a log f t  of 
8.1. The first forbidden decay to  the  ground s t a t e  of lG5H0 has  a log f t  of 6.9. 
comparable to  t h e  6.2 value obtained from 243Pu decay. Once again, t he  log f t 
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of a first forbidden, unique, decay is assumed to  be approximately 8.5. Table 6- 
Ill outlines the calculation of t he  partial half live for decay to the  different rota- 
tional band heads in 247Am from 7/2+[613] 247Pu. 
Table 6-111 Calculation of the  partial  half lives of the  beta  decay of 
7/2+[613] 247Pu. 
Daughter 
level 
5 
-i [642] 
2 
5 - -[ 52 31 2 
3 --[521] 
2 
2+[633] 7 
7 
2 -+MI 
Approximate log ft 
decay energy (MeV) 
2.0 8.1 
1.9 6.2 
1.6 8.5 
1.6 6.9 
1.0 6.2 
1% f 
(allowed) 
3.50 
3.14 
log f Partial h a1 f 
(Isf forbidden) life (sec) 
4.0 x 104 
4.40 60 
3.99 3.2 x 104 
5.8 x 103 
2.91 1.9 x 103 
In the firs1 forbidden decays to  the S / Z - [ 5 2 3 ]  and 7/2-[514] rotational 
bands ( the  strongest transitions), decays to  higher rotational members a re  
also permitted, bounded by AJ .L= 1. The relative half lives of transitions to the  
5/2-[523] band in 243Pu decay a r e  1.0 for t he  5/2- s ta te ,  6.7 for t he  7/2- s ta te  
and approximately 30 for  the  9 /2 -  state.  The relative half lives of transitions to 
the  7/2-[523] band in le5Dy decay a re  1.0 for the  7/2- s ta te  and 5.5 for the  9/2- 
s ta te .  Once again, assuming t h a t  rotational energy effects are  negligible with 
respect  to the decay energy, direct  application of these ratios to  the  da ta  in 
Table 6-111 gives partial half lives for 247Pu decay t o  the 5/2[523] 7,/2- s la te  of 
400 seconds, to the 5/2[523] 9/2- s ta te  of about 1800 seconds, and to the  
7/2[514] 9/2- s ta te  of 1.0 x l o 4  seconds. The calculated half life of 7,/2+[613] 
247Pu is 50 seconds. 
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I t  should be realized, of course,  t h a t  an e r r o r  of one uni t  in the  log f t 
values assigned to  the fastest  t ransi t ions can  change the  calculated half life of 
247Pu by a n  order  of magnitude. In t h e  region of t h e  152 neutron shell, where 
-configuration interactions in both t h e  p a r e n t  and  the  daughter  a r e  rapidly 
changing, this  kind of e r ro r  is quite possible. One conclusion which can  be  
drawn concerns t h e  observables f rom 247Pu decay. If t h e  ground s t a t e  of 247Pu 
is 7,/2+, most of t he  decay proceeds directly t o  t h e  low-tying 5/2-[523] rota- 
tional band in 247Am, so  the high energy gamma rays which might ar ise  f rom t h e  
population of higher s ta tes  will be of very low intensity. On the  o ther  hand,  if 
t he  247Pu ground s t a t e  is 1/2+, t h e  decay is divided among the  higher-lying 
3/2-[521]. 1/2-[530] and 1/2-[521] bands  of t h e  daughter ,  so gamma rays with 
energies on t h e  order  of 1 M e V  might be  expected t o  be fairly intense.  
6.2 Experimental 
N o  evidence for  the presence of 247Pu w a s  observed. 
The experiments aimed at  detect ing 247Pu were perforrned with 1130 MeV 
'36Xe ions ( th ree  irradidtlons), 730 MeV B6Kr ions (six irradiations), 650 MeV a6Kr  
ions (six irradiations), and 111 MeV laO ions (two irradiations). The chemistry 
w a s  tes ted  with several 146 MeV 22Ne i r radiat ions a t  low beam intensities. Irra- 
diations were of thirty minutes durat ion.  The t a rge t  used in aeKr and  ls6Xe 
bombardments was  t he  2.15 mg/cmz 246Cm t a rge t  used in the  main work, t h e  
ca t che r  foils were 45 mg/crn2 nickel in t h e  fo rm of a t runca ted  cone (Section 
3), a n d  the  beam intensity w a s  between 0.5 a n d  1.0 electrical microampere for 
each run.  The target  used in IaO (and 22Ne) r u n s  w a s  the same as t h a t  used  in 
r u n s  '80-1 and  'BO- l l .  Since the  cross  section extrapolated for  t he  247Pu cross  
section from the  reaction of 96 MeV (in t h e  ta rge t )  la0 with 24BCm is only on the  
order  of microbarns.  it is no t  surprising t h a t  no da ta  resulted from the  two '*O 
irradiations, so these  experiments will not b e  discussed fur ther .  
Samples were prepared for  gamma ray  detection using the chemical pro- 
cedure outlined in Section 2. The start of the  first accumulation of data with 
the  Ge(Li) detector (Section 2) w a s  within thirty minutes of the  end of the irra- 
diation and sometimes significantly sooner. The time of chemical separation of 
plutonium from its beta-minus decaying americium daughters was well defined 
by the  end of the  hydrochloric acid wash of the anion column, which took place 
apprvximately 3 to 5 rninutes before the  s ta r t  of t he  first data acquisition. 
Ideally, the  best  way to  first detect  t h e  presence of 247Pu is to look for the  
growth and decay of the  285 keV. 23% abundant  gamma ray of the  24 minute 
247Am daughter. The chemistry gives a good purification from 3+ actinides in 
the  final plutonium fraction, which is necessary if the  presence of 247Am, 
formed directly in the  reaction with a high cross section, is to be used a s  a cri- 
terion for 247Pu decay. 
Unfortunately, the  chemistry gives a separation from cerium of only 10' t o  
lo3. I n  experiments with '36Xe ions, t he  plutonium fraction was loaded with the 
gamma rays of the c e r i u m  Isotopes (and daughters) all thc  way from r m s s  129 
to  mass 146. Cerium of mass 131 has  two isomeric states,  one with a 5 minute 
half life and one with a 10 minute half life, both of which decay t o  IslLa, which 
has  a half life of 59 minutes [Nor66]. One of t he  most intense gamma rays emit- 
ted in the decay of '311,a has an  energy of 285 keV. Since the signature of 247Pu 
is a growth and decay of this gamma line on the same time order a s  the growth 
and decay of "lLa, this is a serious interference.  Figure 6g shows the first 
gamma ray  spectra  accumulated in two different "Kr experiments a t  730 MeV 
out  of the accelerator. 
Simple extrapolation of t he  8eKr-I data  in Section 4 indicates tha t  the  cross 
section for the  formation of 247Pu from the  reaction of these OgKr ions w l t h  
248Cm should be approximately 100 pb.  Taking an "average" bombardment 30 
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minutes long a t  750 nanoamperes  of "KrZ2+ a nd a chemical yield of 50% with a 
separation of plutonium from americium occurring 20 minutes after the  end of 
bombardment,  t he  number of atoms of 247Pu present  a t  the time of separation 
can be determined a s  a function of i ts  half life. Solution of the decay equations 
for a growth and decay gives the  number of atoms of daughter species Nd as a 
function of time after separation t from a given number of parent  atoms Np a t  
time zero: 
VI.2 
where Ap and Ad a re  the  decay constants of the  parerit and daughter respec- 
tively. The time at which the  number of daughter atoms (and hence daughter 
decays) is at  a maximum, obtained by setting the  derivative of VI . l  to  zero, is 
v1.3 
Table 6 - I V  outlines the  calcu4ation of the  maximum decay rate  of 247Am from 
2 1 7 ~ ~  (lrttriy d\ d r t j l l d l c ) r t  or "?'F.'u h,-ilf life. 
Table 6-IV Maxirnum decay ra te  of 247Am from 247Pu decay for several 
values of t he  247Pu half life, for a 90 minute bombardment of seKr22+ at 750 nA, 
assuming a chemical yield of 50%. 
247Pu 
half 
life 
(min) 
2 
5 
10 
15 
20 
Number of 
atoms present 
a t  end of 
bombardment 
1.9 x 104 
4.7 x 104 
8.4 x 104 
10.8 x 104 
12.4 x 104 
Number of 
atoms in the  
chemical fraction 
a t  separation 
10 
1.5 x io3  
1.0 x 104 
2.1 x 104 
3.1 x 104 
Time af ter  
chemistry when 247Am 
is a t  maximum 
(minutes) 
7.8 
14.3 
21.7 
27.2 
31.7 
Maximum 
decay ra te  
of 247A.m 
(minutes-' ) 
0.23 
28 
150 
280 
360 
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The 23% branching ratio of the  g a m m a  ray  combined with the SZ detector 
eficiency a t  205 keV makes only about  1% of the  decays "detectable." Figure 6h  
shows "decay curves" for t,he 285 keV gamma line from two of the  be t te r  chem- 
istries from full energy BsKr runs.  I t  can be seen that  the  contaminant level is 
on the  order of one to  Lhree detected gamma rays per  minute over much of the 
time region of interest .  Nothing can be said about  the  growth and decay of 
247Arr~ (niaximum count  r a t e  less than or  equal t o  3 per minute) in the  presence 
of this background. Even if the  activity due to  '"La is subtracted,  from calcu- 
lations based on t h e  activity of the other lslLa gamma rays, the  error  bars  on 
the  resulting da ta  points alrnost encompass the possible 247Am activity. N o  cun- 
clusions can be drawn about  t he  half life of 247Pu. 
If 247Pu decay results in gamma rays with nearly 100% abundance, a 10 
minute half life would indicate an initial activity of 500 decays per  minute, or an 
obseivable 1 to  5 decays pe r  minute (depending on the detector efficiency) a t  
the s ta r t  of the first count.  Examination of the first gamma ray spectra from 
each experiment where the  plutonium yield was Iarge and the cerium y e i u  vvd5 
relatively small tu rned  up no  gamma lines a t  this intensity which could not be 
81 
attributed to  cerium nuclides, daughter  activities, o r  detector background. 
This means only tha t  i l  t h e  247Pu half life is observable, the garnrria rays from its 
decay are  on the  order  of  20% or less in intensity. 
6.3 s-y 
The half life of 247Pu is predicted t o  be less than 3 minutes, in agreement 
wi th  recent  l i terature.  The 247Pu ground s ta te  is either 7/2+ or 1/2+, based on 
the Nilsson energy levels and the  systematic behavior of the  odd-A, even-Z 
actinides. An experimental search for the nuclide, assuming the half Iife to  b e  
longer than  the  estimate by a significant amount,  was unsuccessful d u e  t,o 
cerium contamination coming through the  chemical procedure. This method of 
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observing 247Pu is marginal. even in the  absence of chemical contaminants. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 6a - Comparison of the  extrapolated mass excess of Wapstra [Wap77] 
(circles) with the  droplet predictions of Myers [Mye77] (upper curves) and 
Howard [HowBO] (lower curves) for masses 243,247 and  251. 
Figure 6b - The difference between the  extrapolated mass excesses of (A,Z) 
odd mass nuclei [Wap77] and t h e  droplet predictions for the  mass excess of 
(A,Z-1) nuclei [HOWSO]. 
Figure 6c - Alpha decay energies derived from extrapolated mass excess 
data  [Wap77], for the  plutonium isotopes, for the  N=153 isotone, and for t h e  
A=247 mass chain. The extrapolation t o  the  247Pu Q, is indicated. 
Figure 6d - The systematic behavior of the  experimentally determined 
odd-neutron Nilsson levels in the  actinides. The vertical orientation of one level 
scheme relative t.0 i ts  neighbors is arbitrary.  
Figure 6, - The systematic behavior of the  esperimer~tally determined 
odd-proton Nilsson levels in the  actinides. The vertical orientation of one level 
scheme relative to i ts  neighbors is arbitrary.  
Figure 6f - A proposed approximate level scheme of 247Am from the  da ta  in 
figure 6e ,  used in the half life determinations of 247Pu described in the text. 
Only band heads a re  shown. 
Figure 6g - The first gamma ray  spectra  of plutonium fractions arising from 
t w o  irradiations of 24sCm with e 520 MeV aeKr .  The top  spectrum is a 10 minute 
accumulation s tar ted 25 minutes af ter  E.O.B. The bottom spectrum is a 5 
minute dccumulation s ta r ted  22 minutes after E.O.B. 
Figure 6h - Typical “decay curves” of the 285 keV gamma ray activity from 
the  plutonium fraction from the  reaction of a e K r  with 24sCm. 
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Section 7 - Conclusion 
The reaction of heavy ions with neutron-rich actinide species is of very lit- 
tle use in producing new, neutron-rich nuclides at  a higher I, than tha t  of the  
target ,  though some hope exists in bombardments of 2543s targets and '"Cm 
targets ,  if they become available. Synthesis of new below-target nuclides, how- 
ever, should occur  with high yields. In reactions of laeXe or 238U ions with 248Cm, 
the  production and isolation of new heavy americium and plutonium isotopes 
should be possible, though a preliminary search  for 247Pu described here  failed, 
probably due t o  half life considerations. Other targets which should prove use- 
f u l  in riew below-target actinide synthesis a r e  238U, '"Pu and 252Cf, though han- 
dling the  la t ter  material is a problem due to i ts  high specific activity. 
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